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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose: During the seven month's period from November 4.1977 to

May 31, 1978 (NIE Grant #0B-NIE-G-78-0108) Prollec; FACS undertook to pre-
,.

pare for an in depth study of tkparenting and education functions of

I
families in the context of their homes and.communities. This explora-.

7 tory effort consisted of an examination of the literature on parent edu- /-

cation and a preliminary survey of a number of ongoi6\parent education

programs. The Purposes of these activities were to (1) provide an up-to-
.

date picture-of existing parent education program research and (2) devel-

op methods of Tittering information to describe currently ex4sting parent

education programs and projects designed to provide support to families

in their parenting and educational functions. By examining models of

and approaches to parent education programs in the literature, FACS hoped

to identify areas where additional research was needed. Then, utilizing

the knowledge obtained on existing programs, FACS would be able to select

suitable targets for a more in depth examination of parent education pro-

gram problems in the SEDL region. The tasks undertaken during this se-

ven month period were designed to provide a solid theoretical-and, empiri-'

cal foundation for carrying out proposed research, development and ser-

viciigoils projected for FACS during the next five years.

B. Need: Continuity, congruity, match or mismatch between values and

practices of the child's home and the school's social system are powerful

predictors of school adjustment and educational attainment. Children's

early experiences in the family, and the degree of family support for

-their.participation in the formal educational system are important fac-

tors in determining, school adjustment and educational success.



A reciprocal relationship exists between home and school. Through-

out t134 child's school career, the home continues to be a key element

for suppop and reinforcement, f school-promoted outcomes, valUeS and

practi6es...d9n the other hand, through the child and often-in direct out-

reach activities, the school triesto effect changes in children and
.

their family life.

1,
When both school and home hold similar values and "speak the same

language," their interactions and relationships usually are seen as har-

monicius,legitimate and mutually reinforcing. When language and/or val-

ues differ, however, communication can break down and the school can be

perceived as not responsive to the needs of some ormost of its clients

-- children and their families.
A

Both the educational ant sociological literature have documented

the mismatch between prior socialization and school demands-in low in-

come and minority group populations. The poor quality of children's

school experiences'often leads 4to a career of small failures that bdild

into larger failures,includingschool drop out and delinquency. A ma-

jority of the studies which document home and school mismatches were

concerned with school achievement and intelligence scores. "Cultural

deprivation" and a "culture of poverty" were proposed as intervening

variables which attempted to explain the relationship between family.

background and schabl failure. Many,of the earlier federal compensatory

educational programs were designed to-make up:for home-based deficien-

cies before the child started schpo].

The cultuyt of poverty literature hat come under increasing attack

from a number of sources.-- Sociofbigists, anthropologists, scholars, and

educators involved in multicultural/bilingual education are concerned



with the validity_of a model which posits that a given culture' is defi-

.

cient. Individual researchers Are looking mr carefully at strengdt

of families in low income communities andiat adaptive mechanisms 'Which:

can help facilitate families' abilities to cope with and succeed in

their environments.

The research efforts of Project FAGS proposed to focus on two fam-

ily functions: (1) the primary responsibility for child rearing that

takes place from birth on, and (2) the secondary responsibility for the

child's education, which begins with the enrollment of the child in the

formal educational system. The family role in the education of children

is usually considered to be of a secondary nature, one of supporting and

reinforcing the efforts of agencies (schools) that are entrusted with

the primary responsibility for educating the children.

Child-rearing and education differ in terms of the teMporal se-

quence in which they take place, the people who have primary responsi-

bility for each, and the intended outcomes. The child-rearing function

during the early years is'considered to be a primary responsibility of

the family,,in particular of the parents. It has as a goal to produce

relatively competent, autonomous individuals, capable of_taking care Of

themselves, interacting with others, communicating in the:oral language

of their community, and profiting from additional experiences which they

become eligible for when they reach school age.

The formal education of children usually takes place in later child-

hood and is considered to be the primary responsibility of schools. It

--/irs as a goal to prepare the individual to function as a productive,mem-
- (

ber of the society. The traditional separation between child-rearing

and eduCation has been challenged lately by a change in thinking with

410,
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respect to when "schooling" should begin. Thisis evidenced by the in-

creasingavailability of kindergarten programs and the significant

growth of preschool'programs.deSigned for even younger children. The

need for parents' participation in and responsibility for this early edu-

cation is thought tome greater than it is for later schooling, but even

there expanded, efforts are made to recruit parents and older siblings in

a supporting role to the school-based actiN4ties. The extension of edu-

cation to the younger years has been-accompanied by a greater partici-

pation by-educatiOnal and non-educational institutions and agencies in

providing parent education.

Thus, schools have become active in facilitating the involvement of

parents in educational and training experiences that are expected'

help them smooth the transition between home and school. These efforts

_J
of the school to change the home have been accompanied by pressures

ir

from parents to make schools more responsive to the special needs of

their children, both in terms of (1) curriculum, methods, languaRand
ri I

(2) special services for special populations, e.g., bilingual, migrant,

and handicapped Students.

Families do not eXist in isolation; many other institutions in the

community, both educational and non-educational, affect the ways in

which families perform their functions. The family is viewed as an in-
.

tegral and interactive part of a complex of networks, institutions and

systems (usuallly referred to as the community) that constitute the e(-

vironment In which the parenting function takes place. In order to help

bring about better relationships between home and school,' thereby en-

hancing the15Nes of children, a need exists to increase the'understand-

ing of the relationships between these various individuals and groups.

11



FACStproposed to deal with this need by studying and analyting parek

.education programs as means for developing; more effective interactions

and actions.on the part of home and schools. in providing for the well;

being of Children.

C. Long Range Goal and Objectives: r,_

/
r /

1. The overall, goal of. Project FACS is to coniribute to theen-
. A

hancement of the contexts in which chilOenTgro and develop--family,

school and'cOnnunity. Project FACS hopes to bUi d a base of infor7,

mation that would be valuable to develop :programs to suRporf those

who are t he important people in these-contexts--parents, caretakers,

school and community personnel.

2. The general objectives proposed for FACS during- tFiext five

years are as'follows:
i

,
. To identify the institutions and ag'encifes that influence the

-1-.

competence with Olvich the family carries out Mts functions.
, .c. . .

.. .

. To 'understand the mechanisms by which educational and non-
.

Oucation'al institution in the Community influence the

parenting and educational functions of the fami

To understa d the nature of the reciprocal influences between

family and chool and the factors that affect th% nature, de-

gree, -and tensity of these reciprocal influences.

. To identify and describe specific programs designed to support'

family fUncti ps in parenting and education.

. To identify, de lop and assist in the implementation of edu-

cational practices programs and policies that increase'the

competency of the fa ily to rear and assist in the education

of children.

5
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-.:sTo provide decision-makers'and the pubUc.with up-to-date

information,and soundr0earch -findings in the,area of fam-
.,

support in ordtr to set Oiorities and delifv-,..

ery systems for these services.

D. The Activities ITasks) to be completes. in Phase 'I '(November 1, 1977-
'May_31, 1978) were as follows:

1. Review of the literature. A comprehensive review of social science

literature was to be'performed. Tentative general areas included exam,-
/

-

Ination of family-social environment relationships, family support agen-

cy relationships and family support syttems in general. Descriptions

and evaluations of programs and experiences in parent/family involvement

in education we're to be reviewed to identify models and/or types of par-
,

t' ory mechanisms, criteria for success or effectiveness, impact on

the'participant, thechldren and ,the educational institution.

Special attention was to be given to current literature on famAeg,1,,..,

and communities characterized by low socio-economic levels, minorjty

group membership, and one-parent and working mother families, The re-

view was to help identify spetial nditions under which family support

is most critical and it was to point ,to the most promising agencies/de-

livery 'systems. This would guide the selection of families, communities

and programs to be studied in depth in the later phases ofthe FACS

effort. '

Product: A document outlining the approaches and models projiatd in the

literature which describes the role 'of community institutions and agen-

cies in support of the parenting and educational function of the family.

2., Pilot test and revision of survey. A survey was to be designed and

carried out in a limited area to intify and describe programs and,gc-
lu:

13
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tivities designed to, support the parenting unction and to promote pa-
/

invOlyement in the education of children. This included develop-
,

ment of both the stai`ebtes to iodate and identify the specific Pro-

grahlvand the actual surv4'instrument to.gather information
I

about the

programs. This information w75t to include tar et for the program, goals,
.

sponsoring agency, staffing, funding', specific bjectives, etc.

Pro cts: A set of well-nde-Oined strategiesfor identifying and contact-

ing programs. A reliable and valid pilot tested survey form.

3. Survey data storage and retrieval system. The information generated'

by survey was to be coded, reduced, summarized, anct stored in the

form of en expanding data base. The goal was to design a system 6 keep"

and Update, the information about the programs identified.in the state

and legion for dissemination andtechnical assistance purposes in later

phases of this project.

Product: A data,storage and retrieval system to handle etrrent and pro-

jected survey information to be gathered in later stages.

E. Project Modifications

Tie goals and objectives,outlined abave correspond to the five-year

plan, formulated for Project FACS. The specific tasks and-objectives

for the cur ent seven month period were proposed as outlined above to

NIE.and were later podified in direct conversations with the Project

Officer and other NIE staff and consultants. The major modifications of

the scope of work resulted in a more restricted literature review, which

concentrated efforts on locating and assessing the conceptual and re-

search literature dealing with parent education programs, regardless of

who sponsored them or where they were located. The decision to focusl,

parent education rather than on parent involvement was based on the exam-
e

1.4



ination of a continuum of parent interactions with the educational sys-

tem developed by FACS,and -used in, the dourse of discussions.with-NrE
,,

staff (see Figure 1).. The components of the continuum are not separate

entities or distinguishable units. The pntimium is a'ichematic repre-
,

'sentation'of a continuous flow of activity and reflects a rising level

of sophistication, competence as parents and individuals, and M.ganized

power"and participation of the public in the educational system and

American society. It also reflects a rising level of responsiveness of

educational iipstitutions. Most parent education programs are organized so.

that the flow of influence goes from'the educational institution to pa-

rents. In some parent involvement programs, however, parents are in-

volved in the decision-making process vis:i-vis the institutions, so

that influence flows in the other direction. Between these two'is a

transitional type of program where parents and thePeducationil itu

do cooperate on more of a shared basis. The chart reproduce

Figure 1 reflects this continuum of parent interactions,with the educa-

tional system.

The decision was made to eliminate literature dealing with parent

(citizen) participation in governance, since it was beyond the areas

of interest and expertise of the Project staff. In addition, it was

decided that the main thrust of the review would be on literature

pertinent to. parent,education programs. The decision to focus on parent

education rather than on parent inVolvement was based on the fact that

parent education programs are not limited to educational institutions.

Unlike parent involvement, which is based exclusively within educational

institutions, parent education programs span a range of contexts which in=

elude both educational and non-educational settings. Because the pri-
.

15



THEORETICh CONTINUUM,OF PARENT FINECTIONS WITH THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

PARENT EDUCATION PARENT INVOLVEMENT. PARENT (CITIZEN) CONTROL

PARENT AS RECI' NT OF PARENT:AS ACTIVE, INVOLVED PARENT- DIRECTED

INFORMATION,11RECTION OR TRAINING PARTICIPANT
.

INVOLVEMENT- PARTICIPATION

Institution Directed (Institution & Parents as Active (Parents as Change Agents, Institution As

Co-Partictpan11) _4 Recipient)
11

Parental Input: Low level of parental input to

schoo)s (throtO inAitution-

direcled service to school might te

high), direct parental contribution

to school!based educational process,

no contribution to social change

Impact Target: Individual parent or parent groups,

(Generally in line with psycholo-

gical approach: concern within=

,dividual adjustment)

Appraiser of Needs: Educational institution or

experts

Motivating Rationale: Deficits in impact target

and/or superior knowledge

of educational experts

Immediate Goal: Parent education: change in

parent attitudes & concomitant

change In behavior; orutilizatign

of parent services, smoother

functioning of institution

Ultimate Outcome: More positive impactl parent

on child, academic success of

child, better fit of child in-

to.formal educational pro-

cess; o4loother functioning

of institution

Special Influences:

Examples: Many parent education efforts, parent

' newsletters; parent-teacher conferences,

PTA, home visits

Moderate toihighlevel Of;give-and-take interactions

with schoOlianteducatiOn expeits; moderate tp

high leyel of parental contribdtIonto school - based,

educational process; possibility exists of sOM0

parental, contribltion to insi'Ittion or social

change

Mutual impacting o arents & schools. Potential

existS,for power truggle. (More in line with

sociological app with impact of social

environment on people)

Parents, institutions and experts mutually assess

needs

Participatory democracy, humahitarian value system

civil rights movements, social mov ment for parent

.111

involvement ieeducation and School responsive-

ness and accountability. Mutual k of fit be-

tween cultUre of local communities and education

establishment

Mutual chinge, mutual give-and-take

Mutual change for benefit of children

Local factors such as racial characteristics,

attitudes of cooperation/antagonism, and size

of both school & community; legiSlative or ,

administrative mandates affecting availability

of jobs & positions for parents & other oppor-

tunities for involvement; school openness &

responsiveness reflected by knowledge about,

training in, and commitment to schooPcommunity

relations by teachers & administrators

Parents as emplogees, staff, policy makers,

advisors, planners; growth of parent involve-

ment in Head Start, Follow Through & Bilingual

Programs

High levaot pirental input to or impact on

scho l;' hip level of indirect parental impact

on pol-40ed education'process; direct pa-

ren 1,cOnttibution to institution-social

change

/7\

Institution or larger society. (Social action

approach);

Parent groups civil rights groups, local commu-

nity ,

Failure of educational institution or larger

society

Change in educational institutions or society

Increased social competence of all children in

cluding their academic success, by ges with.

in the broad soci41 environment

9

COmmunity control & decentralization movement of

early 70's



mary focus of.FACS is on the family in the context of the community,

Was felt that a focus on prograins which are located in a range of co

'nullity institutions was more adequate tothe purposes of the projeFt

Since the focus of the review wavon Parent education programs, parent .

involvement programs would be included only if theycontailled,a ignifi-

cant went education,comRonent. The criteria for selectin uments

for review, them, was restricted to those ddaling with prop im in whit

parents were the target of some educational intervention al ed at chan

ing-some aspeIt of their performance as parents. It was d ed to in

elude in the review any report about arent'education prog Irresp c-

ttye of the type of agency sponsoring the,program.

I

18
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PARENT EDUCATION AND PARENT1DUCATION,pROGRAMS IN THE LITERATURE

A. Scope of the tliterature Review and Review Procedures: The revised

FACS literature review was designed igo provide the b ckground informa-

tion necessary to define Zeplan'future research efforts. The origi-
,

nal scope of effort for FACS was to, have encomiassed the social science

literiture 'leafing with the family and community. On the basis of ne-
-7--

gotiations with NIE staff and consultants, the scope of the review was

narrowed to P rent Education programs as represehtative of selected as-

pects of the relationships between family and community. These programs

were electe because they encompass a range of cefiimunity institutions

which h ve explicit linkt between their stated purposes as support sys-

tems.and the familyttviunCtion of child rearing.

The review was de-4(Ined to meet the followini general o, vus.

1. To clarify t 3 relationship between Parent Education Pa-

rent Involvement in Education

2. To summarize the results of recent.parenteducation research

3. To determine the range and variety of parent education programs

reported in the literature

4. To determine the quality and quantity of information available
.

in the reports,, about parent education programs.

The FACS literature review consisted of four steps designed to pro-

vide systematic coverage of available materials and to help generate in-:

formation needed for the next phase of study. The steps were as follows:

1) Identification, 2) Document ClassificatioN.3) Preliminary Review,

and 4)Data Reduction. These steps will be briefly,described here.

1. 'Identification. The primary sources of information utilized by FACS

were the ERIC and CIJE bases. Searches were submitted to ERIC to generate

1 0
11.



materials on the following topics:

a. Parent-School Relationships
b. Parent Education Models
c. Community Involvement
d. Parent Education Programs
e. Parelit Education Theories
f. Parent Education Reviews
9.-Community Services

These general topic areas were cross-tabulated to produce five dif-

ferent sear s of the ERIC data base; a. total of approximately 800 ma-

terials were generated by the searches.

In addition to ERIC and CIJE,' the University of Texas Main Library

and the PMIC library housed at SEDL were to locate materials. Bib-

lio Thies from recent-reviews of-parent education programs, were also

examined. The ERIC/CIJE Searhes were found to'be very comprehensive,

and library searches uncovered very few-materials not listed in the

ERIC printOuts.
.._ _

2. Document Classification. Given the large number of references gene-

rated by the identification strategies, it was necessary to design a

system to sort, classify, select and eliminate materials. To accomp-

lish this task, a set of coding guidelines was developed (see Appendix

A). The development of the coding categories was based on a combina-

tion of (.1) ideas from several of the major.conceptual overviews such as

Stanford Institute (1973), Goodson and Hes (1976, Hess et al (1971),

Dobson and Dobson (1975), an .(2) the needs of the FACS project. The
,

conceptual overviews were used primarily to create a preliminary typo-
,

logy of the different types of parent programs for use in the coding

guidelines. The conceptual overviews used various classifcation schemas

to describe parent education programs, and they were not always in

agreement. For example, programs were classified in terms of underlying

20 ,
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assumptions, parent'roles, location of program, etc.: After considering

a number of different alternatives, it was determined that categoriiing

programs by, parental role vis--vis the educational institution would be

the most efficient system since a quick perusal of each document would

be sufficient to obtain the information required: The following paren-

tal roles were selected fordlqncluion on tqrcoding sheet:

a. Parents as Learners. This role involved program activities
toP

which were primarily directed toward teaching thqoarents some

skill, new behavior, etc.

b. Parents as Workers in the School. fr rents particippted.,in

school activities in one of a number of roles, such'as volunteers,

paraprofessionals, etc.

c. Parents as Consultants.' Parents were utilized as resources,

parent opinion was solidited; etc.

d. Parents as Decision-Makers. Activities which involved parents

in policy making, participation by'parents in activities which as-

sured them of some measure of control.

e. 'Parent Inclusion. A generally defined categOry intended for

materials which deal With parent involvement in school-related ac-

tivities, but which are either not covered by 3 or 4. above or in-

sufficiently described in the reports.

In addition to classifying materials according to the aforementioned

roles, the coding sheets also were used to classify materials according

to the purpose of the document, such as Desription of Single Programs,

Review of Programs, etc.

Because one original purpose of the FACS Project was to examine dif-

ferent community institutions, two different coding sheets were prepared.

13



One code s&i, was intended for use with materials describing programs

which were based educational institutions. The non-school based ipde

sheet utiliied the same categories with-the-exception that parental role

#2, Parents as Workers in the School, was altered to reflect work-in the

community (see Appendix A).

The code sheets were used with the 800 materials Aneratel by the

FACS identification activiti s. This resulted in clusterings.of mated-

?'
als by parental role and type f document. Fop/example, there were clus-

ters Of materials which described non-school based programs which taught

parents parenting skills or clusters.of re earch studies concerned with

school-based programs teaching parents .tutor their children.

3. Preliminary Review. the completelicode sheets were examined to de-

,

_termine which clusters of materials ?light be more important to.the,FAGS

Projedt. Since a focus of.the project was. priOarily on programs which
w. 5

use educational techniques, to teach parents r ther than on programs

which were designed to invdlve parents fh goernance, the Materials

clustered under the Parents As Learners.categories were selected for

attention. Annotated cards were prepared for all materials in both

School and Non-School based code sheets which were concerned with Parents

As Learners. Each card was'coded according to both-document type (e.g.,

Description, Research, etc.) and program content and sorted according

to the coding classification.

This prelim4nary sorting and review of aterials clearly highlighted

an important distinction in the types of inf rmation contained in the lit -

erature. Those materials which clustered in the Research Study, Review of

Programs, Conceptual Materials, or Literati:1r Review cells on the code

sheets (referred to hereafter as Research 0 iented-DocuMents (RODS))
.

2.2
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/differed significantly from those materials clustered in the Description

or Evaluptfon of Single Program cells (rfferred to hereafter ail Dsscrip-

tive Reports (DRs)).

The RODs were evaluative in nature and designed to answer research

questions having to do with the effectiveness and replicability of the

programs. The DRs were descriptive in natUre and designed to present

ifformation about the operation of a program and the services delivered

by the program.

The RODs focused almost exclusively on nationally recognized pro-
.

grams which were primarily carried:out in educational institutions.

The vast majority of programs examined in the RODs were designed to

teach parents to tutor their own children and were intended to affect

the child's cognitive functioning. The DRs discussed smaller scale,

service oriented programs designed to 'impact p wider range of parental

roles, to affect parents and children in.a variety of waysipd which

were sponsored by a number of different agencies.

The Resea h Oriented Documents and the Descriptive Reports con-

tributed different kinds of information to the PACS .Pripject. The RODs

contributed examples of different conceptdal/"ipproaches to parent ed-
P

kafion programs and documented research efforts to determine program

effectiveness. The research'and conceptual approaches also contributed

insights used to develop apethod toLanalyze the DRs. The Descriptive

Reports iliustrated the range of Parent Education programs and the ex-

tent to which available reports provide sufficient information to deter-*:

mine what was the qature,of the program and the social context in which

it oRerated.

4. Data Reduction.' A total of 87Orograms were identified as the



(

DeScriptive Reports. In order to analyie these 87 programs, FACS de-

,-veloped a standardized Program Data Sheet.(PDS).(See Appendix AY based

on the ipproadhes described in the RODs and the needs of the FACS Proj-

ect. The PDS. was designed to extract information from each of the
4

reports which could serve as the basis for comparing inforriration across

programs in a systematic way.

The PDS contained a total of-8 dimensithrs:-

1. Programv'identification information

2. Target population and participant characteristics

3. Program staff characteristics

4. Program content and delivery modes

5. Program evaluation/results

6. Rationale/Mbtivation for programs

7. Sociocultural Coitext

8. Needs perceiVed by leaders/promoters

A PDS was filled out for each of the 87 reports. As was expected,

,the amount and detail in the Descriptive Reports was highly variable;

some had complete information on some topics, but incomplete information

'on others; some reports were inadequate in almost 41 dimensions. It

should be noted that the amount and quality of information on dimensions

6', 7, and 8 above was inadequate for most reports. These dimensions,

tHerefore, receive no attention in the analysis presented below.

To summarize the FACS, literature review consisted of four major

-sted; Identificationqocument Classification, Preliminary Review,

and Data Reduction. These procedures identified two distinct types of
.

docUments which contained different kinds of information. The analysis

of these two types of documents are reported in the next five sections,

idr
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which include discussions of a)\ Parental Roles, 2) the distinctron be-

tween parent education and parent involvement, 3) evidence for the

,effectiveness of parent'education, 4) the rangesof different types of
A

parent educationprograms, and 5) conclusions and recommendations

derived from' the literature.

B. Parent Roles: Parent Education Programs are a form of social

support to h4lp parents better perform their role of bringing up chil-

dren. The determination that with increased knowledge Parents might

be able to perform their role better can be made by the parents them.-

selves. In other cases, professionals determiflethat parents need

help after observing the parents or after examining the children whom

faildre might be ascribed to what their parents did,or did, not do.

T e relative helplessness of the human infant is a basic character-

istic f the human condition; the human infant after birth will be

dependent on others for survival for a long time. The mother-father-
?

child nuclear'family is the social unit into which most contemporary

American infants. are born and the societal expectation is that the

parents will be responsible for bringing up the child. The initial

helplessness of infants gives rise to their need for nurturance, while

their increased mobility and autonomy later will require some measure

of control by parents and other caretakers.

The allocation to the father and mother of specific tasks and

responsibility for child rearing constitutes the basis for the defini-

tion of parental roles. 4Sex differences account for:some specializat4 n :

(i.e. the mother breastfeeds), while most other differences are deter-,

mined V the social Practices ofirthe group'.

Winfh (1971) has noted that the charact9Otics of child rearing

f
e."
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practices( the content Of parental roles) in any soc y 'are determined

byll) the conceptton of thelliture-and pptentialities atc.rqed to the

rhuman infaht, (2) the eharactgristics ideal into ich the

child must evolve, and (3) the bejiefs held about theTrocedures th
y

J .

4

will heti), the.child,becOmesuch an:adult. Chartges frtitpe sp,,Fially,lom7
r.

IF
inant1

nbeljefsrelated to each'of thdse three'elements'will bostantialTy
. . . .

alter the nature of the child rearing practices.

Child rearing practices are socially determineein part by the

Teaming opportunitiet,a6d types of models available to parents. The

family of origin provides one such,model; othe'r family units in the

neighborhood and accessible relatives in extended, multigenerational

families may alSo,serve as models. Industrialization and urbanization

results,in more and more prospectiye parents who are deprived of these

real -tge models. Residential patterns and the size of the housing

units accompany a'de'crease in the size'of the household family unit,

thus depriving young people of close experiences with practicing parents

as models and the advice of older, more experienced relatives.

These real ,life models have given way in today's society to models

presented in the mass media. Advice comes more in the form of magazines

and books'rather than from direct personal contact. Fdrmal educational

programs have been designed to provide young people with information and

skills to prepare them for parenthood. The Family Life Education

tradition, wpich includes marriage preparation as well as education

for parenthood, is one, such program. In 'addition, parents have

kbeen the.target of . formal parent education` programs in America since

the last part of the nineteenth century: The content of such parent

education programs and in general the advice given to parents has been

26
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diverse and often contradictory. Some trends in advice to parents have

been documented by examining the content of specific publications, such

as popular magazthes and books (Sunley, 1955; Stendler, 1950; Wolfesteih,

1953)..

The content of advice and education for parents responds to the

beliefs held by dominant segments of the society. Amajor source of

advice to parents has been, the religious teachings representing the

dominant Christiad:traditiOn of American society. The post World War I

period his seen the rise to prominence of behavioral scientists as the's.,

major shapersof child rearing advice. AlthoJgh their advice has often

been contradictory, there are clear trends that have became dominant at

certain times. As we shall see, the current interest in the role

of the parent...at-the child's first teacher has been greatly 'influenced

by. child development *arc . Practical application of this research is

apparent in the compensatory education movement.

C. From Parent Education to Parent Involvement and Back Again: The

compensatory education efforts of the 1960's were based on research

which suggested that parental influence was extremely important in the

early years o0a child's cognitive development. These findings, together

with the social philosophy of the War on Poverty, which stressed the need

for community i'nvolvegnt, renewed interest in parents as the focus of

Intervention. .Numerous Early Childhood Education programs were imple-
,

mented which varied in the type, focus and intensity of intervention.

Some programs were directed to the child but,used the parents as

resources, volunteers and sometimes as staff members. Some programs

were directed to the'parent as a means,to provide early edu t'on to

the children, and some involved parents as decision-makers. As these

programs become more prevalent and various combinations and alternatives

27
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were tried out, they became the subject of research studies which

attempted to pfovide an assessment of their effectiveness.' This

literature constitutes the .primary backgrounfor some current

confusion in parent education.'

An examination O'Nhe current research literature.on parent ed-

ucation reveals a peculiar state of affairs. The attempt to'define

"parent education" both as a concept and as a social fact presents

a difficult problem. The term occurs with great frequency in the
A

current literaiure, often unaccompanied by a concise definition, in-
.

deed, often Without any definition at all. It is regularly used4by

(s,

an author interchangeably with other terms, which for other authors

have distinctly different meanings.. Further, programs are identified

if"papiet#\education programs" without explanation as to the parameters

of the activities to be included under the label. The problem of ident-

ifying a program as a "parent education program" parallels the problem

of definitfonlf the terms: prOgrams are often described using "inter -

changeable labels; terms are used to describe the program with which.

others would disagree. )his state of affairs clearly presents problems

for workers in the field as, well as for researchers attempting to study

ongoing social processes.

Brim (1959), Gordon,(1977), and Schlossman (1976) have made con-
*

,'tributions to the historical background of parent education programs.

Beginning in the 1880's, Stanley Hall populariied what might best be

called an "evolutiona6 approach" to child development. Based on the

then recently popular ideas of. Darwin, he postulated the importance

of hereditary bases of development, and. argued for attention.to the

28
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child's "natural needs. The 4rst distinctly identifiab/ie "parent

education" movement, the child-study movement (Schlossman, 1976:440),

utilized these concepts. Th4 child-study movement was primarily in-

terested in the physical development of the child, and in designing

ways to'improve child health, but it also adopted Hall's concern with

the "contents of childrens' minds."

Hall's ideas werepincorporated into the next major phase of

"parent education" activities, given life primarily by the inauguration

of the PTA in 1897. Schlossman describes in some detail the conceptual

basis for the trip evidenced by the PTA 4 Of interest to FACS activities

is the two general thrusts of the"PTA. First, increased attention was
cr

paid to improving the quality of life in the home. his was best done

by following the precepts of Deweyian psychology, ich PTA members

,T were encouraged to learn and apply at home. Second, this movement en-

4

dorsed and promoted political activity on behalf of the poor. During

this era, the PTA was explicitly aimed toward "bettering the life of

the poor." In essence, middle class women were perceived as change

agents, while lower class women were the recipients of the new social

theorits intended to improve the lives of children. Of interest to us

is these two trends: upgrading of the quality of life in the home, and

concern with the larger community in the form of- social action and reform.

The emphasis in the 1920's shifted considerably from this earlier

20's revolved around the develop-
.)

The major emphasis was on teach-*

the (now) new.psychology so.that

period. The theoretical base of the

ing behaviorist psychology of Watson.

ing middle class women the tenets of

they could be ip a position to raise their children according to its

precepts. The interest in social reform all but died out; the previous

29
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concern for -"mainstreaming" immigrant and poor cKildren was no longer

a focus. During this period, intergt rested almost exclusively on

preschool children;, parents were encouraged 'to participate in nursery

/

,school program$ in order to became more "professional" parents (by

applying the new"psychology).

To summarise, first, the concept of parent education has been in

= existence for a number of years. Second, two general features have

hiStorically been associated with the term: 1) the desire to upgrade

child care'in the home by familiarizing parents which Current notions

of child developmAt; and 2) social reforms which attempted to change

the life experiences of poor or immigrant parents and children.

These two general features, evident from lam through the 1920's,

are of course. the same features which mushroom again in the 1960's.

As was to be expected, the form that these two trends took in the 60's

was based pn differAt,social and psychological arguments. Hess et al

(1969), Bronfenbrenne(1974), and others document at some length the

research ihich underlies this period. Briefly, 1) the cognitive devel-

opment of the child was considered to bethe most, crucial to the child's

future success; 2) a "critical period" for a developing child was pos-

tulated to be frerm birth to three or four years; 3) the parents, par-
,

ticularly the mother, were identified as the most important, influence

,3

during that period, and 4) poor and minority parents were ill equipped
, \

to raise their children properly during this critical p riod, as in

part demonstrated by the failure of poor children in sC ool. Another

influence during this period*was the War on Poverty, which had as one .

L
\

of its strategies the lacal control of poverty programs. The response

to this set of findings was the proliferation of programs designed to



aid poor children, particularly in teems of their cognitive development.

Given the sbcial climate and this complex of research findings

which locate the critical period in early childhood, the critical de-

velopme al feature in cognition, the crucial influence in the mother,

and the outcome in school failure,,,compensatory education programs

arose in response. As is well known, the early childhood compensatory

education programs were designed to have impact en the child, partic-

ularly on the child's cognitive development; they were direct inter-
.

vention efforts focused on poor children. The-influence of the War on

Poverty strategies, combined with research arguing for the significant

influence of the mother, served as the rationalization for including

J

parents in the programs. It is as a result of the developMent ofcom-

pensatory_education programsband parents' involvement in them that the

use of the concept of parent education has become confusing.

Let us examine this assertion. The rebirth of interest in "parent

education" and related terms such as "parent participation," "parent

involvement," and the consequent proliferation of programs, historically

coincides with the onset of compensatory education programs. As a _
result, our current understanding of what constitutes programs which

. deal with parents (including parent education) is heavily influencpd

by its associatipn with theeeducational institutions. As has been')

shown, the historical concept of "parent education" focused on up-

4,4:-

grading child care and social reform dOected to poor parents; it was

not limited to educational establishments. In the 60's this concept

was replaced by another term, "parent involvement," which included all

activities (including school-based.paren(education) relating parents

to the educational system. The literature describing these relationships
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between parent and school is the basis for our current unde standing

(and confusion) as to what constitutes parent involvement parent

education, and parent participation. As will be pointed out this

new term, "parent invorVement," was both broader than. the to "parent

education" with reference to the range of activities include but was

also narrower, in that it restricted the definition to activi ies

based in educations? institutions.

Parent Involvement as a,
/4
term in the literature is used al ost

AP
.

exclusively in reference,to compensatory education programs", a d is

usually defined by listing the types of activities it includes

. . parent involvement in compensatory education progra
is not a simple unitary concept. Parents have been encgur ged
to'participate in many different capacities, which can be
classified into three main types of.activitiei: Parents ,a

tutors of their own children, parents as employees of the
school, and parents as decision makers4or advisors to school
persohnel. (Stanford Research Institute 1973, p: iii.)

The range of activities that make up parent involvement ref ects

the concern of the times because it describes activities which\e hibit

differing degrees of parental control over school operations (lhat

Pink, 1977, terms "governance"). Gordon's schema (1970) was the proto-

type for most subsequent descriptions (including the above quote from

the Stanford Institute). He identifies five roles which Cover the range

of parent involvement 1) parents as audience-bystander-observer, 2)

parents as teachers of their own children, 3) parents as volunteers,

4) parents as trained workers, and 5)15alsents as144Cision-makers. This

schema permits a ranking of activities ranging from least control (1)
..

to greatest control (5) over the school.

Since the late 60's and early 70's, most approaches have a06pted

to fit parent education into a schema of the sort described above. The
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result has been confusion, which the following quote taken from Lois-s

ellen Datta's (1973) report clearly demongtrates:

Types of _parent involvement in Early Childhood Education:
This summary of conclusions has mentioned only one type of
parent involvement in ECE: parents as recipients of train-
ing in child rearing. There are many forms which such
education for' parenthood has taken, and these will be dis-
cussed in section.5.0. Parent educatiop is, however, only
one variety,of parent involyement in ECE. Others considered
are (ii) parents as paid staff members, (iii) parentg as
decision-makers in ECE programs, and (iv) parents
resources in the educational process from,whom teachers can
learn,. . .

Parent Roles in ECE

(i) 'Parents as tutors of their ow,ohildren: In this kind
of participation, parents, generally mO4bers, are given
skills to aid in the development of tHeir own children .

(Inset quote from Stearns and Peterson, pp. -3-6, 1973.)
(Datta, p. 5-6, 1973. Italics added.)

A brief examination of the italicized phrases will provide us with

an example of the kinds of confusions which are occuring in the use of

terms. Datta uses "parent involvement" as a cover term for four

activities; its usage here parallels the use of "parent participatibrin

as used by Chilman (1968; 1973), Lazar and Chapman (1972), and Goodson

and Hess (1976). "Parent education" as Datta uses it in line four

appears to refer to "training in child rearing"; it is identified as

one type (1) of parent involvement,activity. However, (i) in the

second paragraph is labeled as "parents as tutors of their own chil-

dren". It seems that in Datta's schema, "parent education" = parents

as tutors. The argument here is that parent education, whiliit May

include teaching tutoring skills, is not limited to it, nor is it

exclusively found in relation to school programs.

The parent education label should be used only to refer to those

activities that utilize education techniques to effect changes in the /
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parent role performance, regardless of setting. The key phrase in this.

definition is parent,role._ Parent Education focuses on the individual
7

in his or her capacity as a parent. As Brim (1959) points out, this

differs from focusing on the individual as husband, sister, brother,

as in the casein Family Life Courses, or on the individual as citizen

(Pink, 1977) as is the case with some parent involvement activities.

To summarize, it is proposed that for purposes of clarity parent

education be defined as those activities concerned with tF, develppment

of effective parenting' skills, attitudes, and behaviors which help

optimize the development and education of children, thus enabling,

parents and those who fill a parenting function to become more effective.

t.

In other'words, parent education involves those activities which use

educational techniques to effect changes in the pal'ent role performance

of individuals. Parent education activities are based on -the assumption

that the behavior of parents can be changed, and that certain educational

techniques are an efficient way to accomplish these changes.

D. The Evidence for Effectiveness of Parent Education: The previous

dismission has demonstrated that one source of confusion in the liter-

ature is that parent education activities take place in both educational

and non-educational institutional settings, and that in educational

settings, parent education activities are often only part of a larger

parent involvement program. In these educationally-based parent in-

volvement programs, parents have participated in a range of roles from

teacher to policy maker. This has made it difficult for researchers

to isolate the effects either of a single role or a single program com-

ponent. Despite the difficulties, however, some researchers have tried

to assess the effects of parent education as distinct from the effects
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of the wider parent involvement program.

The literature which attempts to assess the effectiveness of

parent education programs in educational settings has concentrated

almost exclusively on the Parent as Teacher role. Part of the reason

the parent as teacher has received so-much attention is that programs
0 ,

utilizing this focus tend to be more rigorously designed in terms of

content and activities, tend to have specific, measurable, schooT-

related outcomes (e.g., cognitive gain), OW tend to have evaluation

data available. Since research on the effectiveness ofthe parent as

teacher constitutes virtually the only d umentation of the effects

of parent education generally, this re(ar:ch,willbe discussed at

length.

Evalutions in the research reviews of the effects of parent

education based in non-educational settings is almost non-existant.

There is.no clear indication of the effectiveness of parent, education

focused on roles ()thee than that of parent as teacher. The next

several sections of the report will discuss the evidence for the

effectiveness of the various 'forms. of parent education in both edu-
,

cational and non-educational settings. First, itriAl discuss

the various roles parents may take in the larger, edpcationally

parepare involvement programs. Second, it will discuss research

efforts t -document the effects of a single role, parent as teacher.
,

This discussion will also include brief mention of other educationally-

relatedroles. Third the report will describe the limited evidence ,

available on the effects of non-educationally based parent education..

1. Parent Roles in Educattonally4ased Programs. Gordon (1970) identified

five general roles or levels which he suggested cover the range of parent

involveMent: (1) parents as audience-b
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teachers of their own children, (3) parents as volunteers,-(4) parents

as trained workers, and (5) parents in decision-making roles. Different

studies have focused on one'or more of these categories in varying

degrees of detail. _Gordon's schema can be used to disc parental

involvement in terms of relative degree of parental decision-making

power. A number of studies however, have adopted his schema (or portions

of it) as descriptions of-the role of parents in various programs with-

out reference to governa . r Table 1 lists the foci of a few major

studies-in terms of pare al r9les.

The lowest level of involvement is enacted by parents who serve

as resourccs, supportei or facilitators of activities taking place in

1

the program. The 'next level in this continuum is occupied by parents

as learners, where the content o he learning experience is not directly

related to specific activities of t programs. Parents as teachers of

their own children consti the next level of involvement, and this

teaching often takes place at home. The next step is the involvement

of parents as volunteers and/or teacher aides in the classroom. This

role is part of a careerladder,that could help some parents escape

from unemployment and give them mak.ketable skills. The highest level

4
of involvement is the participation of parents as policy-makers, such

as the mandated roles written into guidelines for Head Start and Follow

Through.

2. Evidence for Iffectiveness of Educationally-Based Parent Education

.

Programs. Some' programs received considerable attention from the

.'research community,,because they were primarily designed and funded to

answer questio Ins about effectiveness and about implementation on a larger
i

scale. Asses ments of effectiveness and implemetation in these
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TABLE 1

PARENTAL ROLES IN RECENT REVIEWS OF RESEARCH,

Gordon (1970)

Hess, et al

(1971)

parents as

resources

audience, bY-

stander ob-

.
server

arents teach

own children

parents as parents teach

learners own children

volunteers

volunteers

trained staff

teAcher-aides

decision-

maker

pol icy- maker,

decision-

maker

Datta,(1973)

Lazi and

Chapman (1973)

Stanford Ins-

titute Report

(1973)

parents as

resources

Goodson &

Ness (1976)

parents as

tutors

paid staff advisors decision-

makers

parents as

reso (irces

parents as

receivers of

information

parents as

teachers of

ownchi-Wen

parents as

tutors

volunteers staff

/P-- Aides

A

decision-

maker

deci si on-

maker

parents as,

teachers of'

own children

policy-making

Bronfenbrenner,

(1974)

parents as

receivers of

information

parents as

tutors
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well-studied programs are found primarily in evaluations carried out .

either by program:staff or by outside researchers. (These .programs

often have,oppOrtunities for to engage in acilvities and roles

other than as recipients of educational training. These roles.inqude

parents as supporters of school programs, as paid staff or classroom

volunteers, as.decision makers and/or resources from whim the teacher

can learn. Consequently, many of the reviews evaluate the effects of

parent involvement; of which piferrt education isdnly one form. Other

problems which cause confusion and prevent clear evaluation comparisons,

are the variability among programs on such factorkas size, evaluation

design, parent education activity and content, duration of program, age

of children, etc.

Hess, et al (1971) found some evidence of positive effects on children

in programs that trained the parent to function as a teacher (parent-

(
as-teacher role). Schaefer (1972) reviewed a smaller number of pro-

grams that taught parents skills in educating their own children, and

which represented the best known intervention studies ongoing at that

time. He concluded that such programs were` effective supplAnents or

alternatives for preschool education (p. 238).

Chilman (1973) approached the analysis of parent programs from

the perspective of their impact on poverty. re most programs in

the sixties were directed to low income groups, they were somehow ex-

4:cted to affect the poverty cycle. She found a trend in the sixties

moving (from parents as teacher programs to those) in which parents par-

ticipate as employees, policy makers and advisors, and as members of

social action groups. Chilman (1973) reviewed sixteen programs and she

concluded that these efforts were not very successful in breaking the
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poverty cycle. She speculated that,the-indicatAons of positive results

of programs using low income parents as tutors would become clearer in

later studies. It is not surprising.to 'find that educational efforts
,

directed to low income groups.do not, in and of themselves, significantly

affect the lives of the poor. The level and intensity of effort involved

in-moseprograms, and number of'people reached, precludes achieving such-
*

an optimistic goal.

A large scale evaluative review of programs encompassing various

forms of parent involvement and various approaches to parent education,

sponsored-by the Office of Child Development, was done by Lazar and

Chapman (1972) In these programs focused on training parents (mothers)

as teachers, the authors found positive immediate effects on the IQ,

achievement and language development of the children. The degree of

success of these programs apparently was related to the importahce

given to the parent- as-teacher role in the program...

Drawing on,the resources of the Interagency Panel on Early Child-

hood Research and Development, Lazar and Chapman identified reports

originating from the various federal agencies represented on the Panel.

Studies dealing with parent education or with a parent involvement

component were reviewed. For the purposes,of their review, they class-

ified the projects into three groups in terms of the primary focus of

programatic activity: (1) Parent-oriented programs, (n-Child-oriented

programs with a parent component and (3) Omnibus programs, focused on

both parents and children and with components-such as health and social

services in addition, to education. Examples of Omnibus programs are

Head Start, Follow Through and Parent-Child Development Centers.,

ittie Parent-oriented programi are divided into the following
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categories: (1) Home teaching, (2) Use of mass media for parent education,

(3) Training parents through group discussion te hniques,_ (4) Parent

education in pediatric and health facilities, (5) ng,adolescents

for parenthood, and (6) Parents as staff: The rationale behind,this
cl

classification seems tg. be pure convenience, since the various groups

of program t a mixture of roles, methods, setting, and special

target groups: Likewise, the categorizpn of Child-oriented programs

includes: (1) Training parents in cognitive intervention techniques,

(2) Training parents in behavior modification techniques, (3) Programs

to increase parent-school cooperation and communication and (4) Parent

involvement in decislon.!making positions in programs affdtting their

'children.

Lazar and Chapman found that virtually all programs were targeted

to low income parents and4ildren, and that in most cases parent ed-
,

.
ucation meant mother education. Virtually all the studies focused on

training mothers a the primary Agents of intervention1h we reported

positive immediate of cts on the IQ, achievement or lang de;elop-

ment of -the children. Similar but hotso frequent results h been

found in parent education components 6f-child-oriented programs. Thus,

there seems to be a trend tolard succes related to the intensity and

centrality of_jhe parent's role.

Lazar,and Chapman found that early childhood,edUcation programs

have become me effective in involving 'row income mothers in a variety

of roles, and this is related to promoting understanding 'among staff about

how to increase parent attendance. However, some programs using less

intensive,parent participation components have found gains,in cognitive

functioning a achievement of children. One weakness associated with the
.."

/.
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research reviewed is inher nt to the patterns of funding of the agencies

involved; mans, studies have been short-term ones, some lasting only

eight to ton weeks.

The relative permanence of gainsi`htognitivelunctioning was

explored by other reseattchers. Bronfenbrenner (1974),undertoo an in-

depth study of compensatory education programs,)and examined many facets

of early intervention, including parent involvement. In his study of

parent involvement (also described by the author as "parent intervention")

the programs examined were not strict "parent education" programs but

wereprogramswhichincludedotherinterventionstrategies as well.

Some of Bronfenbrenner'scconclusions were as follows:
4

3. That substantial gains in IQ result from' parent-child
intervention. These gains are evident 3-4 years later.

That IQ gains are more pronounced the younger the
children. Intervention has little, effect after age5.

That younger siblings and the parent also benefit.

That preschool IQ gains are reduced to the extent that
the parent involvement is reduced.

r

5,. That parent intervention in the early years apparently
achieves its immediate and long -term effectiveness by
focusing on both parent and child; e.g., the involVe-

-'ment of the parent and child in verbal interaction
around a challenging cognitive task.

Goods\on and Hess (1975, 1976) studied the long-term effects of

programs supported by federal funds in the late sixties and early

seventies. Twenty -eight parent education prograMS which were designed

to educate low income parents to teach preschool children school-

related cognitive and skills were selected for examination.

The instructional methods and specific contents varied across the 28

programs selected. One criterion for selection was the availability
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of evaluation data and an adequate description of the programs.

The authors identified assumptions shared by most of 'the, developers
P

of the programs reviewed. °The first assumption potits a home deficit

AF
prevalent in low income groups that fails to prepare the young child

for successful entry into school. The second assumption holds that

the early years are particularly important'in setting the pace and

direction of cognitive -grorlth. The third assumption is that the impact

vrof the family is not usually overcome by later schooling. These three

aSSumptions/combined dictate the tone of th programs, directed to low

income pares is of ,young preschool childre with a heavy cognitive

emphisis geared .0o prepare them for later entry into the school system.

The program, selected by Goodson and Hess not surprisingly contain

the major prOgraMs supported by federal funds in the last part of the

si ies andearly seventies, They were programs identified with a main

name or institution, contained a significant amount of effort and re-'
6

sources designated for evaluation and testing, lasted for several years,

included Various-cohorts, and the children were folloWed into the efrly
it

:years of school° in order to collect evidence for long term effects. In

spite of the strong and expliCit research goals of the programs, in many

cases research considerations had to be changed for ethical or practical

constderations involved in working WA real life people. TheSe con-

\n!

straints, added'to limitations imposed by field conditions, should serve

to place the findings in their proper context.

In general, the authors found the programs to be successful, as

demonstrated by initial tkgains which were maintained by children in

about half the programs over the time spahne&by.the follow-up, and by

improved school performance.
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t
Goodson and Hess state:

these intervention programs were successful in pro-
viding children with both immediate and long term
advantages in skills that are relevant to school
performance. These are represented in initial gains
in IQ scores,'which, although they decline a bid,
still show gains, maintained over the length of time
spanned by these evaluations. The results from f

achievement tests., grades, and grade placement were
highly consistefit-In displaying evidence of gains
from the programs. Although not of a central con-
cern, teacher ratings of children's social aill4;4
ment also consistently distinguished between p
gram and control children.
(Goodspn and Hess, 1976, p. 25.)

In addition to cognitive gains, Goodson and Hess attempted to

determine the relative. importance of five variables of program format

and content.' These variables are: (1) importance or salience of the

parenttrainingcomponent;4 ith respect to the total program. The orb-

grams range from home visits only (maximum emphasis) to ent, classes

in groups in addition to classes for children. (2) The, curricular con-

tent of the program, classified into (a),emphasis in Verbal developinent

(b) sensory -mote evelopment and (c) general cognitive development.

(3) Tht teacher-parent ratio, defined as one-to-one vs. one-to-group.

(4) Structur in the parent-teacher activity, where (a) high structure'

was defined as programs that develop a sequence of predetermined concrete

tasks for parents; (b) medium structure was defined by exclusion (not

high structured). (5) Specificity of instruction where (a) high

specificity was defined as training in the use of specific teaching

techniques; (b) moderate specificity was judged by exclusion.

These features were found to be only modestly related to the magni-

tude of program effectiveness. It appears that9the more a program is

focused on the parents, the more likely it is to produce 'significant

and stable IQ gains for children. 'fie single curriculum of parent teaching

35
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activities. was favored by the outcome criteria, although high structure
A

(predetermined concrete tasks) was associated with higher program effec-

tiveness. A one-to-one parent-teacher ratio was related to greater

effects in both immediate and fallow-upttesting.

Some effects on the parents themselves, observed in about half of

the programs, involve attitudesoparent-child interactions and home

environment. Among the attitudes affected, the ones most often reported

were a sense of personal efficacy or control over one's life, attitudes
e

towards one's own child, and developmental expectations. Both verbal
,Yr

__an,d non-verbal behavior were found to be,affected in parent-child inter-
.

actions using a Oar4ety of measures. Finally', there is some evidence'

that the intervention changed the home environment, in terms of overall

level of stimulation in the home and effects on siblings.

Goodson and Hess state:

The programs s mmarized here consistently provided
significant immediate gains in children's IQ scores,
which seemed to be maintained in -atiorilt half of the
programs that carried out follow-uP testing. They
also appeared to affect school performance in a
positive direction and to influence the language,
attitudes and teaching behavior of parents. The
success of these parent training programs suggests
that parent participation of this type is an im-
portant component of earTY4intervention programs.
(Goodson and Hess, 1976, p. 49.)

In summary, Goodson and Hess found the programs to be successful

based on (1) initial _ wins which were maintained by approximately

half the programs and (2) by improved shl performance. The authors

also concluded that the morethe programs focused on parents, the more

one-to-one parent-teacher contact there was, and that the more structure

given, the more likely programs were to show stable and significant

improvement in IQ. Some positive effects on the parents themselves were
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also found in some cases, along with some evidence that the interrntion-

improved the home environment.

In a recent address to a group of education professionals, Gordon

(1978) discussed research results on the effects of parent involi/eme4

on schooling. He states that:

. . there is considerable evidence from a number
of programs, (that) the evidence is fairly consis-
tent across these programs, and that the evidence
i5-Positive, that there are indeed long-term effects
of parent involvement programs...The latest data...
indicate that children froM families who partici-
pated in the pre-school years in parent impact
(analogous to parent education) model programs,
are still doing better in school than comparison
or control children, as long as ten years after]
programs end. (pp. 10-11.)

Ris conclusions, based on the latest data reported b r. Irving Lazar

et al (February, 1977), the Goodson and Hess (1976) eviews, and some

less methodologically sound programs, are as follows:

That'parent impact model programs are generally successful
when they are carefully planned, are structured, when they
have an educational focus, and when it includes parents
and children working together at home as a major delivery
system. .

That programs need to be conducted over time and results
take time to become apparent; programs of short duration
will not have any worthwhile impact.

P

Gordon (1978) also discusIs programs which attempt not only to

improve children's academic achievement (through parent education vis-

a -vis his "parent impact" model) but also to improve the r-elationsip

between home and school. These programs attempt to involve parents at

all levels; ike., in all aspects in-which they might participate such
lr

as volunteers, classroom participants, decision-makers, etc. Gordon

calls this model the "community impact" model, the ultimate "systems"
)

view, and represents it as a wheel with the various parent involvement
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roles as the spokes: In order to create a mutually responsive relation-

ship between home and school, as represented by the turning wheel, all

the spokes must be present. The implication of this model is that a

turning wheel (or better home-school relationship) will enhance the

positive effects of parent education activities beyond those which might

be expected rie out independently.

3: Evidence for Effectiveness in Non-Educationally Based Parent Educa-

tion'Programs. The educationally based parent education programs

carried out in the context of compensatory programs for, low income

parents provide one set of data regarding the effectivenesof parent

education efforts.' These can be characterized as directed to improve

the performance of the parent as preschool teacher or as a'tutorof

their children. A complementary view of parent education focused on

other important aspects of the parent role is found in a recent review,

by Croake and Glover (1977). They define parent education as "the

purposive learning activity of parents who are attempting to change

their methods of interacting with their children for the purpose of

encouraging positive behavior in their children" (1977:151).

After a brief historical introduction to paren education that

makes no reference to the compensatory education movement of the 60's,

Croake and Glover state that

Parent education efforts have continued to expand
from the late 1940's to the present, with both
public and private participation from national to
local levels. A variety of professionals and non-
professionals teach in parent education programs
under the auspices of mental health, schools, and
other associations using nearly every imaginable
ford of media. Croake and Glover, 1977, p. 152.

Croake and Glover restrict their coverage to prdgrams dealing with

topics related to helping parents understand their children and themselves
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in relation to children. These include child development, norms, general

personality and functioning, child rearing techniques and situations,

methods of discipline, emotions and their expression, interpersonal

communications, etc. The methods used to convey these contents include

mass media, group discussions and individual counseling. Today, however,

they feel parent education and group methods in parent education are

practically synonymous.

The refejr4rces consulted in this review are few and for the most

part very old. From their professional perspectives as counselors and

mental health workers, the authors see a trend emerging in the increas-

ing popularity of behavior modification as an approach for parents to

exercise more effective influence on the behavior of their children.

In addition to behavior modification, they found a tendency to use

specific curricula In parent disucssion groups advocating more democratic

methods of child rearing.
. The major approaches described are the

-'Adlerian orientation represented by Dreikers (Dreikers and Soltz, 1964)
- ,

and tht more Rogerian system ot parent-child communication, such as

Parent Effectiveness Training proposed by Gordon (1970).

These trends correspond to those'described as being used by

elementpry school counselors by Lamb and Lamb (1975). Each one of these

approaches in addition to the Rational-Emotive therapy model (Ellis,

1970), transactional analysis (Harris, 1967), reality therapy (Glasser,

1969), and the Haim Ginott approach (Ginott, 1965) have been used in

group parent education.

Thus, from the perspective of general mental health, work with

parents is giving way to work through
,
parents, and the counseling prac-

titioners have available to theM sometlear alternative approaches:

°4.8
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The little research reviewed comparing alternative approaches is incon-

clusive, and the major reasons are seen by Croake and Glover to be the I

limited scope of available research. Among the needs identified are a

Ned
better descri tion of programs (treatment), a greater range of client

populations stud , more attention to fathers and whole families,

greater attention to various family types, more attention to the age of
,74

parents trained., and attention to long term behavioral effects.

Croake and Glover conclude:

What future parent education programs will be like
is uncertain. Group discussions will probably be
the dominant method regardless of the content.
Parent education will not likely become a fully
independent movement, but will probably receive
increasing attention and emphasis within a variety
of programs especially in the field of education
and mental health. Croake and Glover, 1977, 157.

In summary, the various reviews considered in this section share a

common concern, and that is one of increasing attention to the potential

of parents as change agents. Whether called parent education, parent

participation, or parent involvement, the programs and research reviewed,

recognized formally that what parents do or do not do is important and

that they could profit from knowing and being able to choose from a

wide array of alternative ways of going about their business.

E. The Evidence for the Range and Variety of Parent Education.Programs:

In addition to the research-oriented documents (RODS) reviewed in the

previous section, a number of programS with more modest aims have been

ound.to exist in the literature in the form of descriptive reports (DRs).

In an effort to document the characteristics of these programs, 87 DRs

were located and subjected to close examination. These programs have

been reported since 1970 and have not been included in the reviews of

effectiveness discussed before. It was expected that an examination of
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these'repor s would shed some light on trends and possible areasfor

research. Since the V'eports varied considerably in their comprehensive-

ness and organization, the basic information about.elch program was

recorded on the standardized form, the PDS, described previously'

(Appendix A). In addition, each program identified has been

numbered, described briefly, and'listed in Appendix B. The

numerals referred to in this section are listed in that Appendix.

A close examination of these 87 programs revealed that they share

some similarities, but also thin hey vary on a number of dim4)sions.

Ond of the most obvious similarities is tht K1} scale.

A program's scope' ah intensit, is .elated to The budget and the resources'

allocated for its implementation. Programs may be as limited as a

graduate student's simple, singular study (116). Atypical programs in

this regard include a long term research effort funded by the Office of

Child Development comparing alternative curriculum and delivery modes

(69), state level programs, such as the California Early Education Pro-

gram (80), and regional programs which cover several counties, such as

one located in rural Appalachia (68). The majority, however, are neither

sponsored for long-term by major funding sources, nor are they operating

over wide geographic areas.

1

In addition to the 87 programs described in this section of the
report, the appendix contain 26 programs (1-26) which correspondto the well known research oriented programs reviewed in the
previods section. Thirty additional programs (27 -57) were de-
signed for parents of handicapped children. These programs
differ from-those directed to parents of nonhandicapped children
in terms of the basis of parental and child needs, and the objec-
tives and methods employed to address those needs. Their funda-mental differences seem to justify their exlusion from the bodyof this report. For an analysis of these programs, see Project
FACS Phase I Progress Report, February, 1978.
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In addition to being small scale, most of the reported programs are

not characteristically research-oriented, but are,focused more upon

delivery of services. As a consequence, few programs have a rigorous
-

research design and few reports describe procedures and other details

with much depth, clarity, or consistency. The absence of information

hinders the development of a vivid and truly accurate descriptive pic-

ture of these 87 programs ,and prevents a clear compari n of their

differences and similarities.

1. -Goals and Objectives for Parents. Falling within the domain of

parent education, all of the programs examined were designedto influence

(change) some aspect of the parent's role performance. Implicit in most of

these programs is the assumption that some aspect of parental behavior

is poorly enacted or could be better enacted and that intervention

could help to improve this behavior. Such improved parent behavior was

expected to enhance the child's development, improve the child's

environment, or benefit the child in some other way. The specific

behavior(s) target for change, however, tend to vary from program to

program. In most cases, it is possible to Ongle out the major targeted

parent behavior or behaviors as the main objectives of program developers.

An examination of stated primary program objectives for parents

indicated that programs could be clustered into three groupings. The

clustering forms the basis of a preliminary typology of parent education

programs. These categories represent an adequate preliminary typology

for describing programs; all program reports include information about

goals for parents, suggesting the salience of this feature to the pro-

gram. Basing the classification on parental goals most accurately

covers the range of programs for which data are available. These groupings
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are as follows:.

a. (Parent Education for Teaching. The goal of these programs is

to improve the role perforMance or skills of parents as teachers

of their children. This change is assumed to benefit the child di-

rectly by improving his/her cognitive functioning and/or other school-

related skills and achievement. Many of these programs are smaller
(--

scale approximations of model high intensity/high budget programs.

b. Parent Education for Parenting. The goal of these programs is

to enhance the development or improve the role performance of the

parent as a parent. This intervention is assumed to benefit the

child by improving the parent-child relationship.

c. Parent Education for Self-Development. The goals of programs

which are grouped into this category are to enhance the development

of the parent as a person, or to improve the parent's competence

to interact with his/her child's school or within the community. These

changes are intended to indirectly benefit the'child by improving

the parents' functioning as a person or as a. school participant or

by improving the child's environment (school, classroom, community).

Specific examples of content for these three main categories are

found in table 2.

. 2. Goals and Objectives for Children. ''Goals for children are often

intertwined with or implicit within the program objectives for parents.

When clearly stated in programs reports, a classification system similar

to that for parents can be evolved (see Table 3). The main goals for,

children can be classified into the fpllowing groups:,

a. Improvement in School-Related Behaviors

b. Enhancement of Abilities or Developmental Skill
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----A.`TABLE 2

STATED GOALS FOR PARENTS IN SERVICE-ORIENTED PROGRAMS
(

Stated Goal
PET: Parent E ucation for

Teachin own children

Teach general developmental
skills

Teach general school-related
skills

Number of
Pro rams* Pro ram A endix ID Number

Teach specific school-related
skills

18 59,65, 70, 71, 73, 85, 88, 91, 94,
103, 113, 122, 123, 124, 129, 142,

148 '155

58, 60, 61, 66, 67, 68, 72, 74, 76,'
82, 88; 93, 111 124, 125, 126, 128,

129, 131; 133, 134, 135, 137, 141,

144, 145

7
Z 62, 63, 64, 75, 77, 132,'138

26

PEP: ,Parent Education for
Parenting

Learn general parenting skills
or improve parenting attitudes

nmProve communication with child

Gain knowledge about child
development

23 66, 78, 81, 86, 1060108, 112, 114,
116, 119, 121, 122, 123, 127, 133,
134, 135, 143, 144, 146, 148, 149,
151, 153

4 115, 117, 118, 126

119, 122, 123, 130, 139, 145

PESD: > Parent Education for
Self-Development

a. Develop as a person
Enhance self-concept

Develop personal com-
petencies

b. Improve interaction between
parents/school/community

Encourage involvement tn
general school affairs ,

Develop as agents of education
change

Train teachers to be more respon-
sive to community

7 83,' 91, 96, 116, 118i 120, 125

10 92,-.95, 103, 107, 110, 128, 136,
143, 148, 150

10

5

1

87, 90, 105, 119, 127, 129, 139,
140, 142, 147

79, 80, 119, 120, 121

109

*N
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TAdL 3

STATED GOALS FOR CHILDREN IN SERVICE-ORIENTED PROGRAMS

Stated Goal ,

e

Number of
Programs* Program Appendix ID Number

Improvement in School-Related
Behavtors

.

2

1

3

10

.

105,

111

60,

61,

142,

75,
.

.

109

74, 113

68, 76, 112, .133, 135, 137,
143, 146

80, 92, 109, 138
.

b

Improve school attendance

Improve homework skills

Amelioi4ate potential learning
problems

Develop school-entry be-
havior/skills_

Improve acadeMic performance
or school social skills

Enhancement of General Abilities
or Qevelopment

.

8

.

. 7

.

65,

58,

63,

67, 70', 7T, 85, 88, 103, 155,

59, 91, 132

81, 82,. 95, 116, 149, 153

Improve developmental skills,

Improve self- concept

Grow or learn in some unspeci-
fied way

Miscellaneous )

of parents

or
topic .

with the

1

4
.

1

,: 137

107,

.79

,

110, 115, 117
.

Learn about role

Learn about health-related
sex education

Learn in same.classroom
handicapped

*N=46
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c. Other (miscellaneous) Goals
\

It should be emphasized that all of the 87 programs revidWkd had

explicitly stated goals for parepts. That fact is not surprising

because the programs are designed to have an effect on and change some

aspect. of parent role performance.- However, the reasons behind the

ice by a given progra of a particular role or the type of paYenting

tabehavior.to target for change are often unclear. Needs assessments of

. a

,parents and/or children in relation to the parenting process ar'egeldom

undertaken.

Focus by a program on a particular parent behavior is primarily a

function of the ultimate outcomes desired for the child. When the

parent in the role of teacher is the focus of the program, the outcomes

desired for the child are usually directly stated, or 'at least; clearly

implied. The assumption is: if the.parent learns to teach the child

(better), the child should improve on some aspect of his learning and

subsequent behavior. Goals for parents are usually clearly defined

teaching tasks; concomitant goals for children are'ujually concrete

and behavior-specific, whether directly stated in the programs reports'

or not. For example, if a parent is trained to teach his child toiredd,

the child's reading skills are expected to improve. This parenting

function - -that of teacher--is often targeted for intervention because

of a specific and concrete child problem. The unstated assumption is

that either (1) the parent is at the root of the problem because of

some poorly enacted teaching behaviors, or (2) that, although the parent

is hot at fault, improving some aspect'of this behavior can help solve

the problem. The aim of these types oprograms is often remedial .

intervention.



On the other hand, when the-focus of the program is on the More

genii-al role of krent, the benefits intended for taqhild are usually

less concrete. For example, if vparent, as a result of intervention,

has a more positive attitude toward his/her child, or inCreases his/her

knowledge aboutabout child development, or improves his/her ability to coin-
!

municate with, his/her child, the-child is" expected to benefit-in some

(often unspecified) way. Th7_child will "grow'better," "develop morUll

appropriately," "learn more," or have a "more positive self-concept:"

These kinds of pro,rams may or may not have goals childre presented

as direct statement; when-unitated, objectives may be less easily assumed,

or, in.any case, be more amorphous. The aim of these programs may be

remedial, or pOograms may be intended for enrichment.

third CategoryCategory is that of parent education for self-development.

These programs *ire focused in a more concrete way on parents and in a

very vague and indirect way on children. The parent intervent" n is for

the "enhancenipnt of patent self-concept," to "grow in perso al competence,"

or to "develop las echicational"change agent." The child is expected to

benefit from enhanced parental functioning by virtue of an improved en--

vironment, but specificklly how he or she is to'benefit is vague indeed.

Some programs have 'Stated goa s in addition to the outcomes de-

tired for parents or children.' Some developer o school-based pro-

grams, for example, have had objectives in mind for teachers, such as

im ovement of the parent-teacher relatioNhip (92,.95, 109), or

to c her-child relationship (80, 109), or the enhancement of'teaching
4

lls (80, 140, 142). Other'programs were begun with the goal of

developing a model for Amplemenjatian elsewhere-(65, W7, 82,43, 96,

124, 135, 141, 149). Still others were developed to test a technique or

(
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strategy: use of public library (64), videotaping (78), behavior record-

frig (113), Adlerian approach (151), group consultation (155), democratic

education approach (153), audiotaping (118), use of handbook (1218),
4

bibliography of instructional materials (32),develop-mantgement by

objectives plan (140), develop curricular material (141, 142) and use

of pareWts as trainers of other pai=ents (91, 114:-

3. .Eligibility, Recruitment, and Program Base. The specific character-
,

istics of the target population (those eligible) andlof the participants

(those who actually take part) and the selection and recruitment pro-

cedures are not usually reported in detail. Since participation in all

programs is voluntary, some element of self-selection is involved.

Some programs conduct aggressive outreach activities (61, 64, 68, 70,

103,. 120). .

Most programs identified were directed to parents of preschool

_ children inclUdi a few to parents of infants and toddlers (65, 69,71,

73, 74, 78, 81, 8
7

, 118, 124, 136). A small number addressed themselves
t.

to the parents of junior-high ar high school students (95, 105, 107,

)10).

0
.

Most programs examined were desilned for- low income parents and

children: Iff some cases, a more selective group of cli dlitW were singled
. I ,

out, e.g., parents of children with specific chool problems were

targeted in several cases (105, 108, 111, 138). Two programs selected
L

parents of both handicapped and non-handicapped children (74, 79).

Some programs have restrictions on eligibildty of clients which are im

posed'by the funding source (58, 60, 61, 66).

t, Nearly all the programs reported are directed toward or, in effect,

reach only mothers. One program reported participaii by upper-middle
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-,income mothers (96) and another by middle inc:ae Anglo women (116). A

few attempted to reach fat-hers and other family members by scheduling

activities fn the evening (82, 92, 104, 105, 107).

Most of the programs reporting program base were located within

some type afeducational institution with the major one being the public 7

schools (see Table 4). Other educational settings included a day care

center, a preschool, a university research institute, and a vocational-

technical center. Nine programs.were based in non-educational institu-

tions. These included a hospital prenatalsclinic, a hospital, a Temple,

a private nonprofit organization, .a mental-health center., a public

library, and a neighborhood community center.

4. Delivery/Method of Instruction. The form of delivery which is used

to carry out parent education functions varies considerably from pro-

gram to program. In most cases, it is accomplished with a combination

ofrseveral methods (such as individual conferences, classes and group

discussion), but generally it is -possible to single out the one or two

primary means of instruction.

Ihdividual contact in the home (home-visit) frequently supplemented

by cent r-based activities, is a commonly utilized method of delivering9.-

pa education (N = 36; see.Table 4). The ratio of staff person to

parent client-is 1 to 1; occasionally 2 to 1. The home visitor teaches

'the parent through 1) some direct training method, 2) ilformal discussion,

and/or 3) modeling of the interaction with the child for the parent.

The type and the diversity of content which tend to be descriptive

examples of the conceptual range of objectives for parents and children

are categorized in Tables 2 and 3. These include Child managemOi

(68, 75; 111), child development 160, 66, 82, 88), teaching techniques
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TABLE 4
PROGRAM LOCATION BASE OF SERVICE-ORIENTED PROGRAMS

LOcation

Educational Institution

Public School

Day Care Genters

Preschool

University or gesearch Center

VocatiTnal-Technical Center

Non-educati8nal Institution

Hospital Prenatal Clinic

Hospital

Temple

Private OrOnization

Mental Health Center

PublieLibrary.

Community Center

o Data

*N=87

- -
ef, '

'I

Number of
Programs* Program Appendix ID Number

56 63, 67,',70, 73, 74,
80, 82, 88, 90, 92,
105, 107, 108, 110,

75,
944
112,

76, 774
104,
114,

115, 118-148, 151, 153, 155

3 58, 59, 150

5 61, 72, 83, 91, 93

10 65, 66, 68, 78, 79, 86, 95,

109, 113, 119

1 60

1 71

2 81,'149

2

2

1

2

103

85, 111

64, 106

62

87, 96

5.9
50
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(61, 66, 67, 88, 118, 119,`,128, 129, 135), educational content (64, 68,

105), identification of child needs (70), use of materials (64, 74, 78,

107), etc. Home visits ranlOd in frequency from once per week to two

per year, for durations r ging between 4 weeks to 10 months. The home

visitor was usually identified as community coordinator, parent "grad-

-uaIe" of program, paraprofessional, project technician or program staff,

teacher or teacher-aide, author of the report, or. simply as "home

visitor." (See Table 5.)

A few samples of home visit discussiOn topics are as follows: be-

havior modification techniques (111), Adlerian approach to child rearing

(112), democratic child rearing (114, 153), nutrition (60), and others.

In some cases, topics are chosen by the parent participants (64, 82,

116, 142).

Parent workshops were reportedly used,for parent training-purposes

in twenty-seven programs (Table 6).k. Data presented was not sufficient

to report a range for number of and duration of workshop sessions. The

role of parent educator workshop leader was performed by teacher,

trainer, agency staff, family learning specialist or director. Conterg
>,

areas included were behavioral problems, family dynamieWlirtpding and

health education.
z

Parent education was also reportedly occurring via parent partici-

pation in some fashion in the classroom or school (N = 18,-Table 4).

The types of school/classroom participation, purportedly educational in

nature, vary widely. Some examples are: parent teaches own child (61,

63, 72), teaches all children in classroom (82, 87, 90, 94, 130, 132),

assists on field trips (74, 87), observes, a role model interaction with

child. (71, 72), obs'erves family being counseled (153), role-plays

60
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TABLE 5
INSTRUCTOR FOR SERVICE - ORIENTED PROGRAMS

Instructor Number of Programs* Program Appendix ID Number

Home Visitors

Teacher or Teacher Aide 6 60, 64, 66, 67, 82, 118
Project Technician or
Program Staff 2 70, 105t-

Report Author
Home Visitor

2

10

65,

61,

78

68, 88, 132, 133, 135, 136, 142,
144, 146

Parapr6Tessional 6 43, 119, 128, 129, 140, 143, 148
Parent Program Graduates
Community Coordinator

4

1

91,

74

109, 111-, 12A

Discussion Group Leaders

Parents 4 111, 112, 114; 155
Family Counselor 1 105

Teacher 3 60, 82, 140
Staff 3 64, 86, 139
Author 3 83, 85, 116
Consultant 1 134

Community Leader 1 117

Workshop Leaders

16 61, 66, 90, 122, 123, 124, /25,Teacher
126, 127, 128, 129, 131, 133, 135,

/ 136, 137

Trafher 2 76, 109.

Staff 7 90, 107, 108, 110, 120, 121, 125

Learning Specialist
Director

4

5

63,

59,

121, 126, 132
119, 124, 126,10

Course or Lecture Series
) ,

Teacher/Instructor 7 58, 80, 92, 96, 103, t49, 150
Professor and.Translator 1 62

Counselor 1 151

*N=90
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TABLE 6 %

DELIVERY/METHOD &P INSTRUCTION OF SERVICE-ORIENTED PROGRAMS

Method of Instruction Number of Programs* Program Appendix ID Number

Home Visit 36 60, 61, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
70, 73, 74, 75,78, 82, 88,
91, 94, 105, 107, 109, 111,
118, 119, 121, 125, 120,
129, 132, 133, 135, 136,
140, 142, 143, 144, 146, 148

Discussion Groups 22 60, 64, 79, 82, 83, 85, 86,
96, 105, 111, 112, 114, 115,
116, 117, 119, 134, 139,
140, 142, 153, 155

Workshops 27 59, 61, 63, 66, 90, 107,
108, 109, 110, 119, 120,
121,-122, 123,
126, 127, 128,

124,
129,

125
130,

/,
f

131, 132, 133, 135, 136, 137

Parent Participa ion i 18 61, 63, 71, 72, 74, 77, 79,
Classroom/Schoo 81, 82, 87, 90, 94, 95, 106,

103, 130,, 132, 153

Course or Lecture Series 9 58, 62, 80, 92, 96, 103,
149, 150, 151

*N=112

TABLE 7
CHARACTERISTICS OF PROGRAM STAFF OF SERVICE-ORIENTED PROGRAMS

Characteristic umber of Programs* Program Appendix ID Number

Ethnicity: Black
Hispanic

3

3

58, 77, 92
91,'92, 103

Anglo
Dep. on Client

58, 92, 103.

population 59

Sex: Female 8 58, 65, 74; 77, 83, 86, 92, 95
Male 5 58, 65,'86, 92, 95

Age: 20-50 1 95

*N=20



teaching with teacher 01), learns content via individual training

(77, 90, 106), Learns via parent-teacher conference (82), or receives

counseling or social service referral (79, 81, 153).

'Finally, nine programs conducted parent education courses or

lecture series led by a teacher/instructor, professor and translator,

or counselor. The average length of each class period was two hours.

Sample .content topics were: reinforcement of reading skills (62), be-

havioral approach to child rearing (151), and child development (58).

5. Staff

Few published reports document size and actual characteristics of

program staff. Table 5 lists the range of parent trainers as they are

identified in program reports (home visitor, project staff, teacher,

community coordinator, instructor, counselor, and etc.) In addition,

twelve programs identified consultants used in program activities.

These included a nurse (82),"counselor or mental health professional

(73, 91, 114), physician (149), bilingual or language consultant (92,

112), curriculum specialist (68, 74), child development professional

(11 , and unspecified consult is in two casts (107, 70). Two others

ment ned the use of volunteers (108, 137). Only 11 of the 90 prO-,

grams presented data on sex, ethnicity, and age of staff personnel or

consultants (see Table 7). Thirteen programs described staff selection

criteria or desired background training for recruitment (58, 59, 60,

73, 74, 82, 83, 91, 92, 111, 115, 116). Only two programs described

selection procedures (95, 117). A few programs made reference to

training provided by the program staff after recruitment.

Some programs report inform On about staff size. It is very

often unclear, however, when a report lists, for example, two

I

4.
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"instructors," whether or not those two staff members were actually .

employed full-time, how much work time was spent in direct instructional

contact with parents, whether or not work time was spent in other activ-
4

ities relating to parent education, and whether or not work time was

spent on other functions of the largerency. Almost two-thirds of the

programs reporting size of staff (N = 34 out of 55) have .5 instructors

or less; all programs reporting size,of administrative 'staff (N = 34)

had 3 or less administrative' staff. Because the implications of this

information in terms of prOgram size and amount and intensity of parent

contact is unclear, these data are presented without further elabora-

tion in Table 8.

6. Evaluation

Only a very small number of the 87 programs identified in the FACS re-

view have a clear research orientation (58, 59, 69). The remainder

were designed primarily to provide a service. This service orientation

explains, in part, the less than formal approach taken towards evalua-

tion of program effects from the standpoint of rigorous research design.

In the few published documents which contain information about the

person conducting the evaluation (N = 33) the majority (N = 25) report

internal evaluations, e.g., by program staff (68, Tr, 72, 77, 91,'96,

106, 107, 108, 120, 125), or by document author (58, 59, 65, 67, 76,

83, 85, 86, 94, 95, 114, 116, 151, 155). The ramining eight identify

an external evaluator (61, 82, 88, 92, 104) or consultant in combina-

tion with program staff (60, 128, 129) as persons conducting the evalua-

tions.

In reports which include some form of evaluatiOn component, the

criteria and the methodology for determing impact vary widely. This
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TABLE 8.

SIZE OF PROGRAM STAFF OF SERVICE-ORIENTED PROGRAMS

Size Number of Programs* Program AppendixiID_Number

Full Time Equivalents: Total Staff

26 58, 62, 65, 72, 77, 83,.85, 86,
91, 106; 111, 112, 118, 120, 121,

.0--127, 129, 131, 133, 136, 137,
138, 139, 141, 144,-149,-151

1-5

-6-10 . 20 64, 73, 95, 104, 105, 107, 108,
119, 125, 126, 128, 130, 134,
135, 140, 142, 143, 145, 146, 148

More than 10 12 60, 61, 68, 75, 88, 92, 103, 122,
123, 132, 144, 147

Full Time Equivalents: Administrators

1-3 34 59, 60, 61, 72, 73, 88, 103, 104,
105, 108, 118, 119-;-121, 122, 123,
1'25, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131,
132, 133, 135, 117, 140, 141, 142,
144, 145, 146, 147

Full Time Equivalents: Instructional
Staff

34 58, 59, 62, 65, 73, 77, 83, 85,1-5
86,'91, 103, 105, 106, 107, 116,
118, 119, 120, 121, 124-, 125, 126,
128, 130, 133, 134, 136, 137, 138,
139, 141, 145, 148, 151

6 -10 10 72, 88, 95, 104, 108, 135,140,
142, 143, 146

More than 10 11 60, 61, 68, 74, 75, 92, 122., 123,
132, 144, 147

*N=147
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variety reflects the following assumptions which. tend to underlie
_

parent education programs: (14 that efforts are directed at parents; who-

are ostensibly perforMing some aspect of their paienting functions

poorly or who could perform it better, (2) that.parent education as

an intervention will improve parent role performance, and (3) that ,

this change in the parent or in the environment provided by the parent

will'benefit.the child in some fashion and be reflected in improvement

in some aspect of the child's behavior. The treatment (educational

activities) is directed at the parent, who provides the child's primary

environment. The ultimate target, though, is the child.

Twenty-two of the programs sought to identify outcomes in parents

only (see Table 9). Another nine used some form of pre- and post-

measurement to assess parental change. Ten'programs relied on parent

statements of benefit or satisfaction in the form of questionnaires,

checklists and the like. Ten other programs utilized records or

frequency counts of (a) parental attendance at parent educatidn fundtions,

(b) amount of contact with staff, or (c) of material usage. Staff

observations of parental skill, gain were still another method used to

gauge success (reported by four program). Six programs used two or

more of these methods in combination (122, 124, 1;5, 127, 128, 136).

Very few programs expressed expected outcomes for children only

(N = 8). A pre-post evaluation design was reported by five programs,

age or norm referenced comparison by one, and the monitoring of individ-

ual child progress by two.

About one third (N = 29) of the 87 programs sought to evaluate

outcomes in both parents and children. _Only six of these assessed

both parents and children for some aspect of gain or change on both

6u
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TABLE 9
EVALUATION FOCUS AND PROCEDURES OF SERVICE-ORIENTED :PROGRAiS7

Focus and Procedures - Number of ProgPams Program Appendix ID Number

ocused on Parents Only

Pre-Post MeasureMent of:

. attitude change toward parenting 3

. knowledge gain about parenting 6

Self-Report of. Gain or Satisfaction 10

Records or FreguenEy Counts of Atten-' lb

dance, Arent -Staff Contact; or Use

of Matirials

Observations -of Skill Change

Focused on Children Only

Pre-Post Measurement of:
r

4

. change in academic or cognitive 5

skill

. change in social behaviOr

Age or Norm Referenced Comparison

Monitoring of Individual Progress
4

Focused on Parents and Children'

Pre-Post Measures, for both

Parents tested Pre-Post; Children
Evaluated Informally 4

Children Tested Pre7Post;,Parents
Evaluated Informally

Filmed Interaction

2

1

2

6

10

1

a

83, 96, 127

71, 108, 110, 114, 124, 128

66, 71, 92, 122, 124, 125, 126,
134,

119,
136,

71,

135,

122,

138,

120,

136

125,

139,

124,

127,

147

125

128, 135,

77, 80,"85, 131C 155,

59, 155

65

59, 73

95, 107, 118, 119, 129, 153

68, 74, 105, 112, 116, 151
(post -only)

51, 75, 76 (post only), 88, 94,

110', 123, 130, 132, 133, 137,

140, 142, 144, 145, 146

78

*N=65

58.
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pre- and post-measures, while one evaluated:both via fiTMed interactions.

Another six tested parents pre and post, but emplOyed-lessiormal
7

-method's to assess the -:children,-such as staff observation or behavior

records with treouenCy counts. Most of.the 29 programs (N = 16reva-
.

Tuated childi-en with a pre-post evaluation design, and parents were

evaluated less'.f&mally; obseiwatioo,:exiiinterviewpost ques-../

f
tionnaire. This more frequent use of tests for, evaluating children'

probablyreflects the greater availability.of standardized instruments

for children.

No evaluation sections at all.were present in five published,

documents (62, 63, 66% 81, 106); four did not report results due to

unfinished assessment a procedures (61,-72, 86, 112). Ten program 'reports

,contained evaluation'section5 Which wereconfusing or unclear (60, 61,

6:67, 70, 79,:105, 111., 143,148)..

Almost all of'the pub/ished doCuments which contained some -type of

evaluation-section or some mention of outcomes report spccess rn

some cases,- claims for:posit1ye outcomes are not verified by any kind

of measurement--nomatter hoW-formal or informal--but, rather, by opinion

of the report's author (66, 71,88, 91; 92, 96, 1064 108,:110,,1554

Ten Programs report conclusi e reSults. on the.basit of test data sdb-

jected to statistical analyses (59,65; 68,_77;7.83; 85, 95, 107, 151,

153). Aiong these,. programs had a-contr41 group: (68, 17,483,

85).' 'Two prprams out ofthe'vinety studied'admitted failure (75, 105).

The greater availability of standardized instruments for children

as compared to adults probably accounts for their: greater usage.

Standardized achievement tests were used in some Program evaluation

reports (61, 68, 72, 75,77, 80, )2, 98, 101; 108), and tests of

V
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.cognitive functioning in others (68, 69, 92, 118, 119, 123). Examples

are the Wide-Range Achievement Test (75), Peabody Picture Vocabulary

(61, 72, 77; 88), or the. Denver Developmental' Screening Test (82).

Many programs used staff-designed project instruments which re-

flected both the variety and the local.and specific nature of the in-

-formation sought. Questionnaires and surveys werethe kinds of instrU-

ments commonly developed (60, 67, 74,82, 83, 8 &, 104, 105., 110, 118,

123, 125). 'Other programs. devised checklists'and rating scales 06,

114, 122b

Mary

As a result of examination of the eighty-seven service-

oriented parent:education programs, several concluding statements can

be made with respedt torthe,findings. First, most of the programs were

basically designed to be short-term, small in scope, and located within

some type of educational institution, e.g., a public school preschool

pr day care center. Most of the programs prilMar4ly have a strong

service orientation as opposed to research "focus. The'information

presented in each of the program document reports is often incomplete;

overa44,-a.vailable data across-programs is highly inconsistent

e.g., some reports include statements about goals for children whereas

many do not.

The most frequently reported data is with respect to the main

program objective, which characteristically related to some aspect of

parent behavior. On the basis o1 goals for parents, programs appear to

cluster into three primary groupings: (1) Parent Education for-reaching,

(2) Parent Education for. Parenting, and (3). Parent Education for Self-

Development. Goals mentioned in the program reports and the-,citeria



forejudging programsuccess both relate to the basic .tenet Hof these

programs; i.e., some form of direct intervention with parents with

thd ultimate intehded'benefiCiary being the child. "Therefore, in
,

,addition to explicit objettfves'for parents; mapy'Orograms:have either

.explicit or implicit goals for children. In addition4 a few programs

list others related goats, e:§7, goals for teachers.

Program eligibility criteria, selection and recruitment proce-

duresi7and specific characteristics of parent participants are not

well documented, 'Generally ihough:\most programs appear to be directed

toward low-income mothers of prgschool children.

r Methods delivering parent education withit\programs are

variable. The ho visit is the more common apprOatich, along withAhe7

workshop and the discussion group. A less frequent approach is some

form of "oducatior participation by the par?fit in:the school ori

classroom, or the course or lectUre se)-ies. any programs combine

two or more delivery methods, althoughone is usually predominant:

ceably absent is data concerning parent education program

staff. It appears that parent inaction is usually conducted by

professionals or paraprofessionals according to the descriptive labels

used, but precise documenta ion program staff characteristics in

terms of background, training and profesSional experience is*largely

unreported.

The evaluation section of published reports usually contain
,,.

information that is'either incomplete or absent altogether. 'Among

reports which do include el/Omit-rollinformation, most conduct assessment

4activities internally, and informally, using q wide variety'of criteria,'

and methodologies. Some programs seek to identify outcomes in both
,,



parents and children; others focus on one or the other exclusively.

Interestingly, though, almost all programs imply or, report outright

that program fefforts were successful, but only inn ten cases were

claims substantiated by statistical analyseS data findings. Among

these, only four had a well-defined control group.

F: Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

As we halie-shown, the conceptual reality we call 'parent education"

&rives its present form from ,a number of influences. Historically,

parent education for the middle class focused on upgrading the home

environment, while parent education for the poor was part of an effort

intended to mainstream immigrant families into American society, These

related trends towards bettering the home environment and the concern

for Social reform which started in the 1880's remain the central ele-

ments for many currently operating'parent education programs. The

knowledge accumulated during the last few decades, and the increased

prestige and influence of social scientists, helped establish a

theoretical rationale for incling parents in a variety of institu-,

tional settings providing services to children. Finally, the social

reform movement of the sixties,'fanned by increasing demands from mi-

norities and the poor, generated the compensator?educa%tion efforts of

I

these s1 ast,-440 decades. Ti ereff ts have been seen as answers to

demands to respond to school ure, to demands for an ineaid in the

level and quality of services tofamilies in trouble, and to%demands by

minorit es and,,the poor for-greater power over forces impinging upon .

!

their lives. In institutions which serve families and children, these

4 factors converged togive rise to parent involvement and parent edu-
,.,

cation.

The analysis of Went education as a separately definable and

conceptually clear entity proved to be allifficult task. Very visibly

76r



associated in the recent past with the eilutation establishment, parent

education efforts have been linked with add4jtional activ ities encom-

passing other parent roles in relation to that setting, such as deci;= :

sion-maker. Parent education can, however, occur in relative, isolation,

having an existence completely independent from other parent activities.

within the host establishment. Parent education, defined as those

activities which use educational techniques to effect cha ge in parent

role performance,, dedfs with a variety of specific aspec of the parent

role, such as controller-discipliner, moral developer, or teacher.

Parent education can address itself to any one or combination of these

role functions. The underlying assumptions which are at the root of

parent education efforts today seem to reflect the various historical

and social antecedent influences.. Some programs attempt to help parents

who are functioning well to perform some aspecttof their role of parent

even better. Other programs attempt to modify the, behavior of parents

in some area that is assumed to be poorly enacted or in need of improve-
,

ment. Similarly, some programs are remedial efforts toward solution of

an obvious child problem via the parent; other programs exist not for

remedial purposes, but solely for enrichment.

The FACS staff reviewed a number of reports of parent education

programs and the major research reviews during the first phase of the

project.2

The major research overviews located by the FACS staff dealt with

the proliferation of efforts to involve parents within the compensatory

education movement of the 1960's. These programs have been xamined

2
Programs for parents of the handicapped were examined as a separate

subset, and discussed in t Progress Report in February 1978. These
programs are funded by a variety of sources and range in size, delivery
approach, intensity, etc., but are all ultimately directed at helping
the parent deal more effectively with a particular handicapping condi-

tion of the child. 72
63



in depth%by a number bf professionals within the research community.

The resultant reviews summarize the major emqrical findings, and a

number, of general statements can be made about the programs examined.

Most of theSe programs are directed toward low income parents, focused

mainly on:the parents' role as their child's primary teachers, and are

based within the public school or other educational institution, such

as Day Care or Nursery Schools. Though they vary in a number of ways,

they focus primarily on-low income or "disadvantaged" clients and

are, basically, remedial efforts directed toward a specific child

problem (school failure). Many of these programs are largely funded

by the federal government, and are designed to answer questions about

effectiveness and.about implementation on a larger scale. Many have

mandated parent involAment components which include parent education

efforts. Parent education activities, therefore, do not occur in

isolation, but in conjunction with other involvement activities and

with other roles in which,the parent might engage in relation to the

institution. Many programs evaluate the effects of the totality of

parent involvement, of which parent education is but one form) Thus,

results do not provide unequivocal evidence as to the effectiveness of

parent education independently. As a general indication of effects,

however, these programs have been relatively successful in the short

11

run. Recently collected longitudinal,,data h

2

s.shown them to be success-

ful over time as well, as reflected by gai in cognitive funEtioning

and school achievement that under certain conditions have been maintained

for up to ten years.

The research reviews suggest that programs likely to produce

cognitve and educational gains in children are carefully planned,

r73
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include a structured curriculum, have an educational focus, and include

activities that engage pa4ts and.children together in the home! Pro-

'grams founitto be successful were likely to be intensive and to have

lasted at least .a year. --

With the background of these conclusions derived from available

research'on the effectiveness of parent education programs, we turn.

now to an examination of the kinds, of programs in operation that were

designed primarily for service rather than to answer research questions.

Thetavailable reports (DRs) of service-oriented programs represent

probably no more than a small mrt of the total number of programs in

operation. The motivation to write and publish a report varies from

program to program, leading to variabiliqin the amount and quality

Of the information contained in the reports. To study these liiiiitations,

however, was precisely one of the objectives of this review. These

reports constitute the only evidence available to document the range\ \

and variety of parent education programs as they wei.d,actually imple=

mented throughout the country.

For this purpose review, 87 programs reported in the last six

or seven iars were located. These programs were found to va'y accord-
,

a

ing to many dimensions, one being "goals for parents:" On the basis

of these stated goals and objectives, they appear to cluster into,
tl

three groups: (1) Parent Education for Teaching, where the goal is to

improve the role performance or skills of the parent as teacher, which is

assumed to benefit the child directly by improving his cognitive function-

0
ing and/or school-related skills and achievement. Many of these programs,

are modest approximations of the models shown to be successful in the

research review. (2) Parent Education for Parenting, where the goal

7 4
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is to enhance the development or improve the role performance of

the parent as arparent, assumed to benefit the child by improving the

parent-child relationship. -f(3) Parent Education for Self-bevelopment,

where the go'als of programs grouped into thi4,category are to help in

the development of parents as a. persons., and to improve their competence

in'their interaction with their _children's school and the community.
--,...

.

.

\
.

These goalts are assumed to indirectly benefit the child by changing his/her

parent as a person or as a school" participant, or improving his/her en-

, (.

vironment in the school, classroom, and community.

These programs are,shorter-term and smaller in scope than, he

programs included in the major research reviews, and have a sra g

service, as opposed to research, orient n. 4They appear to be

adaptations to localize conditions and very feW are designed as models,

or methods for replic4ion. 1:16pgrall) goals, which- provided the basis

for the gene-6ted:categoriesi appear to span a broader range of parent

roles tha those addressed by the larger programs. In the case of

these SIMall'programs, the assumptions which underlie program goals are

not pften!directly spelled out, nor are they substantiated by needs

assessment procedures.' It would ,appear, however, that these smaller

programs span the range of purposes from remedial in intent- (in response

to specifi child or family plems) to enrichment in nature,(to"

help parents and families functioning well to function better) in

contrast to the more limited focus of larger programs (school failure)`.

Like the larger programs discussed by major reviewers,,the great

majority of smaller scale programs 'reported in the literature are

based within educational institutions. A few of the small ones, however,

are found located within other settings-as well: library, temple,

5
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mental health center, and the like. These few exceptions hint at a -

broader range of settings in which parent educativ might be found;

this broader range was confirmed in a survey of programs in Austin,

Texas, reported in Section III.

The compensatory education school-based. programs are normally

directed toward low income parents (mothers) of presChool children.

Smaller programs tended to folloW this trend, although a few were

designedtfor different clientele. Informing a picture of the current

state of knowledge on the basis of the literature, information about

eligibility criteria, client selection' and recruitment, and specific

characteristics of parents who eventually participate are missing

pieces of the larger p!zzle

There is also insufficient information concerning the individuals

who carry out parent education. There appears to be a variety of

professionals and paraprofessionals from various backgrounds and

.disciplines who conduct parent education. There is no consistency

bets en programs'in the type of. professional who is selected-as. most

.1t,

. ,

appropr"ate to eddcate rarents. In fact, thee as very little informa-

tion to dociTnt the actual characteristics of the parent educators in

term&of ethnicity, sex, expertise, etc. Likewise, there appears to

be very little documentation that the parent educators received any

particular training to work with parents, and relatively no information

on how this training or trainers) is imparted, or by whom.

Another shortcoming of the current state of knowledge has to do
-

IV

with the factors tthat account for the great variability among programs.

Each individual' program is a combination of specific objectives, a

given delivery system, selected instructional, techniques, atertain

67
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target group, a given setting. Each program is the product of choices

between some alternative ways of doing parent education and some al-
,

ternative primary targets. The factors accounting for these choices

are seldom reported, Programs in the real world start and Oerate

within certain restrictions; including the already existing constitu-

ency of the host agency, and guidelines from the funding agency. With-

in these boundaries, many factors influence decisions among alternatives

that shape the program and contribute to its likely impact.

Further, the factors that explain the survival of some programs

when faced with stiff competition for scarce resources are not explored.

The expenditure of social resources in the form of money and.time must

be "explained. in terms of the 'benefits derived V all individual parti-

cipants, and.by the agencies as social entities. The factors that

fl

account for the ability to generate support not only from actual or po-

tential clients, but also from other influential individuals and agencies,

and the relatith1ship between the program and the agency of which the

program is'but one component are probably critical in .determing program

7
continuation: At some level there must be a belief or, con4ction that

,1W

--a given progKai will have some iMpact that will tend to support the

performance of the family, and some form of evidence tdAthis effect'

must be present.

A major distinction between the 1argnd small programs appearS

with regard to evaluation. As noted previously, some programs were

designed with research questions in mind relating to program effective-

ness for a narrow range of mostly school-related criteria. Evidence

indicates a trend toward success in these cases. Smaller, more 4

service-oriented programs have faulty or unclear evaluation assessments



often with incomplete information. Program reports and evaluatjttns

are designed and written 6y those who have the greatest stakeen the

success of the program--the program staff or administrators. This

pattern of evaluative practices has led to a tendency best character-

ized as "doomed to success" (Stanford Research Institute Report, 1973).

Only two programs o6 of the eight-seven reviewed admitted failure:
4 t !

Further, tile assessor nt of program effects often used subjective

:impressions as results. IR many cases continuing particlation of

parents was considered sufficient proof that the-program was effective.

chile these measures could in fact indicate Success of a1program, it

is difficult to determine the actual impact of the prRgram. A compli-

cation is that program prbcedures or,man,puiation were seldom checked
, r"k

to determine how they were perceived by participan s. Thus, the

available reports indicate only that some activitiesitook place, that

most participants seemed to be satisfied-or expressed'satisfaction in

questionnaires administered by, program staff, and that the program
A

staff for the most, part was also satisfied-v--The impact of programs

(beyond providing satisfaction) is unclear.

The most rigorous evaluations of parent ed t?cation programs have ,

sou ht to measure the impact of the educational interventtOn eiOier
,

directly in 'changes in behavior of the parents or indirectly as

--;reflected by changes in behavior of the child., The 'ng processes

An many cases are'simplyassumed to have take?, place. Cha gps in the

thild are used as evidenCeihat.the hypothesized changes in parental

rbehavibr occurred. 'The actual manipulation, the interaction between
r9 .

parent and parent educator is'of'ten described in generic terms such
,

4 i
as, the parent educator leads discussion groups with paFticipantsn'or

t,- v., e.
/ t-

0J
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the parent educator demonstrates educational materials atome

' weekly visits." The assumption that.exposure t6 certain concepts

Or techniques will result in learning is made in many prograts.,-

Usuallylin A group setting,.using some Anstructional technique,

ents are. exposed 12 alternative ways of dealing with children.

A

Whether that learning, if any, will result in changes performance

in a different setting is often assumed but seldom determined.

These restricted views of program evAluation are.characteristic

of the programs currently repOrted in the literature. The choice :9f

..1r, outcome measures is generally restricted to thwarticipants.oritheir

children, and they normally include some form of questionnaire designed

to asSesS- rticipant's satisfaction in addition to learning. The

rigorous and,limited evaluation designs preferred by researchers and

the wre general and impressionistic evaluations favored by program.
.,

,

staff should give way to a conceptien of impact instread of the more

common concept 0 otiventss. ,Inipact-as-6-'ConePt'implies an

openness to consider argrO e of possible effects of the prdgram

,

includinq.intended as weliAt uiintended outcomes. This conce of

impact goes beyond the so'called "goal free" evaluittion approach pio-

neered by Scriven (1973). "A goal free eValuation design does not seek

to determine theattainme of predetermined objectives defined by

program administratdrs, u her attempts. to examine the progr'am from

the point of view of the client or learner. ACtual effects are deter-

mindd free from the contamination inherent in direct contact between

the professional evaluator and the professional program administrator.

An assessment of impact goes beyond the goal -free model to an examina-

tion of the program as a system in which individuals engage in interactions

79
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that should have reciprocal effects. It recognizes that learning takes

place in all the participants, although one or more may not be fOrhlly,
4

defined.as'a "1 arner."

The tents e nature of the evidence offeSed by researchers about

the effectiveness of parent education programs directly contradict a 7

clear trend towards thicontinuation and even increase in the numb

and variety of these programs: The great majority
)

of programs iden/ti-

fled in the reports of the literature (and )in the survey of parent edu-

cation in Austin by ProjectFAS described in Section III), do not'

4eet tide requirements that Goodsoniand,Hess (1976) and Gordon (1978).

'have listed Ai necessary for success,- The Thvel of intensity, the

duration and degree of structure in these programs do not match those

that have been demonstrated to beeffective.- The question arises as to

why 4th( significant expenditure of time and money contiptes. A cynical

' answer might be that the so called "parent.educators" are successful

"con artists1; who generate and keep jobs that Ao not really provide a

return for the'clients, andthat participants 'areileft with ephemeral

feelings of competence that fade °not- their participation e4.

conceivably that a few operators could get away with that'deoeption once

or.:twice, butthecontinuation of the same, participants over time and

IL.
the repeated waves of new satisfied ments weakens this explanation."

What, then, does contribute to;the relative strength of this:trend

towards morre parent education programs?- The survey of the'literature by

FACS staff has revealed that one place the -answer will not ,be found is

in available reports of ,programs.

The foregoing discussion about the popularity and likely increase
Y,

of parent education program?, coupled with serious gaps in the available j"

6'0
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literature°points towards both the content of our inquirty and the

approach necessary to carry it out. There is a need to document the

impact of-these small scale, service - oriented programs. The approach

to be useashoul0 look at'each program as a system that can,be de-

scribed and studied ib terms of its elements as' well 'as a system which

interacts with the other systems that exist at the community fevel.

0
`-A systems approach sUcD as that advocated by Brohfenbrenner (1976)

and by Gordon (1978) deSCribeseducational environments as a nested

arrangement of structures, each contained within the next,. It is

' possible tci concentrate,on the study and description of these structures
AS.

at different levels.. A parent education program can be conceived as

va system,. This system ,exists and relates to other systenis in which the

same or other participabts interact. The relationships between these

various systems'is also.conteived as a sysiem, but at a higher level.

In Bronfenbrenner's terms:..

A micro-systemis an immediate setting containing the

learner (i.e,, home, day care center, classroom,etc.). .

A setting is/defined as a place in which the occupants,

engage irfparticular activities in particular'roles

(e.g.; parent, teacher, pupil; etc.) 'for-particiTaT:

periods of time. These are the elements of the. setting.

The nlisO-system compriseS the interrelations amond

the major settings containing the learnerkat a parti-.

cular point in his or her. life. In sum', the meso-system,

is the system of mfcro-systems (Bronfenbrenner, 1916,

p. 163). .

.
An inquiryconduCte'rd at the micro-system level stOdiesiithe parent

kedueation program -as the primary-setting, in which learbing,takes place.

10i .

.
)

The parent education program, treated 'as a,mcro-system, can be described

.... ,,,
,

.

in terms of the elements which' make up that system and, the interreia-
J sr

,,

tionships between the elements. At,the meso-system, the inter-
.

,

.relationships and reciprocal influences between selected systems in tite

..... s
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community can be examijed. Participants' interaction' in settings

other than'the parent educationyrograrvan be explored to determine.

potsible influences'of the program.

The field study method and in depth interviews with program

r

_ .,

participants taVgenerate information that will perriii.t the analysis:
. .

of phgr4,tiit-',a4 micro"syStems and also the examination:or,search for.-
4-,

,
reciprocal inflmences between these,micro2Systems and other systems

in the community.. This is themeso-system level of analysis. In

particular, an exploratory study shoUld examine the reciprocal in-
.

fluences between (a) program and ,hot,agency,'-and '()) program and other

alternative parent support orkS, The first area repreSents a

concern with the role of the Ost'agency in.determing theshape of

the program and the effects of the program:On,the responsiveness-Of

se.

that agency to community needs. The second area ecognizet that parent
- .

education programs are,not the sole source of information and,support

- -

for parents and families, The impactof the-progm can be examined

in terms ofthe,reationships between parents -and, these Other support
,

systems.

°Closely related to the influenge*,the host agency on the program

is, the-exploration of the role_Of parent education leaders, defined as
,

,

those,individuals who are the driving forde within or outside the

agencies. 'An examination of their idealogy and motivation should, provide

some,clues to explain program variability. 'These leaders' experiences',

education, and professional networks are as important as their beliefs

andattftudes about eddcation in general, pkreni education; parents and

chilqe6,-etc, :A better uiderstanding orthese individuals will provide

clues' tO'6'ends andproblems expected to:influence parent edUcation in

the future. Qp
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III. A SURVEY OF PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN AUSTIN

A. Objectives of the Survey: The survey of Parent Education Programs

in Austin, Texas, was designed to serve as a pilot test for a more

extensive survey to be conducted in the state and region. The pilot

.survey was expected (1) to help identify alternative strategies for

locating went education programs, (2) tb. test. a survey questionnaire,,

and (3) to design a storage and retrieval'Sys m-' for the information to

be gathered in the full suvey. On the basis of---discusions with NIE

staff, and after e(amining reoorts of programs in the literature, a set

of dimensions were identified for inclusion in the survey (Appendix C).
,

At the suggestion of NIE staff, the-mail questionhaire was replaced by

a 'face-to-face interview in oroer to determine the kinds of information

available to.programpersonnel. The interviewing process was also used

to determine whovinAhe progriiiis'should be identified` as the best/ideal

respondent for a mall survey. As a result of
,

this change in stratvly,
.

---,

the prqduct of the Olot survey is .a preliminary form for a mail

qUestiorlinaire that has not-been tested. likewise, the,sUggestions for$

an information storage an$ retrieval system will depend on the final

_

form that the mail questionnaire wil0 take. However, as a result of

.

-yi these efforts, descriptive data'about local programs has. been generated.

likT1)

These,areas were used,te analyze the eighty-seven programs discussed

In addition, the interView schedule for program administrators has been

t

revised and tested.

..

Velo ment of the S ry Instrume t: The .FACS literature review

led to the identifiltiono -fight peiMartAreas where detailed infor7,

mation

.

.

was necessary An order to understand ijile%operation,tof a program,

4.



,;;in the previous section of this reporf% These same areas suggested

dimensions that should be covered in a comprehensive survey of parent

dycation programs.

The survey was intended originally to pilot test a mail question-

naire form that could be used later in a full scale regional survey.

Negotiations with NIE staff and consultants led to a substantial mod

ification of the objectives and activities of the project. Instead of

testing a mail questionnaire form it was decided to conduct face-to-

face interviews in order to determine the types of information avail
,.

able to program administrators who would be the likely respondents of

a mall survey. The questionnaire form that had been drafted (See

,Appendix C) was modified in4an interview schedule. After several in

house revisions it was tested with three respondents. On,the basis of

-'
their responses, itwas changed it accomodate a more natural flow. of

topics. The final version of the interview schedule appears,in

Appendix C.

The interviewing process and the information generated in the

interactions,witkrespondents has. produced two kinds' of_data. The

first ,type of information permits-a descri on of the, state of theit A

art of parentf.education in Austin,, which can be contrasted with infor-

mation from th4-published reports about programs elsewhere in the..

country. A dqscription of specific programs is presented in the next

NS+

section folloWing the-procedees used to locate parent education pro-
.

grams:

The:second type of.data generatedjrom the interviews Kovides
.

Some clar directions for future, research efforts in-Texas and the

region. The implicationsfor the propoSed, fUll scale survey will be

k4.

. _
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presented in thftast part of the, report.

C. Locating Parent Education Programs and Respondents: In order tb

describe the parent education programs currently .operating in Austin,.

it was necessary first to locate the programs and identify a respondent

for each. Since Am4ally there is no single directory where this in-

for95tionyn be found, a number of alternative strategies are necessary

to achieve a reasonable covjrage ofsan area The following sources of
4-

-information were examined:

1. Public Human Service Agencies. A number of public agencies were

contacted by telephone, and asked about specific units or'sprograms.

likelto serve parents.. These agencies included the'Austin Independent,

School District, City and County Mental HealOiLMental Retardation Agency,

the local office of the State Department'of Human Resources (formerly

Welfare'Department).

2. Private Human Service Agencies. Local private agencies were con-

tacted by4telephone and specific programs and individuals were singled

6

out for further contacts. One project of the local United Way ln

association with other human service organizations and the local news-

paper has been to compile and publish a Directory of Human Services.

This directory and a central information number provided additional

leads to programs and agencies likely to sponsor parent education

activities.

'3. Metropolitan Telephone Directory. The Yellow Pages contain.partial.

"listings .of social seryice agencies and were used to confirm some of

the leaas'obtatried through other methOds.

e agericies and programs, identified through these sources were

cont d by ieephone, specific parent'edication programs were identified,

9-
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and the names of key contact people were obtained (See Appendix D).

With this inforlation in hand,, a brieexplanation of the purpose of
_

the survey was sufficleArto obtain, appointments for an interview with

a FAGS staff member. No one who was contacted reffised to be,interviewed;

'there were two-cancellatioils die to timejtonflict; one program of the

Aniginal 14st of 33 was found to,be oufide of the concerns of FAGS, and

seven'programg were n4t contacted due tome limitati . A total of

,twenty-three program directorsicoordinatorS were interviewed (Wen-
.

dix D).

ft is important to note that complete coverage of-all operating

programs in any given. geographical area ma0e.d-ifficult if not im-

possible. This is due in_part to the s=acs ::Fiat pardft-education pro-

grams may be offered by individuals on-an iriieguqar basis, and that

not all churches, agencies and'clubs that sponsor programs belong to

groups or,corrimunicate with other similar programs. For example,

Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) has been offered in the past by,,-

pate individual trainers licensed by the national PET organikation

howeverik,no current PET programs were located fOr this survey.

may be due to the Project's failure to locate a PT program or to.the;t0

Absence of any ongoing activities. The programs included in'*iie-Orrenti

survey; however., appear tb represent the vast majority of ithe activities

concerning p4ent education in the Adstib community.
,

A most ,fortunate developmsnt in Austin is the existence of _the

Parent Education Association, a collecilve of reprOsentativos from .

.

igencies and programs iithrested ih parent education. The, Association,

has a part time staff member'whose job is to keep up with what is
,

taking place locally with respect to' parent 'education. After the
,

. .
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initial list was compiled she was used to check on the comprehensive-

ness of the coverage. The existence of the Parent Education Association

was known to the FACS staff in advance of the survey, but it was not

used to generate the fist to testa procedure that could work in

4 communitiqo without a similar organization.

In all cases the interviews were conducted in the offices of the

programs being sutweyed and atAlteoconlienience of the respondent.- .in

two cases the interview had to be sLispendeateMporarily and continued

the next day due to last minute tiperrupttons. -All.inApewees
4-

J agreed-to be tape recorded and assurances were made tpcinterviewees

2i4X.their opinions would be kept confidential if they so desired. In
. .

°several cues equipment failures-prevented an exact transcript being

produced. In all casesthe.tnterviewers ere taking notes,of major

'z>points, so that, no fundamental data w;as lost. The interviews lasted

or the average about one hour. In someases there were frequent short

interruptions. The longest interview about one hour and fetty

,

minutes and the shortest-about thirty minutes.. Brief summaries of

each descr4bing the-vf*aM'are prliented lin Appendix D.

D. Description)of,Cotal 'parent Educap61Programs: the interviews

with adminiserative-perSonnel in,the.twentp-two parent education pro

grams and, one coordinator'(Par nt Education Association staff) were

analyzed by looking at some of-the; ame dimensions whith.were-used to

analyze the' descriptive rep rts in theViberaturdr. A the areas

jexamined were location of elm baSe, gilectives ,for

chfldren, information about'stefing and'parti?

rand evaludtion. *The data were

be at variance witt the litera
"

mineld

.rtS of programs.

rents and

rogram activities
q

ndswhiththight,

Brief
'
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descriptions of the Austin programs for which interviews have been

conducted are included in Appendix D. A sample transcript is in-

cluded in Appendix E. Based on the fhterviews, Programs (3)3 and,,-(4)

do not appear to be relevant to the FACS project; the cus of-both

programs is Education for Parenthood and the primary populatiOn

served ithigh school 4udents. However, until more information

is, gathered, they will be considered part of the project and

will be refered to where appropriate. Program (10) is still in the

.planning stages and has not yet _held a first meeting. Program (23) is

the Parenting Office, concerned with coordinating Ausjin parent

education iorbgrams. Since it is not a parent education program per se,

it will not be included, in subsequent discussions.

-Although this preliminary inspection was superficial due to tine

limitations, it did bring to light s interesting findings. Less

thankhalf of the:22 prograMs were located within educational institu-
.

tions'(W = 10). Specifically,, six were bawl in the public schbol sys-
ti

tem: 'two at the elementary level, t t thel'high school level, and

one at both elementary and secondary . One program'each was

based-in a nursery tciwol, small college campus, and a community,

sChbol; one represented the Austin HelldIStart and Title XX Day Car

`Center krent Education effgrts. The figure "-fent' may e deceptive,

however;;.one program at the eleMentary level (5) sOnso in different

locatiOns, anaherx in.four 'high schools (4), another (2) ten

'dffferent sites and another (1) at 12 sites. ,In dtal4 there were ten 1

-
.,.

, 0 I
1 1

S

..

3-
.The Pumbefts in parenthesis cdrre5pona-to thelPogram num;er'as

,.. .,,,

reported in .ApPendix D. I ,

y .1 ,

10

Cr)
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school-bised programs with replications at forty -four sites. The

remain'] programs (N = 12) were based in non-educational institutions:

social service agencies (N = 5)Aolunteer organizations (N = 5), and

churches (N = 2).

The ratio of educationally-based programs compared to those which

were non-educationally based is much smaller than would have been pre----N/

dicted by the vast number of school based programs reported in the

descriptive reports and research oriented documents in the literature.

A sizable majority of programs reported in the, literature ,were based in

educational institutionsslightly less than half of the programs

located in Austin were educationally based. This pattern seems t
0 .

indicate that Wograms located in educational settings were over-

represented in the-reports found in the literature.4 Further, a

greater range of non-educational institutions were found tocarry out

&rent education programs than would be'expected judging from published

're-Ports, thus verifying a, prediction advanced in earlier stages of the

project. The fact that there is a greater range of community iti4tip- .5

tions involved in parent education.will be an improtant factor in'Ae

ing the objectives of the next phase of the. FAGS project.

In'addition to the hoSt agency. which provides the setting, programs
4o

can be classified onithe basis of,objectives or goals for5parents. ,The

-.kchemareciblved from the jiterature' for classifying servict-oriented-

'

4The account presented here incluAls,only those program for which
'- interViews'were Con44du If all thNprogramrs so. far "116cated.,in 0

vAustiape.included,,tar6 is aveven'greater prporiderapce ofrioll- .A :

-`eikroanbnally basbd/rOgrams. Out of=thirty-three programs, eled4h i

,are-based in educational-settings, twentytwo in non - educational
settings.

41t . 89',
°' =1 - . ..J ,

,
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programs was applied to the programs in Austin (Parent Education for

Teaching, Parent EducatiOn for Parenting, and Parent Education for

Self-Development). Again, there was considerable variance from the
rr

literature in the number of parent education.,for teaching programs.

Only three of the programinvestigated in Austin foced exclusively

on Parent'Education for Teaching (1, 2, 5). Three other programs whose

major focus was education for parenting had minor parent education for

teaching components (8,-0,,,22). Of the three programs in which

parents particippte only as teachers, all three serve low income

parents; of the three programs with both teaching and parenting corn-
.%

ponents, two serve low income parents. .The trend, started in the 60's

,toward usingpar4nt education foi"teaching as a technique almost ex-

olusively for low income parents appears to be_continuing. As was ,_f
punted out in the literature review, parent education for teaching

usually designed around an*identified need or problem of the child,

and the parent participates in a specified way (usually tLtoring) to

help the child overcome the problem. This trend was also found in the

Austin prOrams. All three parent education for teaching programs

targeted a specific child subgroup spoor readers, Spani h language
Q

dominant, Ilanditlppetor mentally retarded); one out of thethree pro-

grams with teaching components belt wfkb problems of hartdicapped

chi]dren. These mlograms were remedial in nature and signed to meet

thildrens' nee0s: Parent'clients.rsp recrbiteitloy selection-, out-0.;
b

-Areach activiele, or encouragement by-Vhe'spoosgring
sp

ItutiOn. This '114410
A ; -

pai6rn.of reciuitment djffers contiderably- from Iroup to ,fie' Uis-' '

cussed in the foilowing Azgraphs, almost all of.'whicb hpe 2,, ;0 .

.

se3ected participants. ., 40
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The bulk of.the programs hid objettives for parents in roles:ottler

than that of teacher and were targeted toward a variety of parents.

Fourteen programs were exclusively parent' education for parenting; five

programs had parent education for parenting components, Programs for

parenting were primarily designed to meet parent, rather than children

needs, most were located in non-educational institutions, and most were

not designed for any special parent subgroup. Programs of this nature

do not actively recruit parents; parents are largely self-selected on

the basis of-their own .needs or interests. The contentof the program

is less focused than the content of the Parent Education for Teaching

programs. .Most teach. parenting skills; some topics of concern to

parents are designed around group members expressed needs or interests;

some provide information about child development, and others are de-

signed to develop parenting support networks. , The programs'which are

not exclusively parent education for parenting but which have a Parent

Education for Teaching or Parent Education for Self-Development compon-
, %

jnts (2, 8, 13, 16, 22) also focus primarily on parenting skills and

child development, elthough two of these programs focus on classroom

related skills.

Me'programs halgobjectives for parents relating to the parents'
41.

self-development; particularly in learning to be a better advocate for

. his child (6, 8, 16, 17, 19). All but one of theSe programs (19) were

directed toward parents of handicapped children. Than one exception

,,y0 (19) was :organized wits the intent of hefping mothers upgrade the

sociAN stattis'of moth
4 tif i 4

cultural Attitudes.
t.

ood by organi2ing-them to chinge'social and

AnOther interilt.ing trend
3

emerged from the inspection of the local,
=. r
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,

,,. ' ongoing progt s, related to theAey-staff-Persons who direCtly7caA4-
.1

out the parent,training. Two interviewees mentioned that the social .'
e. ,. --,,

service agencies which they re resent receive frequent requests from

many places within the community for consultants or guest speakers for

workshoPis or discdssion groups on parenting-ro3tea. topics. This inter-

agency cooperation was -evidenced sy a number of- ?samples in which one
.

agency carrying:out parent education utilized the expertise and man-
J

power from other social service agencies involved in parent education

,(5,6, 748, 10, 16, 19, 21). Agencies frequently mentioned as engaging

in community and intra-agency parent education were Austin- Travis County

Mental Health-Mental Retardation, Planned Parenthood, and the atild and

Family Service Agency. The latter frequently conducts one session only

workshops in a 4ariety of locations, often churches.

Similarly, professional manpower in-the parent education field is

not static Some individuals engage in Parent education both privately 4.-

and as agency representatives (5, 12, 15).
5

Indeed, one prominth

Parent educator works not only privately but also for a community

sphool, for two agencies (11, 15), and for the Parent Education Asso-

ciation in carrying out parent education activities. Thus, the mobility

of professional manpower confounds the issue of identifying who, in fact,

is sponsoring and carrying out parent education.
:70

Evaluation efforts for programs in Austin ranged from formal test-

- ing done, by the local school district ruearch and evaldation department,

to informal quiastionnaires, to no evaluation at all.tvfhere is insufficient

5
Identification of agency, in which parent educators have primary
employment.

92,
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information to date. to rigorously assess the evaluation activities;

the discussion here should be considered tentative in nature.

All the educationally-based programs had,some,type of evaluation.

Five programs (1, 2, 4, 6, 9) appear to have formal evaluation prog4ms,

most of which'use pre and post testing and which look at child-related

variables. Two of these programs reported "positive" results (1, 6);

three had not yet analyzed the results or did not have them available
4

(2, 4, 9). The five remaining programs in educational settings had

informal evaluations and/or unclear evaluation efforts.

Of the twelve non-educationally based programs, evaluation effortS

ranged from informal to none. Programs 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, and

20 carried out.some form of evaluation, usually requesting information

about parental satisfaction with the program. Evaluation methods,

included questionnaires, informal discussions, and case studies.

Programs 16, 19,21, and 22 had no eval on activities.

E. Recommendations for a Comprehensive Survey of Parent Education
4

Programs: A surveyOf parent education programs is a complex activity

,which should be carried out over time, at various levels, using different_
4111

respondents and a variety of methods. All the activities recommended

below, if carried out, would produce a comprehensive, detailed and in-

depth view of the programs and the people engaged in parent educa-

tion, their hopes, aspirations, and accomplishments. As a result of

the pilot survey conducted in Austin and the FAGS literature review

of parent education reports, it has been concluded that (1) a state

and/or region-wide survey of parent education programs should be con-

ducted, and (2) such a survey should take into account factors concern

ing the depth and scope of different activities presented in the follow-
.

\\i'ing pages..

4

(
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The recommendations presented here should 1* view/ as those

steps necessary to gather, store, retridve,,and utilize the survey

information to be collected. Several recommendations are made with

respect to the order in which the survey activities should proceed.

The first phase, locating the programs and initial respondents,

should be completed before the other activities cati-Oroceed. The

activities of the next phase, describing program operations, charac-

teristics of program personnel and program leaders, may be carried_

out consecutively or concurrently depending on the needs of the

project.

1. Locating Programs and Respondents., Conducting a state or

regional survey will necessitate locating the myriad of parent educa-

tion programs currently operating in the survey area. While.tele-
.*

phone contacts were used by the FACS project to"locite programs in

AAustin, this most likely would be too time consuming anal costly if

.

done on the state or regional level. To increase the e ficiency

of the process, initial efforts should concentrate on st to -level

. (Texas) organizationsthat are likely to sponsor, fund, c ntrol, or

at least be familiar with many local Parent Education efforts. A visit

to the, state level organization ckntral office will 'produce infor-

mation about a number of programs in wide geogrAphical area. Since

many state7level organizations have headquarters in Austin, this I'

fact schOuldfacilitakihe state-wide data gathering process.

A listsorpotential initial:contact inst4tntions has been

'developed for Texas. Most of these instiiutions have counterparts

in other states included in the SEDL region (Arkansas, Louisiana,
N

Mississippi, Oklahoma, New Mexico); if the survey area is expanded



to include the entire region. The following organiZations or their

-eequivaients should be contacted:

or.

1 Texas Education Agency, especially the Office of

Federal Allocations, Division of Program Funds
4.- '1

Management, Follow Through Programs, Division of

Bilingual and Migrant Educatio4 and Education-
,

Service Centers (20 regions

2. Texas Department of Human Resources (formerly the,

Welfare Department)` -.

3. Texas Department of Health Resources--

4. Texas Department of, Community Affairs, especially

the Economic',OpOortunity Division, and- the

sion of Early, Childhood Education

5. Texas Municipal League

6. Texas Paisent Teacher Association

7. Texas Junior League

8. .Texas Child Care 76

9. Texas Assgiation for the Education of Young Children

10. Texas AssoCiation fay' ChildhOod Education rnternational

11. Department of Health, Education Ind Welfare, 'Region

- VI Office

k i

The information gathered' from these sources and other similar
.!.

P-4 . 1

1111,11/4t
organizapons w it ute d working' list of parent education-

programs i.rhiChaieeds_to be compiled at, the onset of the Parent EduCattan

prograffi surVey activities. Ihformation to,be solicited should

include ,specificTl'ogram name, tho.host egency; the address, phone.-

J.

numberand name and'title:of the contact person.

4'



,
The compilatioa, of this information in many case.§.wi 1 not necessarily

equiree.contacting actual prograni5.6 *

The infOrmation gathered can be-used to compile( directory of

ottgeing'pitent educatIOli programs, .program contacts and mailing
.,

Since no- such directory is currently ava lable.for Texat
..-,-7.- '

region, its compilation,i4i11 be .a valuable contribution
, *to .the o'ominunity Of parent education practitioners. as well as pahti-..,,,

-
cipants. -7Tkis 'dire an 'serve to link tOge.ter, isola:teti 'programs

- :

to form acornmuniat network: tn. addition, the directory would

addr

or 'tfie.

t . .

lay,the groundwork for the 'next phase of a survey: :generating descrip-
_ ,...

tive ir,iformat)oil ilibbilt specific programs..- : : - .

2:- Genei'Aing-frInfOrmaiion About'Programs-0 Once a number of programs:,.,.

and potential rest)bnclants have been located, the survey activities
, ,

should
-
proceed to 'the "..nex,t steP-' of the investigative process. .*This

step. involves gathering descriptive information 4bout prOgranis and .,,4

.program staff....It is'recoimiended,Ithat threediffehent conceptual
-.-,,, , -.. - .7._., . . . r

' 1 - , . . ,. ..
areas be 'examined 'in 'order; to generate this information about programs)

:. , . .,.- . .The first ahea-to,be eStamined is that of program operation, including..
.. '41 .

Oogram ativities', participants, -etc. The second arba is that of

program personnel charaCteristi4is , 14 ncl udi ng. Information about admini 5-

frators, professionaliand honprdfessional staff, etc.'
,,

:The third4area
. ... , . .' -; --`. -

1*
,

should examine:the characteristics, belief5; and training of parent,- -

education lead r5, i.e. thOte individual , esPonsible ,for concep-
.

tual izing parent educati orinzipproachet: Thisar.e.s. may .be especial ly

,significant if these key thdividualrt are not part of the proghan staff-,

buerriOnetheless have contributed to shape the local program.. Information

fforn these three areas tan be gathered independently from one another.
7 ,

6

r
:
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In addition, each area will genehate similar and dissimilar types of

information about ongoing programs. It is recommended that all three

areas be investigated if:the intent of the survey effort is to

generate comprehensive descriptions of ongoing parent education programs.
0

In order to examine parent education programs with respect to

these areas, a three steprocess is recommended. The first step. is

Describing Program Operations. It is recommended that this step

precede the remaining two because it will generate information con-
:

cerning staffing-, staff roles, and staff positions in a given program.

The second step is Describing Characteristics of Program Personnel.

The third step is Describing Characteristics,of Parent Education Leaders.

a. Describing Program Operations. A draft of a Program Description

Questionnaire (PDQ) has been deligned which requests objective informa-

tion about the program, its purpOseS, target audience, delifery sys-

tem, staff, types of activities, etc.- (see APpendik F). Prior to

developing the PDQ draft, FACS staff pre- tested .a form of the instru- -

ment by interviewing program administrators in Aus/n. The results

of this 'efkfort indicate that-the information requested was readily.

available and accessible. The fact that program personnel appear to

have immediate access to data and the fact that such information is

public shoUld helpinsure a fairly high rate of response to program

information requests. It is expected that the PDQ may also be

completed by staff other than administrators, who also have access

to the type of information sought. The PDQ will need to be tested in

its present form in order to verify this assertion.

The PDQ has been designed to be mailed; the intended targets are

those individuals identified during the first phase of the survey

previously described. It is recommended-that after the form is mailed'
j
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to the respondents, a follow-up mail reminder be sent to attempt to

increase the response rate. Telephone contacts could be used also

as a follow-up procedure after a predetermined time lapse from the

initial mail-out.

In addition to seeking inforMation about parent education

program operations, ttie PDQ asks for additional leads to-other such

programs, which could increase the iqumber of parent educrion programs

located for thePsurvey. This technique of requesting information about

other programs was tested and found to be successful during the inter-

views conducted by the FACS staf in Austin." For each additional lead,

the sequence of mail questionnaire, mail reminder, and telephone,.:

follow-up should be indicated if the need exists.

The results of the PDQ, furnished by each program, can be

arranged in a form amenable to almost direct transcriptir into a

standard format. This standardized format can consqtute.the infor

mation storage medium as Oile of loose-leaf program descriptions

Then information retrieval can.be aCcompliOied by assigning each

program a code number and by indexing each program according to a set

'.f-fixed terms describing major dimensions, e.g .geographical loca-
tion, sponsorship, major purpose, delivery:system, primary target

audience, specific activities, etc. The ,use of thesvindex terms will

permit the compilation of information for one directory whictrincludes

all programs in consecutive number order and an index section where

program numbers are listed according'to the descriptor terms used.

The directory could bt pr nted using inexpensive ph and reduction

le of one-

would allow for any subset to be

techniques that do ut require typesetting. The mast

to-two page program descriptions



selected for printing as special purpose directories (i.e., qnly

school-based programs, or only progiams thatuse a group discussion

format, etc.) This basic'form could be easily modified (retyped)

to reflect changes in the size or nature of the program aTong with

permitting the removalof programs no longer in operation and the

addition bf new In a sense, this could become an ever

expa'ndini updated file or data base.

The product of this survey activity would be a data base-con-

staining descritfylrinformation about parent education programs. This

information can be put in the form of printed Directories, annotated

directories containing the actual descriptions of programs and special
4

listing of similar programs by location, type, etc. This infqrmation

could be of a public nature and available to.the programs participating

and the educational community in general.

'A promising strate'gy worth exploring, and related to this

activ4.4-involves obtaining the. cooperation of organizations with
,

strong public service orientations and volunteer workers. By securing

/
a.commitment to use their networl in a collaborative effort; these,

organizations could request local group to nominate a "survey committee":

1 k
These survey committees would be requested to contact-programs which

would add to the contact list, and actually provide those programs with

the PDQ.

Useof tr procedures described above requires a budget alloca:

tion for such expenses as mailing, local and WATTS' lines,.limited travel -

to Visit the

b! scr:=

at Jrganizations.

:rsonnel Characterise'" e more

puzzling gaps identified in the reports aboUt parent ;ion programas in

the literature was the absence of information about parent educators. Their

99
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professional training:And education vis-vis their specific role

in el4 program are of Critical-iMOrtance for of planning of in-
/

ser4ice tr

miterials,

/the effect

. ,

a.ihing'programs,A064opment of suitable training,

and cal- Further,
,!

of-staff baCkground, traning;,and characteristics on

, . .. : . .

' .program,digra*K is unknown: The personal and professional chdrac-

teristics.of progOm personnel are:seldom described d4SPite'their
t

,

iTortancey//
/
k preliminary draft ofa Parent EducationPrograM Staff

Odstio0aire (PSQ), concernin'program personnel, has;been designed

(see Wendix F).

hp, PSQ requests information a
V

out the background and training of

each program staff. The information required by the P Q is more

personalin nature than the informaiion requested in t e-Program Descrip-

tion Questionnaire, and is consequeiltly designed to be answered
, /

individually.by each staff member riither than by the p ogram adminis-

trator.

The information needed to descibe parent educato s characteristics

does not require that every individual in a program be included in the
. -

study. Having a comprehensive list of parent educatio program (gene-

rated by phase one), allows for thd selection of a rep esentative

sample of respondents forpurooses of studying parent ucators. The

use of information generated is different from that ab ut programs.

Thus, no need can be anticipated at present to keep th information

\

obtained\in any form other than on 'coded key-punched c mputer cards.

The product of this survey activity could be a da a base contain-
,. ,

ing information about parent education practitioners. This information,

can )0e used to (1) generate &profile of parent educat rs, and (2) iden-
.

and

tify needs and concerns for training, and specify pref rred formats

0
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0

for training and other arejs of interest. This-information should be

.made available in the form of publications that summarize the results

.

of the questionnaires-without identifying the respondents...-
. .

,

c. Describing the Char

t
ristics of Parent Education Leaders. no

..

Anther

Wite
. ,

group of subjects _can beldentified or further research are local
, e,

paren% education leaders, i.e.,, those_individuals responsible for the

development and implementation of parent education programs. They are

'often the actual program administrators, but in some cases they may

occupy other roles. Examinatlon of their personal and professional

backgrounds, educational ideology, attitudes, beliefs, etc., requires

a slightly different ,approach than the one Suggest d above. Since the

information requested is in part subjective and rsonal, and may re-

quire probing on the part of the investigator, it is recommended that

individual and/or group interviews be used to/gather this information.

A preliminary list of topics for-the interview schedule is included'

in Appendix F. The inforMationigeneratedfr this approach is expected
p.

to-provide some,clues as to the impact.o7 different philosophies and

models'of Parent education on program operation. The basic list of

parent education programs generated by phase one can be, used as a

basis' for. obtaining a representative sample of such.indiViduals.

The product of this survey aetivity could be a data base con-
,

taining detailed intervie data about parent education leaders.at the

local level. This infor ation can be used to ( generate'profiles crrit

parent eduCation profess onali, and (2) identify eas of concern, future'

trends, or dire ions o parent education.

.101 .
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'1. THE MOTHER -CHILD PROGRAM (P. Levenstein)

The Mother-Child Home Program is a home-based preschool cognitive

intervention program, first field tested in 1967. Still continuing to-

day, it is a home-visit program for teaching low-income Black mother

more ways of interacting verbally with their child. Particightion in the

program begins when the target child is two year old. A maximum of 46

home visits for seven months during each year are made. The program's

goal is to train parents, in their homes, in ways to build their children's

verbal abilities. Levenstein conceptualized books and toys as verbal:

interaction stimuli materials. She chose about a dozen books and about a

dozen toys with these properties, then sent toy demonstrators into the homes

where these toys and books were left with the mother for use with the child.

The program was origin4ly establighed in three New York low-income

housing projects. Families were recruited by mailing explanatory letters

followed by home visits by the program supervisor. The only eligibility

requirements were that the families qualified for low income housing and

that no member of the family had more than a high school education.

The toy demonstrators are trained paraprofessionals either middle class

women volunteers or paid low-incomewomen who were former participants in

the program. ( Madden, J., Levenstein, P., Levenstein, S. Lollgitudinal ]
Outcomes of the Mother-Child Home Program, 1967-73. VerbalInteraction
Project. FSA of Nassau County, 1974.)
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2. HOUSTON PARENT-CHILD DEVELOPMENT ENTER
#

The Parent-Child Centers provide educational programs for children,

parent activities to increase parentieffectiveness, and comprehensive
..

health care-for families. This program was designed to provide better
i

education experiences for Mexican American children. Families enter the

program when the target child is one year old and they remain for. two

years. For a year, bilingual teachers,trairied in early childhood theory

and practice make weekly home visits to the families in the experimental

group. Mothers are helped to develop their own teaching skills, to use

household materials for learning, to select, and make toys, to understand

more about child development. The home educator attempts to act a adviisor

rather than expert. The first year of home visits is supplem with

four workshops'at the enter in order that t1e whole family ca participate. c- '

U

In the second year of the program, the children are enrolled in a pre-

school classroom in which the curriculum group sessionsand each group,

parent and child, meets four mor ings a week for eight months. The parent

training course consists of management skills and micro-teaching with

the child. Bilingual skills both parents and children are stressed

throughout boon years.

The staff of the Houston'Parent-Child Center seems to be totally pro-,

fessional in nature. Bilingual certified teachers work directly with the

participants' mothers both in the Center and in the home.

The families are recruited from two low-income barrios through door to

door visits by HDCDC staff: The requirements were that the family have,a

child under one year of age, an unemployed mother, and-economic digadvantage.
(Lelar, H., Johson, D., Kahn, A., and Brandt, L. Research Report of the
Houston Parent'-Child Development Center., 1974).
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3. NEW ORLEANS PARENT-CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

This center offer& a program designed to changejlow-income, Black

parents' attitudes and behavibr towards the child in ways which encourage
. -

the child's development.. Mother& participate in classes at the Center or

in their homes, learning child, development principles and child rearing

practices which stimulate the child's competence. Two approaches were

used in working with parent - center classes and individual home visits.

In the center groups, mothers brought infants (two to twilve months) to

the Center twice a week for three hour visits. Home Visit mothers received

bi-weekly home visits of about an hour each. Educators were nonprofessionals

trained as teachers to work with mothers and infants. The program empha-
.

sized the importance of teaching mothers more than specific techniques -

it emphasized all aspects of the child's development. - emotional, physical

as well as cognitive. Different workbooks were developed for parent usec

with lessons on child development, tables for keeping records and day-by-

day suggestions for interacting with infant/child.

The families in the "program are low income and Black. The families

live within the same area of New Orleans. Method of recruitment was not

discuesed..(Andrawa, R., 'A?sache, W., RinmenthaA, J., Wiener, G. Summary of
Research Findings of the New Orleans Parent-dhild Development Center. 1974)
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4. BIRMINGHAM PARENT-CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

Begun in 1969-1970 to operate as a research center, the Birmingham

program is designed to'helpBlack and White volunteer low-income mothers

learn both how to interact with their child so'as to facilitate the child's

development more effectively and to,cope with other demands on them as

adults so as to, increase their probability of using the new interactions

with their-child. Families enter the program when their child is 4 months,

old and remain until the child is 3 years old. Mothers are assumed to teach

their child and other children; children teach mothers; mothers teach other

mothers.

Families in the program are primarily from housing projects in five low

income neighborhoods in Birmingham. Recruiting is done by door to door can-

vassing by Center sQaff.

Professional teachers and paraprofessionals are utilized by this program.

(Birmingham Parent-Child Development Center Progress Report, April 1974.)

5. THE DARCEE PROGRAMSL_NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

DARCEE has experimented with programs designed to: 1) train mothers to c-

work with the child in the home utilizing the vehicle of home visits; and

2) train mothers by means of a highly ,structured paraprofessional training

program wfh involves parents directly in the classroom.

The original home visitor project, EARLY TRAINING PROJECT; of Gray and

Klau\44 began in 1961. It employed certified Black elementary school teach-

ers, women in their 40's and respected members of the community, as home
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visitors. They made weekly home visits to each mother and child in the

program for nine Altnths. The mothers all lived in the same housing project
A;

and were of similar socio-economic and educational levels. Each target

child was also enrolled. in a preschool program at the center. Mothers were

assisted in planning educational activities for their child that capitalized'

on the daily routine in the home and made optimal use of mother's limited

time. The home visitors also concentrated on helping the mothers to cope

more effectively and efficiently with general household responsibilities

while still finding time to work with the target child. The home visitor

Also attempted to keep parents informed about local opportunities in hous-

ing, adult edlleation and employment. (Atyas, J. and Gray,__S. Towards a
Theoretical Rationale for a Home Visiting Program with'Mothers.' PreliMinary
Papers from DARCEE. 1973.)

The second study, Mother's Training Program (MTP) aimed at changing the

nature and the quality of the mother-child interactions by furnishing the

mother with skills and resources to stimulate the child. The mothers were

paid for'their direct involvement in DARCEE cfassroom activities and coopera-

tive baby-sitting arrangements were made. In addition to training at the

Center, a teacher met weekly with the mother at home to encourage her to

use her newly acquired teaching skills.

This MTP study was to test for diffusion effects. The sublects; the

younger siblings were divided into four groups: 1) children whose mothers

were enrolled in MTP; 2) children whose mothers were involved in home visits

only; 3) children whose mothers were not involved with DARCEE in ny way;

4) a control group of children of the same socio-economic statue; race and

age and who were not exposed to intervention treatment.

(Gray, S. and Gilmer, Barbara. Intervention Witt vnima (hildren:-)
A Study of Intrafamiliar effects. DARCEE Papers and Reports, Vol.4, No. 11
1970)
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A third DARCEE study looked at'the home visitor programs with emphasis

ca). their cost effectiveness. Barbrack (1970) described the study in which

the effects of variation in expense and professional training wire examined.

the experimental group served entirely by Paraprofessional home visitors
0

with a per child cost of $225 resulted in being the most effectile in terms

of the analyses-of general intelligence, concept dvelopment and maternal

teaching style.

Participants in the DARCEE-sponsored programs came from low-income areas

and housing projects in the Appalachian area.,, Recruiting was done princi-

pally through the mail followed up with home visits to eligible mothers.

Those who were interested were enrolled. In some cases Head Start families

. were used as the subject population. (Barbrack, C. The Effects of 3 Home
"Visitation Strategies upon Measures of Children's Academic and Maternal
Teaching Behavior. DARCEE Papers and Reports, Vol.4, No.1. rIn).

I

6. MOTHERS TRAINING PROGRAn

Merle Karnes and her associates at-the University of Illinois developed

an experimental, training program for low-
.

me mothers, to become tutors of

their own children. The first part of the training for mothers of three and

four year olds lasted for 12 weeks in 1968. The second part, for mothers of

one and two year olds, op-erated over 15 months. The overall goal of the

program was to work with disadvantaged children before school to increase

their general and verbal intelligence to that they would be better learners

in school, with higher motivation, attention and stronger work habits.

Parents, through training, were to_become teachers of their own children.



.

,

' . .

\
Once a week parents attended a grog)

151

meeting for two hours. They did

a

.role playing, made educational toys, learned principles of good teaching_
_.)

The staff members Madesemi-monthly hame visits to observe each mother with
,

1 . ,

0
her child.- In the program with one, and two year olds, more leadership re-

. .

sponsibilities in the group meetings were taken over by the mothers them -.

selves.
. .

.Recruitment was done through111 reco endation by a school principal,

,

;2) names.drSwn from the rolls of tfhe Public Health and Welfare Department,

and 3) canvassing of low- income neighborhoods by a MTP interviewer.

Professional. teachers and-home visits were utilized.

(Karnes, M.B., Studley, W.N., Wright, W.R., and Hogins, A. An Approach for
.Working with Mothers of Disadvantaged Preschool Children. Merrill Palmer
Quarterly. 1968.) (Karnes, M.B., Teska, J., Hogins, A. and Badger, E.
Education. An Intervention at Home by ..Mothers of Disadvantaged Infants.
Child Development, 1970.)

7. The Perry Preschool Project (The Cognitively Oriented Curriculum)

This project began in 1962 and continued until 1967.

The Perry Pteschool Project offered a planned preschool program fdr

r-
three and four year old children; 'supplement ed by 90 minute weekly home

visits to the children and their mothers. The aim of the program was "to

compensate for
if
uncsnal mental retardation found in disadvantaged chil-

dren." The children selected were poor, cljssifiedtes "educable mentally

retarded," and Black. Names- of participant families were obtained from

census data, birth records, and community welfare agencies.
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Children attended a-preschool progrSm for five days a week, half dayl.

The curriculum was based on the Piaget sequential, cognitive-development

model. During the home visits, parent particigetion was encouraged, but

not required.. Mothers were not put in the role of most important teacher.

(tJeikart, D. Development of Effective Preschqal Progiams: A Report on the
Results of'the High/Scope Ypsilanti Preschool Projects. 1973)

S. The Curriculum Demonstration Project (Ypsilanti)

In 1967, this project was begun to investigate the ielatiVe effec-

r tiveness of three curricula in early education programs: The Cognitively

Oriented Curriculum, the Language Training Program a the Traditional

Nursery School.

The Cognitively Oriented Curriculum was based on Piagetian theort. A

broad base of 'direct experience actiliqes is used to build children's

reasoning skills and fundamental concepts.

The Language Training Program, developed by Bereiter and Englemann,
ti

involved direct, sequential teaching of language, arithmetic and readiqg

skills, clearly defined goals in skill achievement.

The Tradifional Nursery School or Unit-Based CurriCulum ofce-red a free,

open 'environment for children with make-believe, doll corners, etc.

All three curricula were accompanied by 90 minute weekly home visits

which fit into the same curricular style as the class program. All three

groups of children attended half day classes during.the week.

(Weikat, D. Ypsilanti Preschool Curriculum Demonstration. Project 1968-71..)
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9. The Infant Education Project (Ypiilnti)

This project begun in 1968 was aim at increasing the development of

low-income infaht children by means home visits to mother /child pairs.

The - Infant Education Project focuse4"on the home tutoring by the mother,

lesson plan-......---"s an rd educational goals set y the mothers,"and.the age of the
'..-

..

.

children in the program was under one year upon entrance. The Home Visit

treatments were eekly for 16 months.

The curriculum for the visitOiras based on Piagetian theory: early

learning was seen as a change in the child'S cognitive structures'rather

than the acquisition of any specific' content. Thp sequential. nature of

child development was emphasized, with achieveme2t in the sensory-motor

period considered crucial to all later development.

Three different groups made up the project: the experimentals, the

contrasts, the controls. 'The experimental group received weekly home vi-

sits of 60 to 90 minutes from a professionally trained staff. The home

visitor was expected to function as a resource for the mother rather than

as an, expert telling her what to do.

The second group, the contrast, was originally designed to offer un-

structured home visits to some families in contrast to the planned home

visits of the, experimental group. Volunteer college. students were assigned

to make the visits.

The thirdthird group, the control, was designed to be a no-treatment group

with only periodic testing. This testing factor was apparently inter-

preted by some control group mothers as being a stimulating program and

`the group ended up functioning as a minimal treatment group.
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Recruitment of families was done, first, on the basis'of geographic

location (within a selected target area) second,on iheage of the child;

and third on the family's score in a socioethnic scale. Most families.

were in the low to middle income range. Names of prospective f9milies

were obtained Irom census records, city birth records, and community re-

sources. Staff teacher' were' used as interviewers and home visitors.

The home visitg s were professional teachers and college students.

(Lambie, D., Bond, J., and/Weikart, 1). Final Report. Ypsilanti Infant
Education Proiedt. Infants, Mothers and Teaching:-. A Study of Infant
Education and Home Visits. 1973)

10. SPECIAL KINDERGARTEN INTERVENTION PROGRAM (SKIP)

In the fall of 1967 the Ypsilanti Public Schools began a follow-up

program for low-into-Me kindergarten children. The target population was

low4ncome children who had previously participated in a compensatory pre-

' school. The program has two components - a special class for children and

/
.

an intensive acalmic-oriented counseling program r the mothers.o 1;

Families were recruited from school rolls and selected on the basis of

IQ scores (highest were selected). Professional parent workers made week-

ly home visits. (Final Report of the Sunglementary Kipdergarten Interven-
tion Program, Cohort 2, Ypsilanti Public Schools, 1960.)

11. YPSILANTI EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Ypsilanti Early Education Program was a compensatory preschool pro-

gram aimed'at raising the school performance of low - income, children: The

mothers were,offered the opportunity to participate in home sessiona and

group meetings aimed at improving child-rearing behavior.



The target population was,low-income Black and White families.

Professional teachers were utilized as in dchool'teachers of parents

and home visito;s.:(Radin, N. Three Degrees of Maternal Involvement in a
Preschool' Program:. Impact on Mothers and Children. Child Development, 1972.

12. EARLY CHILDHOOD STIMULATION THROUGH PARENT EDUCATION PROJECT

The ECSTPEP Project designed by Ira Gordon, as a home visitor program

in rural Florida,'was begun in 1966 to train low-income women as Parent Edu-

cators to enter the homes of other indigent-women to teach them how to

interact more with their infant. A Home Center, was added in 1968 to offer
4

backyard classes for small groups of children under the guidance of t,I4

mothers who had been trained.

Children entering the program ranged in age from 3 to 12 months. The

distinctive nature of this program is that nonprofessional, neighborhood

women were trained as Parent Educators (PE). Home Visits were made once

weekly for a two year period. Mothers were instructed by the PE's in the

how-to's of stimulating their babies. Exercises were specific and concrete.

They were sequentially developed sensory-motor activities. There was no

special added language training for the mothers; the TE's visited the homes

11). to demonstrate a specific', previously planned activity, showed the mother

how to do it, helped her understand its pufpose, and reinforced mother and

0

child in their learning efforts.

According'to program design, it was the mothers who were the target group

for the intervention- All of the,work between PE and mother took place

in jhe home.

Nine different treatment groups were formed over a petiod of two years.
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The Home Learning (Backyard) Centers were'added irk the se

the program.' TWo year olds who had been in the program since the age of,!3

4

year of

-months attended the centers for e year for two two-hqur periods each week.

The Parent Educators conti ed to have weekly me ings with each mo.. /

Child pair.

The ,participant families were from an indigent pdpulationin rural

and small town Florida. They were primarily Black. MOthers and children

who.satisflied program criteria were identified at birth by, the staff of an

area hospital. The criteria were.1) financial - indigent, 2)4health

child was normal-and single, 3),residential lived within the target area.

0
(Gordon, I.J. The Florida Parent kaation Early Interventiqn'Projects. A
Longitudinal Look. 1973.)

13. Parent-Child Course

This course of ten weeks, since 1969, part of the Far West Labora ory S

program, was a parent training program aimed at families with three and

four year old children. Parents meeting weekly for two hours in a class-
.

droom setting were given training in ways to interact with their child at

4IP
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home, using. toys and games, to stimulate the child intellectual and atti-

tudinal growth.. The training efforts goeStirely into the parents. The

program did not intervene directly in the homes. The training sessions ,

/

were divided into two parts: a discussion section on topics related to child

development and others,raised by the parents and the "learning episode" in

which parents learn how to use the educational toy, of the week,.

(Two kinds of data were collected in evaluating this 'course: parents'

questionnaires and children's test scores on a Responsive Test developed by

the program sponsors.
t 4'

;;

Recruitment of families was through publicity efforts in the community

of East Palo Alto - low-inCome families; Berkeley - middle class families,

and Salt Lake City -low and middle class faMilies.

Professional teachers were utilized during each 10-week course.

(Rosenau, R., and Tuck, B. A Guide to Securing and Installing the Parent-
Child Toy Lending Library. 1972.)

14. Structured Language Program

This was-a vn week experimental program at Arizona State University

designed to develop the expr sive language patterns of two year old children

and their mothers. The children attended a preschool with,a speCific language

program two mornings a week, while their mothers attended intensive workshops

on specific language ,techniques. There were three groups of mother/child

pairs: Group the main experimental group, was the structured program for

Mothers and children; Group II offered a general counseling-program for the
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mothers unrelated to language learning; while the children were in a day

care situation; Group III was the treatment control group. A-1 testing was

done by means of video-tapes, pre and post treatment, of mothers interacting

with their children.

Recruitment methods and personnel are comparable to the Parent-Child

Course. (Mann, M.. The Effects of a Preschool Language Program on Two Year
Old Children and Their Mothers. 1070)

15. Parents are Teacheradtoo

This coursd for,parents lasted ten weeks and was designed to teach

/7 parents of.four year olds to be change agents in their children's education.

Parents attended workshops in order to develop and learn to use specific

educational terials in home-based teaching. Unce 1967, this program, has

been combined wilth Head Start projects around the country.

There were three groups:, Structured Language Training, Developmental

Language Trainins, and Placebo.

The structured language group presented mothers with a specific reper-

tIlire of skills to.apply in teaching and with materials to.be used in spe-

cific ways, such as sentence structure patterning.

The develoPmental language group presented mothers with specific mate-

rials and iechniques for verbal interaction-with their child.

-The placebo group spent the same amount of time as the treatment groups

in parent meetings, but the content was pf the more traditional par6t edu-

cation effort. All three groups attended weekly two hour classes and re-

ceived home visits if they missed a meeting.

Recruitment methods and personnel are the same as above two programs.

Boger, R., Knipers, J., et Al. Parents Are Teachers Too: A Curriculum
Module for Increasing Positive Parent-Child, Parent-Teacher, and Parent-
School Interaction. 1973)
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16. LEARNING TO LEARN PROGRAM Sprigle)

I

The Learning to Learn Program in,Jacksonville, Floridarinvolved parents

of four.to six year olds by having them become knowledgeable about what was

.happening in the carefully planned structured preschool and first grade
P

classrooms of the Learning to Learn Program. Parents participated in the

progr\ am by learning about their child's curriculum, school behavior, teach-

er/child interactions, etc, Home activities were encouraged, but parents

were not guided in home tasks. Parent attitudes and general willingness

to, support learning rather than specific teaching behavior were emphasized.

Parents were invited to attend monthly group meetings led by the teachers.

The.main activity during these meetings was the presen ior of videotapes

of children and theirteachers in action. Tapes and discussions of them
.

i

were planned to focus parents' attention on how clasasroom behaviors, rela-

tionahips, and curriculum were related to children's learning. 'Tapes also

offered parents the role model of the teacher who worked with children in

a planned organized, successful way. Parents were encouraged to assume a

similar te'hing style with their child.

The target families were recruited from Black communities in Jackson-

,

ville. Families were identified through,public announcements and contacts

with the school system, churches, welfare degartment, and pediatricians.

All of the participant families were Black and low-income.

Professional school teachers were utilized, in this program.

(Sprigle, H.A. The Learning to Learn Teacher'Education Program. Learning

to Learn School. 1974.)
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17 HOME-ORIENTED PRESCHOOL EDUCATION PROJECT (HOPE)

Appalachia Educational Laboratory

HOPE serving rural, isolated Appalachian families since 1968, uses

three approaches to reach their families.

1) Televised Instruction:. All children in the program were asked to

watch a daily half hour show, "Around the Bend," produced by AEL.

This was a pre Sesame Street approach; parents were encouraged to

watch, with their child.

Q
a.

2) Home visitation: A paraprofessional visitor came to the home to

talk with child and parents, bringing to the home instructional

materials and assignments coor'inated with the TV program.

3) Mobile-Classroom: Wee' :isits were made by this traveling clasb-

t

room toareas in whici. cen or fifteen children could then attend

group activities together which complemented the home instruction

and provided social experiences for the children.

Among the goals for this project was to gather information concerning

the relative contributions of different components of the program to the

effectiveness of the overall program in terms of children's gains.

Families were first id ed through surveys of target territ?ries.

Those families who wanted to participSte were enrolled in the program.

Professional mothers and home visitors

(Alford, R.W., and Hines, B.W. DemOnstratiO4 of a Home Oriented Early,
/7 Childhood Education Program. 'Final Report. L. 1972.)
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18. UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII INTERVENTION PROGRAMS

In,1967-68 the University og Hawaii enter for Research and Childhood

Education began developing curricular modules for preschool classes along

with parent participation components. Curriculum modules were developed

in language, quantitative concepts, motivation, music, and physical activi-

ties, Different types of parent participation'components were also designed

difring in degree and type of involvement.

Altogether three Hawaii programs were established. Hawaii Program I

emphasized language and cognitive development of the child. Program II

concentrates on degree and type of parent involvement in the education of

the child. Program III used a three-pronged approach - language, mathe-

",

matics, and motivation as a curriculum model for the children. The parent

component concentrates on the mother's home behavior.

Children were selected for the programs through Head Start classes.

Professional school teachers staffed each program.

(Adkins; D.C., and O'Malley, J. Final Report on Continuation of Program-
matic Research on Curricular Modules for Early Childfi od Education and
Parent Participation. University of Hawaii. 1971.)

19, SPANISH DAME BILINGUAL PROJECT

4

The Spanish Dame Bilingual Project began in 1969 and finished its pilot

operation in June, 1974. In the program, women recruited from the target

area were trained as paraprofessional home tutors to 1) teach groups of five

children daily in concept formation and language development and 2) work

individually with the mothers on teaching methods for stimulating their

child's intellectual development. All contact between program staff and

participants was in the home.
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The project was targeted at low-income bilingual families whose primary

language was Spanish. Families were selected from three target areas of the

Alum Rock School. District of San Jose, California; participant families were

, identified throu s o records, one-to-one visits by community liaisons,

local newspaper publicity, a d word of mouth.

Certified school teachers, and trained paraprofessional home teachers

were utilized in this project. (Bilingual Education Project, Santa Clara,
California. Final Report.' 1972.)

20. A STRUCTURED LANGUAGE PROGRAM FOR TWO YEAR OLDS AND THEIR MOTHERS

The purpose of this 10-week program carried out at Arizona State

University was to develop expressive language patterns of two year old,

children and their mothers. The children attended a preschool with a

specific language program two mornings per week, while their mothers

attended workshops'on specific language techniques. All of the families

were Black and low-income. They were selected on the basis of geograph-

ical residence (within one-mile radius of the facility) and on the

recommendation of the school principal. Wch, Dorthv and Jones, Cynthia.
A Family Affair. The Home and School Institute, Washington, D.C. 1977.

21. HOME START

,;Home Start is a federally funded home-based demonstration program for

low-income families with 3 to 5 year.old children. It is an extension

of the Head Start Program and was designed to enhance a mother's skills in

dealing with her children and to provide comprehensive social-emotional,
health and nutritional services.' The stated goal of the National Home

Start Demonstration Program in 1971 was to demonstrate "alternative ways

of providing Head Srt type services for young children in their homes."

(National Home Statt Evaluation: Final Report. Abt Associates, Inc.

Cambridge,' Mass. 1976.)
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22. THE BROOKLINE, MASSACHUSETTS EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT

The Brookline, Massachusetts School System, aided with grants from

several of the nation's leading foundations has since 1972 deliberately

helped raise many of the infants born iri the area, hoping to reap a crop

of bright, eager learners when these children enter the first grade in a

few years. In the process, the school system has launched an experiment

that may revolutionize both the education of, babies and their pediatric

care.
V

The project is based on the assumption that a child's future intel-

ligence is determined for the most part before the age of 3. Consequently,

this means that parents, not teachers, perform the major task of educating

their children. Therefore, BEEP stresses that intervention should begin in

babies' homes, that parents should be taught to raise more competent

dren by a teacher-conSultant home visitor, that the most critical learning

period is between 8-11 months of4age, and that pediatricians, should seek

out possible handicaps early through special tests.

By contract, BEEP works through the children's parents and provides

acare continuity from birth to the age of

BEEP serves all of the families in the Brookline community, regard-

less of race-and income. It recruited Black, Chinese and Spanish speaking

families from nearby Boston. These minorities now make up 38% of the to-

tal population of the BEEP project; the experimental group contains 282

0 A

families. (Rich, Dorthy and Jones, Cynthia. A Family Affair,. The Home and
School Institute. Fashington, D.C. 1977.)

t
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23. EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT

The Emergency School Aid Act provides funds in much the same way as ESEA.

Funds from this act go primarily to non-school service organizations rather

than to schlols or school districts: 'These organizationp use ESAA funds

to develop supplementary programs for school children. Tley range from

teaching parents skills to enable them to be better teac::ers of their own

,children to classes to teach home management skills .to parents so they may
.

\
better manage their resources. There are currently nineteen ESAA-fund

ed\v..programs in Texas. All have a parent education program component.
(Federal Education Program Guide - A Directory of Education Progrw. _ and
Administrators. Fifth ed. 1977-78.)

24. PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAMS

Follow Through is the Federal Government's research, development and

evaluation progrOk designed to identify, develop and validate'approaches

to educalion of low-income children in the early elementary grades. Follow

Through is the largest educational research and development program ever

.:.undertaken. Follow Through was initially established in order to sustain

and build on gains made by children in Head Start and similar preschool

programs. 'One of the most important aspects of Follow ThrOugh is its

emphasis on the involvement of parents inside and outside the classroom.

Much of the emphasis was on the models of parent as advisor, parent as para-
----,

proIessional employee. Some FT projects used the parent as tutor model.

There are six FT projects currently in operation in Texas.
(49th Biennial ort. Texas Education Agency. 1974-76.)

I
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25. HEAD START

Head Start is the federal government `s comprehensive early childhood

education program first establihed by the Office of Economic Opportunity

in 1964 and presently run by the Department of Health, education and Wet-,

41_,

fare and the Community Services Act of 1974.

Head Start serves low-income preschoo14,shildren and their parents

through innovative child development programs that meet the needs of the

entire family. Many of the programs provide for hnme instruction for both

parents and children, emphasizing -ents den's

prime education.-

The programs provide medical, dental, and psychological services when

needed, as well as nutritional, well-balanced meals for the children.

There are eighty Head Start programs in operation in Texas at this time.

(The Texas. Front in the Nation's Struggle Against PoveteV. 1975-76.
Annual Report of the Economic Opportunity. Division, Texas Department
of. Community Affairs.)

26. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act and-amendments provide fed-

eral funds for the improvement of education of children in public and non-

public schools. Title I of this act provides funds to develop compensatory

education programs for disadvantaged children. As a condition for receiving

funds under Title I, schoolS,must have a parent involvement component as

part of their program. These are usually parent advisory councils which have'

varying degrees of participation. Title IV of the ESEA provides funds for

the development of innovative programs. Some of these nay be parent parti-

cipation programs of different types ranging from advisory to parent educa-

tion prograuw. (Biennial Report - Texas Education Agency. 1974-76.)
A



27.' MODEL PRESCHOOL UNIT FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

University affiliated facility intended to serve children with a
variety_of handicaps, to train students, paraprofessionals from different
disciplines and parents. Parent participation, an essential component,

*included parent-staff conferences monthly, parent-group meetings, direct
'teaching activity by'parents in the classroom, and individual and'group
instruction--generally about 500-600 hours per quartet of parent involve-
ment activities. Parents were taught to apply at home the principles
and procedures of behavior modification used at school, whi h included
individual assessment, systematic, ongoing observation and ecording of
behavior. Success was determined by individual-child progre s, parental
support and efforts to reach out to new parents, to obtain needed funding
and new programs. (Hayden, Alice H. "A Center-Based Parent-Training Model."
in Lillie, David L. and Trohams, Pascal L. (eds) Teaching Parents to Teach,
pp. 89-105-, 1976.)

28, EARLY CHILDHOOD - SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER EDUCATION PREPARATION PROGRAM

University / affiliated program designed to prepare preschool teachers
to work,with handicapped and normal children between the ages of birth to
seven years. Parent groups met with a Master's-degree level "head" teacher
three times per year to learn about child rearing practices that can be
employed at home and had two individual parent/head-teacher conferences
during the year. In addition, special education trainees presented self-
contained learning modules on child rearing to parent groups in two-hour
long weekly meetinks. Parents were given 15-20 minute homework assignments
to apply the module instruction at home. (Mann, Marlis E., Albertson, Kay.
A Performance Based Early Childhood.Special Education Teacher Preparation
Program: Overview. Virginia University, Charlottesville, School of E?i,u-
cation, 1974.) .

(

29.' NISONGER CENTER FOR MENTAL RETA ATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

The University affiliatedrprogram for twelve parents with'children,
ages 5, months to 19 years wiefi.various_handicaps, was designed.to provide
continuity in the treatment of the child through family involvement. Parent
group meetin6 had a basic lecture-demonstration format, followed by group
discussion, covering the following topics: parent -child relationships,'
home rearing and tutoring,"and probtems related to handicapping conditions.
Success of parent training was evaluated in terms of positive response of
narrents, (O'Connell, Christine Y. The Challenge,of Parent Education.
Exceptional Children, 41:8:554-6, 1975.)
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30. PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM (PEP)'

Operating conjointly with a teacher instructional program (TIP), PEP
instructed 125 parents in 1974-75 in three areas of self-development:
available social services, academic skills, and homemaking skills, in-
cluding child education and management. Thirty-two weekly sessions were
held, about four hours each, at the project school or nearby church.
Parents also had the option to train as a teacher aide conducted in two-
hour session per week for 20 weeks plus a practicum. Participant ex-
pressed satisfaction with the program was corroborated by instructor
observation and instructor-made tests. (Bessant, Helen P. (ed.). A
Final Report, 1969-75. Norfolk State College Education Professions
Development Act. Project, 1975.)

31. A PARENT INVOLVEMENT. MODEL FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS

On the campus at Memphis State University, the program provided career
training for special education and physical education students, and infor-
mation and support to families of the severely disabled. While 118
handicapped and 66 normal siblings attended a recreation program, 168
parents attended large group sessions for lecture-demonstratiOn about
issues related to rearing a handicapped child, including behavior manage-
ment. Parent small-group counseling/therapy sessions, led by a professional
group counselor and assisted by vocational rehabilitation counseling students
were held ,to promote mutual support, understanding, and Tositive attitudes
toward own parenting skills: War perfect attendance and a positive evalu-
ation response attested to program success. (Flint, Wallace; DeLoach,
Charlene. A Parent. Involvement Program Model for, Handicapped Children and
Their Parents. Exceptional Children, 41;8; 556-7, May 1975.

32. PROGRAM FOR PARENT-INVOLVEMENT IN SHORT TERM PRESCHOOL PSYCHIATRIC CENTER

The UniversTity-affiliated staff training program focused on parents as
principle educator and therapist for the learning disabled or emotionally ,
diSturbed preschooler. Over the usual three to six-month treatment period,'
parent' discussion groups provided information about child development and
behavior, including training behavior management. Family demonstration
therapies for atIeast twelve weekly one-hourobservationsavided modeling
by an educational therapist in behavior modification techniques. Individual
counseling conferences were held regularly for support, mutual information
exchange, and for the deirelopment of realistic,expectations. The staff rates
parent participation level in a formal review at least twice per year, and
continuous records are kept on parent in ;olvement activities. (Jones, Earle F.
Parents as staff Partners: kFrogram for Parent Involvement inA_Short Term
Preschool Psychiatric Center.! Vol. III, No.1, The Staff Training Prototype
Series, Texas University-Austin, De artment ofSpecial Education, 1973.).,
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33. MAGNOLIA PRESCHOOL' PROGRAM

Located in a public school building, the program is designed to train
regular classroom teachers to work with hhndicapped children, provide
instruction and services to 30 five-year-old handicapped subjects in rural
Arkansas, in- preparation for regular classroom. The parent-education
component, though not formally structured, encouraged involvement. Op-
portunities were provided for individual discussion with the social worker,
private parent-teacher conferftnces, parent group meetings to explain the
program and pupil progress, and the encouragement of school visits and
volunteer classroom participation. Parent response to the program was
highly favorable. (Warner, Donna, et.al. Exemplary Programs for the
Handicapped. Vol. III, Early Childhood Education Case Studies, ABT
Associates, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., 1973.)

34. MILWAUKEE PROJECT

A university-based intervention study in a poor inner-city area, the
project was designed to prevent the dev,elopment of familial retardation.'
The parent education component focused mainly on maternal vocational reha-
bilitation, but touched upon training in child rearing skills. The
program intended to expand the'later after the resolution of primary,
especially employment-related, concern . (Garber, Howard, Herber, Rick.
The Milwaukee Project: Early Interve tion As A Technique to Prevent
Mental Retardation. Conn. Universit , Storrs, National. Leadership
Institute--Teacher Education/Early Childhood, Wisconsin University,
Madison, Regional Rehabilitation Research and Training Centeflin Mental
Retardation, 1973.)

35. CENTER FOR COMMUNITY ADJUSTMENT

This program for 77Imultiply handicapped fourteen to twenty-one-year-
olds had an optional parent involvement component. Those parents who did
participate were trained aC.the school in behavior modification techniques:
highly structured individualized program with behavior contingencies, rewards
and punishment. Home carry-over/application of new skills was encouraged,
with reported success. (Feldman, Martin A. Byalick, Robert; Rosedale,
Marion Preston. "Parent Involvement Programs--Growing Trend in Special
Education." Exceptional Children, 41;9;551-54, 1975.

ag
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36. CENTRAL INSTITUTE FOR THE DEAF"

A realistic home setting was used in hourly sessions with, teachers
of the deaf. Parents were given information about hearing disorders and
about dealing with associated problems at home through instruction in
language behavior shaping. Parent group learning sessions were also con-
ducted monthly. (Simmons-Martin, Audrey. "Facilitating Positive Parent-
Child Interactions," in Lillie, David (ed) et.al._ Teaching Parents To
Teach, A Guide for Working with The Special Child, TADS, Universityyise orth
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1976.)

37. PRESCHOOL PROJECT FOR DISADVANTAGED HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

In this study, ten inner-city, low-income, familially retarded pre-
schoolers were given intensive, early interventi©n through ten months of
parent training. Mothers were taught in a church 'basement in principles
of early education (child rearing and home teaching) based on behavior

, modification techniques. Regular opportunities were also provided for
group and individual counseling. Children progressed significantly.
(Nellans, Teresa A.,.etlal. Maternal Participation in A Preschool Project
for Disadvantaged Handicapped. Children. Training School Bulletin: '68:4:
207-11, 1972.)

38. PARENT GROUP FORiGIFTED PRESCHOOLERS

Ten self-selected' families with,conc4ns related to the education of
their bright, three to six-year-old,preschool child were ?Ormed into a
group' for joint'instrdction. Theywere taught about the range of:normal
cognitive development and fostering creativity, and given opportunities
to share concerns and confer with school p"rofessionals. The examination of
attitudes, expectations, and methods of relating to own child was promoted.
(Dwinell, Patricia L. Parent Education for Gifted Preschoolers. Paper

'presented at the Annual International ConYention,' The Council for Exceptional.
Children (55th, Atlanta; Georgia, April 11-15; 1977.)

39. PRE-SCHOOLER'S WORKSHOP

An individualized approach for the parents, with mutual parent-staff
selection among the alternatives fot parent involvement, were.conducted in
addition_to the development of an indiVidualprescrAptIve teaching method
for each child.' Traditioilal child-focusedcounseling services by the social
worker, with psychiatriceUnsultation were:availhle, 'group therapy focused
on feelings; a .content-orlented instruction groupJlli'hours with ten parents)
coordinated by social worker, teacher, and language therapist focused on
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chosen informational topics. Individual instruction in behavior modifi-
cation, home study,,. staff observation,-teacher-parent conferences, and
participation as a classroom aide were also available participation
modalities: (Bloch, Judith. Developing Early Intervention Programs for
Emotionally Handicapped Children.' Preschooler's hop, Garden City,
N.Y., 10p. Reprint of paper presented at t-Speci41 S dtts Institute
(Hauppauge, N.Y., April 1-3, 1974.) b

_ ...-
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EXCEPTIONAL CHILD RESEARCH PROGRAM

In.thia university-affiliated program, paAnts were instructed in tech-
niques of behavior modification for home use with the individual child:
skill selections, analysis and break-down into sequential tasks; behavior
observation and graphing of baseline data; procedureg for -carrying .out and
mojAOring-behavior shaping. -Liaison and commumication between parent and
teacher were continuous, with periodic conferences and checks. Parenis
could aAso be trained as Volunteer classroom aides. Success was evalua-
ted in terms of the overall parent participation, the number of prescrip-
tive treatments each parent conducted, or progress of target children, moni-
tored individually. (Fredricks, H.D.B., Baldwin, Victor I, Grove, David.
"A,Home-Center Based Parent-Training Mode.in Teaching Parents to Teach.
David L. Lill4e, ed., New York: Walker and Co.1976. pp. 107-29.)

41. PRECISE EARLY EDUCATION OF CHILDREN WITH HANDICAPS --(PEECH)

This program for mentally retarded preschoolers, each with one 'Other
handicap, included a 'structured classroom'program'individualized for each
child, staff training, and active family. involvement as a major component.

, e

At the center, a structured lesson approach with specific and, limited ob-
jectives was used by, the teacher to teach'parents. A home visitor7'dis-

.

thethe family how they could extend the learning situation to the
. home, obserVed parents teaching, and gave feedback and support. Parents were
also engaged in other ways: weekly group meetings, use oftoy lending li-
brary, crassroom observations, and indiVidual discussions, all intended to

k develop home teaching akillg and to lend support to other parents and the
program. (Karnes; Merle. Staff Training in a University. Setting .(Empha-
sis on Parent Training). Vol. II, No. 5, TeXas University, Austin. Dept.'
of Special Education, Bureau ortducation for the Handicapped (DHEW/OE)
Washington, D.C. 1971.)' .7
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42. THERAPEUTIC PRESCHOOL

This university- affiliated program. was established-as an alternative tO-'Y
-individual psychotherapy for emotionally disturbed preschool Children. The
teacher acted as a model for demonstrating behavior modification techniques

with thechildren'ia mandatory weekly observation sessions. The social
worker served as a liaison for the permit with the school and c.. nity.,
helped.arrange needed services, and helped train parents in home :se-of be-_
havior- modification techniques. Expanded parent involvement was planned.) A
( Woodside, Rosalie V. The Therapeutic Preschool: A Service, Research and-7'
DeMonstration Project. Paper presented at. the International Federation of
Learning Disabilities.1nd International Scientific Conferenir, Brussels,
Belgium, Jan. 3 -7, 1975)

43. SEVERE PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM

- The goal of this university medical.center program was to teach parents
of severely troubled. school-aged, children to become effective and indepen-
dent behavio4 manaeers. Procedures included individual work with parents,
often iiiTake home,.bi-monthly parent meetings, and the development of indi-
vidualized home-minagement programs involving instruction in the use of
planning sheets, observational and recording techniques, reinforcement pro-
cedures and the arrangement of optimal learning conditions. Case studies.
and reported satisfactions by parents constituted evaluation procedures.
(Swenson, Carl R. `Intervention Strategies and Procedures-for Helping Par-
ents of Severely Firtionally Disturbed Children in H9me Settings. Paper pre-.
sented at the Annual InternAtional Convention, The Council foNExceptional
Children. 55th, Atlanta,.Ga.5 April 11-15, 1977)

44.. NON-CATEGORICAL PRESCHOOL MCT54t4,

1

This program for preschool)handicapp ) d children was developed and staffed
by graduate students in a university* cial education department based on
handicap severity rather than category. ) A sequenti 1 evelopmenthl curri-
cular and behavioral management program was develope for each child. Par-
ents were trained in behavior modification techniques, by observation and _

interis've instruction, were observed _using these techniques in the classroom,
given g 'dance and feedback, participated on.equal professional footing in
the clas room aneat home. (Riley, Neil C, Eta l4 Singer, Reanfie Jackson,
Judith. Non-Categorical Preschool Model: Teacher and Parent Training Manual.
Prescho 1 Unit. 19701 Bolen, Jacqueline sot al. Non- Categorical Preschool

A, Model P ogram. Presented to the Dept.'of Special Education, University of'
.

4
,Southern California. June 1973.)
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45. PRESCHOOL AND EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT (PEEP),_-

This project operated in two schools, serving 53 mentally retarded
preschool children with other handicapping problems.. A h use
behavior modification booklet was distributed and etplained, an ome
home assistance by a social worker, Staff,-, or graduate students w#s
available. Mainly, an understanding ,of the school envitrOnment was
promoted, so parents could participate at school, witg-home-carryover

4 of learning intended. (Bergstein, Patricia and Halley, \"The
Preschool,and Early Education. Project. Starkville, Mississippi,"\in
Warner, Donna. Exemplary Programs for the Handicapped. Vol. III. Early
thildhood-Education Case Studies. ABT Associates, Inc., Cambridge,
Mass., 1973.)

\,..

46. qICHAPEL HILL TRAINING/OUTREACH, PROGRAM

This program uttlized an individualyed prescriptive approach for
both parents and preschool developmentally,handicapped' children. Parental
involvement'' which varied according to preferences and needs,' included
opportunitieS for parent- teacher conferences,. home visits, parent group
meetings, family workshops, and training in the prescriptive tea ding
model and In the developMent of technical skills, from a relatively,
structlAed behavioral approach. (Warner, Donna et. al. Exemplary
Programs for the Handicapped. Voj.. III. Early Childhood 'Education Case
Studies. ABT Assoc., Inc. Cambridge, {Hass., 1973.)

.41

47. PARENT INVOLVEMENT MODEL AT THE PITTSBURGH NOME FOR CRTPPLED PITUREN

The model was established to provide services to inne-'city multiply,
handicapped preschool children through a 3. -year, 3- 'component parent
involvement program. Parent groups met 1 day per week, manages by a
child development ftecialist. The technique of modellOmg (bylPicial
education profedsionals: speech therapist, phys 1 therapist, occupa-
tional therapist, teacher) was used and parents we encouraged to par-
ticipate at school and at home. Family home visit , every 2-3 weeks
by a community liaison worker, provided families with information and
assistance in obtaining needed handicapped-related services and coordi-
nation of center-home-community activities.- An "educational and home
prescription plan," an individualized, staff-parent curriculum design
for developmental cognitive learning, and socialication was developed

- and implemented at school, and promoted for home-use. nfhly.progress
records were maintained, as were long-term, 'follow-up records after
community pl,kcemenr. Otatdan, Byron Neal. Parent Involvement: A Neces--
`sity 1i Early Intervention. Paper prpsented at the-Annual Internation4
Convention, The Council for Exceptional Children. -55th,\Atlanta, Ga.,
April 11-15, 1977.) _
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48. MISSOURI PROGRAM FOR THE SEVERELY'HANDICAPPED

The program served 600 multiply handicapped mentally retarded
students, ages 5-21 years, in .six schools. The parent training component
operated in two phses: 1) 10 weekly sessions of about 2 hours duration
foCusing on teach g general techniques of behavior management, and
explanation of'm erials, and provided opportunities for problem-solving,.
role-playing, an .group sharing of Concerns; and 2) 8 weekly sessions of
continuation training, augmented by individual conferences and hOme
visits. Parental written program evaluations were highly positive.
(Berkman, Gloria. Training Parents as Members of the Educational Team.
Paper presented at the Annual International Convention, The Council

_) for Exceptional Children. 54th, Chicago, Ill.; 'April 4-9, 1976.)

49. RUTLAND CENTER

A center for children with severe emotional or developmental probleAs,
housing educational and mental health professionals cooperatively, pro-
vided varying participation modalities according to parental 'reds, pref-
erences, and staff assessments. "Modelling",ty a lead teacheS was the
primary instructional method. A "monitor" acted as parent-teacher liaison
and helped parents learn developmental therapy.techniqyes and plan home
management routines. Subjdtfive evaluations were cowtinuously maintained
on parent progress by the maintenance of detailed frequency counts and
recorded observations e- (Platt, Judith. "The Rutland Center. -Athens,
Georgia" in Warner, Donna, et. al. Exemplar' Programs for the Handicappfd.
Vol. III. Cambridge, Mass., 1973.)

P*.
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50. UNISTAP PAOJECT

UNISTAPS' primary focus was the involvement of fatal? in the education
of the young, hearing-impaired child through counseling, guidance, and
education. Participation activities, basedon individual parental needs,
were'selected from nine basic choices, such as weekly learning sessions,
group, lecture-discussion training, agency visits,. and observation. A
social worker assisted parents throughout the program. A tutor/counselor
coordinated group meetings led hy'staff and outside consultants, and con-
ducted in-center training in schoolroom and home -like atmosphere. These
weekly experiential learning sessione were. based on curricula designed
by UNISTAPS for center-instruction and home application. Parents kept
their-own records of child progress. Procedures were developed for indi-
vidual evaluations of parent and child progress. (Nbrthcott, Winifred and
Fowler,' Shirley A. ",'Developing Parent Participation" in Lillie, David h.
and Trohanis, Pascal L. (eds..) Teaching Parents to Teach., 1976.)
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51. THE INFANT DEVELOPMENT CENTER (IDCI

Established for serving developmentally or behaviorally disturbed,-
children'(birth to 3 years on), the'program objective for parents,
was to provide Support.and spe fic instructional training in develop-
mental education, either in-ho or in-center, depending on-needs.
Staff included a speech path° gist, social worker, occupational thera-
pist, twb4dachers, and a.stafiNerse, who conducted home visits and
sometimes taught behavior modification techniques (when'appropriate),
to parents. (Birr, Jack. The Infant Development" Center. Infant
Development Center, Mission, Kansas.)

52. UCLA INFANT STUDIES PROJECT

An educational intervention program fOr high risk infants vas aimed
at improving child-rbaring abilities by direct parent training. Through
home and clinic visits, an intervention team evolved an individualized
program for lach infant, and trained the mother to respond appropriately
to her'infant by different techniquesragrending on assessed needs and

of the family. (Kass, Ethel R. et. al. Educational Interven-
tion with High -Risk Infants. California University L.A.,-L.A. Neuro-
psychiatric Institute., -1974:)

' 53. PORTAGE PROJECT,

The project whiCh served multiply. handicapped Pieschool,children over
a wide rul area,HPrOvided for home-based parent training in the imple-
mentation of an individualized curriculum and behavioral program. A
home teacher (trained professional or paraprofessional) visited each
family weekly for about 1 1/2 hours, and presenting a weekly format of
3 behavioral goals, taught the parents "what" and "how" to teach, to
reinforce, and to record. A success rate of 91% Nan individual pre -
scriptors was found and 60% of the parents learned how to plan curriculum
without help. -(Shearer, Marsha S. "A4Home Based Parent Training Model"
in Lillie, David L., and Trohanis, Pascal L. (eds) Teaching Parents to
Teach., 1976.)
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-54. HOME TEACHING PROGRAM AT THE BOSTON CENTER FOR BLIND CHILDREN

/ During home visits of- visually impaired children (0-3 years old),
the teacher provids4 a model for parent Instruction based upon an
individual prescriptive treatment plan, and directed family efforts
through explanation-, discussion, observation, and correction. Evaluation
reports were continuously maintained by the home visitor in both child
progress and family teaching efforts. (BernStein, SUsan. Why Severely
Impaired Infants and their Families Ned Help, the Earlier--the Better.

,Boston Center for Blind Children, Mass., 1974.)

55. COMMUNICATIVE' DISORDERSAND PARENT TRAINING PROGRAM

The parent-training component of this rural program for Aldren-
with speech, hearing, and language handicaps, cansisted.tof 1) an in-
tensive, 8-week summer-training course, 2) follow-up home -visit phase.
The short course was supplemented by take-home materials, including a
programted Self-instructional text in'behavior modification, and'by

/practical eXperience in curriculum development,and in the classroom.
Home training objectives were developed during the2nd phase, with
demonstrations and.reviews conducted by'the home visitor. '(Jelinek,
Janis and Kasper,. Andrea. "Exchanging Information" in Lillie, David L.
and Trohanis,.Pascal L. (eds) Teaching-Parents to Teach., 1976.)

A

56. REGIONAL INTERVENTION PROGRAM (RIP)

'RIP was a successful consumer-operated program engaging a few special
educators as trainees and a few resource personnel. The management,
implementation and evaluators were conducted by volunteers'and parents.
The pare0t-training component, operated entirely by parents, was based 0
on priAciples of behavior modification. (Weigerink, Ron and Parrish,

e. "A Parent Implemented Preschool Program" in Lillie, David L.
and rohanis, Pascal L. (eds) Teaching Parents to Teach., 1976.)



57. NORTH DAKOTA MHMR CENTER PRESCHOOL AND SCHOOL PROGRAMS

0
This center operated) several simultaneous parent-education conpo-

nents for preschool chil ren 1) educational program for parents of
normal children, which basically .involved initial spepial.training by
a community leader, who then trained other parents t4 implement the
program; 2) home program for developmentally handicapped children,
whereby parents are traihed'weekly by an educational specialist to
provide home treat nt; and 3) home-canter-baadd program for the more
severely handicappe whereby children receive service at the center;
parents are trained i behavior modification for home application.
'(Gingold, William and Flamer, George B. A Comprehensive Mental Health
Program for Preschool and School-Age Children in Rural and.Noh-urban
Areas. Southeast Mental Health and Retardation Center, Fargo,'North
Dakota, 1975.)
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58. MATERNAL INCENTIVES IN fl CARE

Research project to investigate the use of financial incentives as
a method for initiating and maintaining involvement in a parent education
program. Twelve weekly sessions were offered with the Parents Are Teacher
Tooi>rogram. (Boger, Robert P. and others. Maternal Involvement in Day
Care: A Comparison of Incentives. Final Report, Michigan State University ;\
East Lansing, Institute for Family and Child Study, May 1974.)

59. EFFECTS OF SUPPLEMENTAL PARENT 49FRANIF

Research project to investigate the effects of short-term supplemental
parent and classroom programs with motheWOf preschool children in day
care. Training foCUsed on increasing positive parent-child interactions
after a twelve-week ineervention Teriod. (Boger, Robert P. and Andrec4s,
Mary P. Early Social Development: .Parent and Child Programs. Michigan
State University, East ,ansing, Institute for Family and Child Study,
June 30, 1975.)

60. PROJECT PREPARE

A program designed to teach educationally disadvantaged parents adult
basic education skills in their own homes and show the what and how to
teach their preschool children. (Butte Vocational-Technical Center Project
to Teach Educationally Disadvantaged Parents, Butte Vocational-Technical
Center, !ontana, 1973.)

61. ,MEMPHIS HOME BASED EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM

Paraprofessional ho visitors pay weekly visit to parents of deprived
three and fout'year olds enrolled in program and hold weekly.meetings.
(Conley, Virginia. Come On, Parents, Participate! Paper presented at
"Toward the Competent Pa'rent: An Interdisciplinary Conference on Parenting,"
Atlanta, Georgia, February 1977.)

ti

62. PROJECT TRAIN

Community based, course designed to 'teach parents tehniques and ac-
tivities to reinforce children's reading skills. Four meetings with topics
and activities dealing with reading. (Deffenbaugh, Sue A. Helping Your
Child in Reading; Parent Education Program Minicourse. Hartford Public
Schools, Connecticut; Hartford University, West hartford, Connecticut, 1976.).
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63. DES MOINES FAMILYJSAINING PROJECT

Multifamily center provides a variety of services and resources, one
of which is a program to show parents effective methods of helping children
learn ho0 to read and solve family conflicts. (The Des Moinds Family Learn-
ing Project. Des Moines Area Community College, Ankeny, Iowa; Des Moines
Public Schools, Iowa, 1975.)

64. EARLY CHILDHOOD LIBRARY PROJECT

This project trained parents and babysitters to teach preschool
children by using educational games and materials supplied by the library,
including individual and group use. Project serves one of the poorest
areas in.the country. (East, Barbara. Early Childhood Creative Library
Interim Report. Northwestern Regional Library, Elkin, N.C., Yadkin Valley
Economic Development District, Inc., Walnut Cove, N.C., 1975.)

65. EARLY STIMULATION OF LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Longitudinal study effects of early language stimulation with five
month infants with weekly home tutoring sessions with the Parelqts.
(Fowler, William and Swenson, Amy. The Influence of Early Syaulation.
on Language Development. Paper presented at The Biennial Mee ing of
The Society for Research in Child Development, DenveE, Colorado, April 12,
1975.)

66. PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN REMEDIAL READING

Title 1 program designed to involve parents-in the reading process of
their ele entary school children i the home and t school using weekly
reports, pen house,sessions, works ops and home visits. (Greenfield,

Carol Sue Stimulating Parent Involvement in_Remedial Reading Programs:
Strategies and Techniques. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
International Reading Association (22nd), Miami Beac1;, Florida, May 2-6,
1977.) . ,

67. LENOX EARLY CHILDHOOD OUTREACH PROGRAM

Program designed to train parents of preschool, children to provide
informal learning experiences in the home using tutors before entering
re-kindergarten. used parent-teacher aides. (John, Thomas. Lenox Early

dbbod Outreach Program for Parents: An Evaluation Study. Final Report,
DH /0E, Washington, D.C., July 15, 1975-.)

4
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68. CLINCH-POWELL EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM

Large scale home based parent oriented program in rural ppalachian
counties uses'home,visits, mobile classrooms and TV program, del de-
veloped by the Appalachia EduCational Laboratory. (Johnson, Vicki M. and
O'Fallon, O. K. Clinch-Powell Educational Cooperative Early Childhood
Education Program Evaluation Report,' Tennessee University, Knoxville,
Bureau of Educational Research and Service, 1975.)

69. HOME BASED INFANT EDUCATION PROJECT

Large scale research prolect to compare home based use of play,
language and social developmetit curricula delivered through a series of
home visits over two years. The children range in age,from-one year to
Di years. Intensive tests ant-Observations were used at regular
intervals for six groups representing combinations of curricula with
emphasis on direct tutoring and through the mother. (Kessen, William and
others. Variations in Home-Based Infant Education: Language, Play and
Social Development. Final Report, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut,
August 1975.)

70, ESSENTIAL EARLY EDUCATION PROJECT ,

Home based parent education program designed to provide home tutoring
and special services to five year old children before they entered first
grade. (Knight, Martha F. and others. 1972-73 Report of the Essential
Early Education Project. Vermont University, Burlington, College of
Education, 1973.)

71, EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION IN A PEDIATRIC CLINIC PLAYROy

Cognitively oriented intervention program for parents of preschpolers
aged two-three based in 4/pediatric clinic playroom. Uses professionals
and paraprofessionals. (Morris, Ann G. How to Set Up An Educational
Intervention Program in A Pediatric Clinic Playroom. Mount Sinai School
of Medicine, NY, 1976.)

72; JUNIPER GARDENS PARkNT COOPERATIVE SCHOOL

Cooperative school,setting provides setting that enables parents to .

0 acquire skills in early childhood teaching. (Schiefetlbusch, R. L. Juniper
.Gardens Parent_ ooperaEive Preschool. Final Report, Kansas University,
Lawrence, Bureau of Child Research, 1970.

IGO



73. PARENT ASSISTED LEARNING STRATEGIES

Early intervention program for parents of infants 12 to 36 months
old,.using paraprofessionals to train parents to increa psychomotor
development of children. Home based program. (Schrock, ohn H. Parent
Assisted Learning Strategies: The Development of An Earl Intervention
Program for Parents and Their Infants. Sacramento City Unified School
District.)

74. SOUTH DOUGLAS COUNTY EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROJECT

Community coordinators bring teaching ideas and materials to the homes
of participating three to five year olds and handicapped children 'from birth
to age five. Both demonstration and direct teaching take place in the home
and group meetings in rthe center. (South Umpqua School District. South
ouglas County Early Childhood Education Project. First Year Evaluation
Report, July 1, 1971 to June.30, 1972, South Umpqua School District, Myrtl'
Creek, Oregon, 1972.)

75. PARENTS AS TREA11.ENT RESOURCES

Parent training program for low achieving second to sixth graders.
Content is reading and mathematics. Uses self-contained instructional
packages. ,(Effectiveness of Parents as a Treatment Resource in Rural
Areas. Final Report, November 1976, Utah State University, Logan,
Exceptional Child Center.)

76, MOTHERS AS KEY EDUCATORS

Preschool intervention program with school prescribed tasks for mothers
of pre-kindergarten children. (Walton, Mildred. Mothers As Key Educators .

of Their Preschool Children, Harwell Road Elementary School, Atlanta,
Georgia, September 1973.)

77, PARENT PARTICIPATION READING CLINIC

Home based remedial by parent or older sibling as paret of a
community based child health care agency. Participants were educationally
disadvantaged elementary school children and their parents. (Wise, James. H.
Parent Participation Reading Clinic: A Research -Demonstfation Project.

Final Report,'1972. Children's Hospital of the District of Columbia. Wish-
, ington, D.C.)
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78. TEACHING STYLES OF MOTHERS

Study of the effects of weekly home visit intervention program de-
signed to further effective parenting of low income, low education families
of 0 to 5 year old children. Training was conducted by reseaKchers.
(Wright, Charlene J. and others. A Videotape In-Home Study of the Social
and Educational Teaching Styles of Mothers and Their Five:Year Olds, 1975.)

79. NON- CATEGORICAL EDUCATION FOR PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

Program designed to serve both delayed and non-developmentally delayed
children in a preschool setting. Parent Education component'uses trained
staff for home visits, group sessions and individual sessions dealing with
language, motor, sensorimotor and social development. Behavior management
skills are also taught to parents. (Bricker, Diane D. and Bricker, William A.
Non - Categorical Education for the Preschool Child, 1975. Mailman Center
for Child Development. University of Miami. Miami, Florida.)

80. CALIFORNIA EARLY CBILDHOOD.EDUCATION

Large scale program involving 1,300 schools and children frcim kindergarten
to third grade in California. Parent involvement is vital part of program;
parent education activities designed to help parents understand child growth
and development, are carried through special seminars, clasSes in schools and
mobile classrooms, observation of children, small group meetings, parent-
teacher conferences, home visits, and home school communications in the
form of materials. (California State Department of Education. Early Child-
hood Education in Action: The Second Year. Office of Information/Dissemi-
nation, 1975.)

81. THE PARENTING PROGRAM FOR THE PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE

A Uospital based program for the prevention of child abuse employs
home visits to upgrade environment and to prevent physical abuse of children
up to six years of age. Concentrates on four areas: psychological support
for parents, social service referrals, resolution of inner confliCts and
parenting skills training. (Gabinet, Laille. The Parenting 'Program for
The Prevention of Child Abuse. Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital, Ohio.)
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82. PARENT EDUCATION AND PRESCHOOL PROGRAM,

Parent involvement as volunteers in classroom is complemented by
discussion groups and participation in advisory councils. The topics
for discussion are generated by parents with evening groups designed
to involve fathers. Also home visits are part of program. (Jefferson
County Public ,Schools. A Parent Education and Preschool Program with
Added Dimensions. Jefferson County, Public Schools, Lakewood, Colorado,
1975.)

83. NEW MOTHER'S SELF- CONFIDENCE

4rogram designed to enhance new mother's self-confidence in their
maternal role to promote optimal mother-infant interaction during the
first six months. Eight week educational program provided psychological
support 'and information in.gDoup meetings with a leader. (Kleinman,
Harriet M. Effects of a Mother-Infant P;pgram on Positive FeelingS of
New Mothers: A Pilot Investigation, June-1977.)

4-

84. COUNTY WIDE DAY CARE PROGRAM

Day care program serving Black and White children in facilities
located in-housing projectaand.churches. Parental involvement and home
visiting used to teach child care skills and to facilitate use of community
services. (Mecklenburg County. Final EvaluatifIn of the Trhee Year Project
of The Mecklenburg County.Department of SocialServides Agency Operated
Child Development Day Care Program, Mecklenburg County Department of Social
Services, Charlotte, N.C., May 1972.)

t

85. TRAINING MOTHERS TO HELP CHILDREN SOLVE PROBLEMS

Study to train mothers 4:pf inner city Black preschoolersto train, their
children in interpersonal problemsolvingikIlls. Ten week training ses-

, sionson groups dealing withp games and activities for language and inter-
personal thinking skills. Mother trained four-year-old-child for 15 minutes.
daily. (Shure,.Myrna Bs and Spivack, George.' Training Mothers to Help TheAr,
Children Solve Real-LifecProblems. Hahnemann Community Mental Health Center,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April 1975.)
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86. FAMILY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

Development of:parenting support for new families. Parenting groups
of six to ten couples met for six weeks before,and,six weeks after delivery,
and then once a month for four months. Group leaders integrate direct
teaching of chideveloPment with.sharing of experiences. Topics deal
with ,both infant and adults. (WandersMan, Lois Pall and Wandrsman,
Abraham. Facilitating Growth for All the Family in the Adjustment to a
Newborn. Paper pres6nted at the=Antual Conveptionof the National Conference
on Family Relationships,'NeWYork, October 1976.) -

- f

.87.. BILINGUAL /tSLPROGRAMS FOR MIGRANT CHILDREN ,

Describes migrant education programs -fob
Ephrata area. Parent involvement inthe form
parent education,in GED.and ESL and nutrition
Bilingual/ESL Programs tor'Migrant'Children.
March 1977.)

Children in La Grulla-
'staff members and

-4ourse8: (Arnow,. Beth.

New MexicO State University,

CLOIS-PORTALES BILINGUAL'EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM
, -, .....,..

Bilingual early intervention program. Yarentar involvement component
provided parents with training in child development. and preschool `educ4tion

. - through home visits. .CeSkins, Billy E. and others., Clovis-Porta.lea Bilingual
Early ChildhaodProgram: Secpnd Year Evaluation Study (1973-34. Adobe
Educational SerNilces,',Lubbock-i TX; Clovis PUblic Schools, New Meicico, May 1974.)
. ,

89.- LATIN AMERICAN PRESCHOOL

.0
',Six week bilingual prescho .program for Latin-American children:to

)

, prepare them for kindergarten; component,wasparent education in tHe home
. through home Vidits, weekly ne sletters.and bilingual materials. (Dixon,

Brook. Latin American Preschool. Oklani Univerdity,' Rochester, Michigan,
School of tducation,'1-974.) 1

90. PROGRAM FOR NEOLY ARRIVED PUERTO RICAN FAMILIES 6

Comprehensive progrma to facilita'te adjustment of newly arrived Puerto
Rican families. Includes a parent involvement component to facilitate com-
municating and understanding schools and training teachers and, paraprofessionals
to use instructional materials., (Dixon,- Margaret. A.P,and Duncan,.Nellie R
Facilitating the Adjustment to and Paiticipation in the Life of the School and --
Community by Newly Arrived Puerto Rican Pupils and Their Parents. Maxi I Report,
Ed.D. Dissertay.on, Nova University, September 1974...).
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91. HOME BASED BILINGUAL BICULTURAL f)ROGRAA:

Home based parent education component of a bilingual,bicultural pre-
scbool program; involves parents in decision-making Process concerning their
child's education. (Hahn, JoyCe and Dunstan, Virginia. The.Child's Whole
World: A Bilingual Preschool that Includes, Parent Training pl. thejlome.
YoUng_Children, 30;4;281-288, May, 1975.)

92, FLORENCE-FIRESTONE PROJECT

Use of English as a second language teaching project to develop ,home
,communication; content of lessons dealt with home-school-community

tion skills,;jnikof communi y resources and increased involvement
at-darttrotherric mP ngs. Target Spanish speaking pafehtp.:

eles Unified School Di iCt. "Building Communication Skills:
trome-School-Community." Jul 1, 1970 to June 30, 1972, Florence-Firestone
Project, Final Report, Log ngeles Unified School District, California,
1972.)

90. MIGRANT PARAPROFESSIONALS

Extended family members trained as paraprofessionals in a migrant
- preschool. Professional teacher serves as back up for mothers and other
relatives. Mobile component follows the migrant chilAren from place to,
place, while stationary centers operate year-round. (McConnell, Beverl
Training Migrant Paraprofessionals in Bilingual 11ini Head Start. Final
Evaluation, 1974-75 Program Year, progess Report Nd. 7, Washington State
Intermediate School Dfstrict 104,, Ephrata, September 1975.)

94. PARENT CHILD EDUCATION PROJECT

Preschool program fof` four-Year:Old-children, parent participation
and parent education component used parenta.s teacher with two Monthly
observation periods and two monthly evening group meetings to promote
home enrichment. Prograth is bilingual for. Mexican American and Yacqui
Indian children. (Slaughter, Helen B. Effect of Parent Involvement in an
Early Intervention PrograM upon Enviornmental Process Variables Related to
-Achievement. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the,American
Educational Research Association; Wash'initOn, D.C., March '0 -April
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95. PARENTS ASgIST IN OCCUPATIONAL DECISION MAKING

.Parents of 10th and 11th grade students were trained in six sessions to
acquire skills to help ch4d explore reer alterna'tiVes. Parents instructed
by counselor. (Walters, Nancy R., P rents: .Key Peoplp'to Assist-in Occupa-
tional Decision Making (Project No. 10 . Final Report. MissOuri State
Department of Education, Jefferson City, Missouri. :44 pp. August 31, 1974:)

96. PARENT'EDUCATION THROUGH LECTURE DISCUSSION SERIES

Upper middle class mothpr trained in child rearing through a lecture
discussion approach in five sessions dealing with intelligence, language
development, infancy, and parent role. (Wulf,'Rathleen M.;-Bartenstein,
Evelyn. An Attempt at Parent Education ThrOugh a Lecture-Uiscussion.Series,

15 pp. 1975.

97, PARENTAL INVOLVEM NT IN FOLLOW THROUGH

Parents are trained to serve as parapraessional'tpachers in elementary
School classes through Progression of increasing experience:tend training.
(Fallon, %rile J.'.(ed0 40 Innovative PrOgrms in Early Ohildhood Edu
cation: Fearon Publishers, California, 1973(

98. FERGT:FIORISSANT HOME/SCHOOL PROGRAM,

Preschool program for four-year-old children. Parent involvement in
the form of teacher aides and home'instruction to parents through home visits
in whicy home activity packets are given to-parents and instruction on their
use fstffered. (Fallon, Berlle J. (ed.) 40 Innovative Programs in Early
ChildhOo'd Education. Fearon Publishers, California. 1973.)

99. CHILD=PARENT CENTER ACTIVITY PROGRAM

Parents help and instruct their children at home and participate in
highly structured instruction programs for their preschool children, kinder-
garten and 1-3 grade children. Supplementary activities and services are
provided by a variety of personnel. (U.S. Office of Education. Iducational
Programs That Work. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Devel-
opment, California. 1976.)
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100. FAMILY,,ORIENTED STRUCTURE PRESCHOOL ACTIVITY

ik Designed to involve parents and four-year-old children in activities°
to stimulate and reinforce family interaction. Parents participate as

'facilitators and are instructed in groups on how to teach children. Mate-

rials are distributed-for /'home use and stress cognitive development. (U.S.

Office of Education. Educational Programs That Work. Far West Laboratory

for Educational Research and Development, California. 1976.

101. PROJECT HOME BASE

Designed to support and enhance parents teaching/parenting behaviors.
Weekly home visit by paraprofessional home educator who presents pArents.
with indiVidualized tasks for children and provides general child aevelop7
merit information. (U.S. Office of Education. Educational Programs That
Work. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, Cali-
fornia. 1976.)

102. PARENT READTESS EDUCATION PROJECT

Parent education component consists of one morning a week class for
Child and parent, home activities and weekly group discussion sessions on

-child development and parenting. (U.S. Office oT Education. Eductional
Programs That Work. Far West LaboratorYfoft Educational Research and
Development, California. 1976.)

a
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103. SANTA BARBARA FAMILY CARE CENTER

Designed for low income Mexican American families, the programs attempt
to expand the mother's skills and knowledge of child rearing practices,,
increase her skills-in Ilealing with institutional environment and programs.
Mother's component impact on-child rearing repertoire and self-concepts.
(Sonquist,Jianne, et.al. A model for Low-dncsime and Chicano Parent Education
Final Report, Santa 'Barbara Family Care Cent4i, California, 1975.)

104. PARENT ORIENTATION,TROG(AM

Program designed to improve parental knowledge about-school reading
and mathematics requirements for their children andhschool information via
family workers. (Ellis, Ronald S. Parent Orientaffon Prpgram. New York
City Board of Edubation, Brooklyn, NY Office of Educational Evaluation,
June 1976.)

iD5. STUDENT-PARENT ACTIVITIES CENTER .

Program designed to involve parents in the education of'Zheir chi], ren,
increase parental knowledge and participation in school and parental iA-
fluence over school attendance of fifth through eighth grade children. . Weekly
group discussions with help from school and neighborhood workers and amily
workers. (Ellis, Ronald S. Student-Parent Activities Center. New York
City.Board of Education, Brooklyn, NY Office of Educational Evaluation,
June 1976.)

106. LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

Learning resource center for parents with materials that can be checked
oue'(toys-.)..and records, etc.); early childhood education specialists available
for assistance.. (Heberle, Jeanne. Learning Resources Center: Increasing
Parent Competence. Louisville and Jefferson County Community Coordinated
Child Care, Kentucky, February 1977.).

107. EDUCATION IN ACTION PROGRAM

'Community health education project for elementary and junior high school
students and their parents. Focus is knowledge and awareness of prevention
and treatment of health problems through workshops. (Robin, Fay. Education
in Action, School Year 1975 -1976. New York City Board of Education, Brooklyn,
NY, Office of Educational Elialuation, 1976.)
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108. PARENT RESOURCE AND TUTORIAL CENTER

Program designed to nerve elementary school children in third to sixkh
grade who, were below level in math and reading and to educate parents about
social and educational problems and use of coMmunity resources using parent

jiworkshops.
(Schwartz,.Lester J. Parent. Resource and Tutorial Center, School

Year 11975-1976: New York. City Board of Education, Brooklyn, NY, Office of
Educaftional Evaluation, 1976.)

109. FAMILY INVOLVEMENT COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Program designed to train low SES parents to train middle SES teachers
to communicate with low SES parents and children in a Title I elementary
school. (Sheldon, Judith. An Analysis of A Family Involvement-Communication
System in a Title I Elementary School. Final Report, 1973.)

110. HELP NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER PROGRAM
/1

Program designed to inform parents of fifth through eighth,grade children
about health problems and community concerns. Workshops on venereal disease,
drug abuse, welfre rights, mental health, etc. (Siperstein, Gary N. Help
Neighborhood' Center Program, School Year 1975-1976. New York City Board of
Education, Brooklyn, NY, Office of Educational Evaluation, 1976.)

111. SCHOOL HOMEWORK AS FOCUS OF INTERVENTION

Mental health center program to teach parents to manage homework problems
as a part of a broader effort to teach effective ways to teach behavior
management. Content was behavior modification techniques taught by parents
whO were graduates of program in daily training sessions with their children
for seven weeks. (Baenninger, Louise P. and Ulmer, Loretta I. School Homework
as a Focus of Intervention Between Parents and Children. Paper presented at
the Annual Convention of the Western Psychological Association (56th), Los
Angeles, California, 1976.)

112. PROJECT PATROL

A home based parent-peer leader approach to teach behavior modification
curriculum in small natural groups. Eight sessions dealing with learning
experiences, self-concept, social skills, etc. (Cooperative Educational
Service Agency. Project Patrol: Evaluation (Secpnd Operational Year) and
Proposal for Continuation Grant (Third Operational Year). Cooperative Edu-
cational Service Agency 3, Gillett, Wisconsin, 1972.)
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113. TRAINING PARENTS IN CHILD MANAGEMENT SKILLS

Schoolpbased groups of parents of elementary school children learn
child management skills in seven to 12 weekly sessions using operant tech-

,

niques. (Hamm, Phillip M., Jr.; Lyman, David A. TrainingTarents in Child
Management Skills with the School as the Agent of Ihstruct(ion. Lincoln
Public Schools, Nebtaska, 1973.)

4

'114. IMPROVING CHILD MANAGEMENT PRACTICES'OF PARENTS

Fourteen p'arentteacher study discussion groups were carried out using
adlerian model of child management in elementary school'. (Aereani, Arnold
J.,,-ond McCaffrey, Robert. Improving Child Management Practices pT Yarents
and Teachers. Maxl. I Practicum. FinalCkeport. 172, pp. October 1974.)

115.. PARENT CHILD COMMUNICATION,ABOUT SEXUALITY

Orientation meetings were conduc'ted to;inform parents about content of
health education unit about sexuality'and family life to improve-home commu-
nication about family life and sexuality. (Goodman, Barry, and Goodman,
Norman. Effects of Parent Orientation Meetinga on Parent-Child Communication
about Sexuality and Family Life. Family Coordinator, vol. 25, no. 3,.pp. 2i35-
290 7 July 1976.) .

116: MOTHER-TODDLER GROUPS

Young mothers of toddlers meet for groups discussio -with children
present in a nursery school setting. Curriculum involved observation of
children and discussion of concerns led by experienced professional. (Lieber ,,
Madeleine. ,Mother- Toddler Groups as a New Source for Parent Education.

'A

Master's Thesis, California State University. 135 pp, May1975.).

117. COMMUNITY SEX-EDUCATION PROGRAM

Community leaqws trained to help parents becomesmore:effective sex
educators of their own Children. (Scales Peter; Everly, Kathleen. A Commu-
nity Sex Education Program for Parents: Family Coordinator, vol. 26, no. 1,
pp. 37-43. January 1977.)
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118. BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

Through the use of a home visitor and 24 audiotapes, 80 parents of chil-
dren,3 5 years of age learn how to Improve their communication skills,
develop positive attitudes and parenting skills, aYd establish individual
personal improvement through positive changes in attitudes. (Together is
Best Families and Schools. Findings of the Parent Education Demonstra-
tion Project in Region IV.Education,Improvement Program. Southern Asso-
ciation of Colleges and Sol:144*s. tAugust 1976.)'

t

119. GREEN COUNTY, ALABAMA
w

40 parents of 3 -4 year-old children learn about child growth and devel-
/Opment and how to participate and take advantage of health,- welfare,. and

)

educational resources in the community through a home visitation pro am.
. The program utilizes 4 paraprofessional home visitors for weekly visi s to

participants' . homes. (same source as above)
'\2"'

4irlac gP' n
t

120. BUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA

300 Parents are trained 0 guida4ithe edcatibn of their young children
through parent woryshopa''organizediby,a parent coordinator and 'parent aide
in this ESAA-funded progra1. L(same source ds abOe)

121. MOBILE, ALABAMA'

This ESAA program trains about 140 parents of elementary school chil-
dren in the principles of deyeloping.posit-ive parent/child relationships
and makes them knowledgeable of their Aild's school curriculum. There are
altogether 15-workshops, each on a different topic. (same source as above)

,YIA. 122., MONTGOMERY, ALAB

The objectives of" this ESAA progra& are to teach parents toctupplement
at lime instruction which uses the "learning based reading program" mate-
rials and to educate parents in the principles of child growthand-devel-
opment and positive parenting skills. -This is' accomplished through 15'
parent workshops in each of three schools., and a toy lending library in each

r. school, The community/school resource coordinator organizes-the workshops.
(same source as above.)
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123. MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA
-N

Eleven workshops'-at public school are held to train 100 parents of
preschool children how t prepare their children for entrance into public
school. The parent education coordinator organized the workshops with the
help of ESAA teachers and aides._(same source as abOve)

)

124. ALACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA

40 parents with preschool aged'children (0-36 r.lonths) learn about
development, parenting, and how to be effective teachers of their own chil-
dren through weekly classes and a toy lending library in this ESAA project.
A project director and aide run the classeg. (same source as above)

125. BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA

76 parents of 3 and 4 year old children 1 -earn parenting and child manage-
ment skills through atte*iding five bi-monthly workshops and receiving tele-
phone and home visit contact'' by ESIAA aides. This project is staffed by a
project director and 4 ESAA aides.(same source as above)

126. 'CLARK COUNTY, GEORGIA

. This ES project utilizes 4 kindergarten teachers and 1 home-school
cook inator to train 110 parents of preschool children how to'prepare their
chil n fOr entrance into the public school system. Limited home visi-
tatiOn and five workshops., (same source as above)

127. DOOLY.COU EORGIA

120 parents participate in ten parent, training workshops at three cen-
ters and receive monthly home visits to learn how to provide a home exper-
ience to their children that will improve their developmental level. A
project director and aide staff the projects. "(same source as above)-

128. MUSCOGEE COUNTY, GEORGIA
ry

Biweekly parent straining workshops and weekly home visits are the me-
thods utilized by tilis Title III project to teach 75 mothers of preschool
children how to 'provide education-al experiences, identify health needs,
and use community resources in raising their children. The staff ,consists
of a director, 5 home visitors; and a registered nurse. (same source as
above)



129. RICHMOND COUNTY, GEORGIA

One project director and four home visitors serve,63 families in this
ESAA project. Through five training workshops and weekly hompArisitso
parents learn to be effective teachers of their own children aid how to u3re
community resources. (same source as above)

130. OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY

One project director, four teachers, and four aides, train 150 parents ,

of 3 to 5 year old children in the knowledge of parenting and child grOWth
as developmental patterns. There are 3 hour class sessions for children
two days per week, pare participation in the classroomkone day per week,
and a weekly parent wo shop. (same source as above)

131. COLUMBIA, MISSISSIPPI
1

Fifteen ESAA parents and their five year olds participate in this pro-
gram. The parents are trained in skills to develop the capabilitie4 in
their 'children that they would need upon entrance into public school. Four
workshops and monthly visits to the school by the parents and their chil-
dren are utilized. (same source as above)

f"."

132. JACKSON, MISSISSIPPL

170 parents participate ih bi-monthly workshops'and receive 131 monthly
home visits by project staff to learn parenting skills and tesThing tech-

Liqtues that they an use with their,children at home. A toy,gWd instruc-,
nal mateu4. aJs lending library is also part of the program. (same, source)

A

133. JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

IFT

,

Through the use of a project facilitator and a home visitor 25 parerits
and theirfive year.oldchildren participate in three hour classvoom ses-
sions three days-Per week and bi-monthly training workshops., The parent0
learn how to provide developmental pre-4rst grade experiences to their!
children. .(same source as above) ', ---

I. 1
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134. EDENTON-CHOWAN COUNTIES, NORTH CAROLINA

60 parents of children kindergarten through third grade participate in
center-based weekly workshops. Parenting skills and parent education methods
in parents as teachers of their own children are stressed. Limited home
visitation. (same source as above)

c r

135. CHARLESTON CONTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

Parents of first'and second gradestudents,attend monthly parentnleet-.
ingsand receive monthly home'Vis'its Wo learn teaching skill, parenting
skills, and develop a knowledge of community services. (same source)

il,

136. COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

,

A parent component coordinator and tf,To home-visitors serve 70 families,
and. their preschool children by.parent.workshops and 'home Visits. The
objective of this program is to provide learning experi'iences for parents
to teach their ehildren. (same source as.above)

137. HORRY COUNTY, SOUTMTAROLINA

50 parentsand.their preschool childreU are enroled in this project.
Teachers and high students work with the children to provide them
with preschool skills: Parents observed through a twoo7waypirror and
through modeling developed teaching techniques they could use at home.
(same .Source as above)

138. KERSHAW,COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

. FiVe parent involvement aides worked with 200 low achievers in elemen-
'taxy.school twice per week in remedial activities while a c6nFUltant organ-'
ized six parent training workshops at a nearby university to teach the
parents how to be effective teachers of their children. (same source as
above) P

'139. OREBURC, SOUTH CAROLINA

70-75,,parents of preschool children_ attend weekly'parent training work-
shops at an elementary school organized by'a parencoordinator)to learn
activities and skills to promote child development. (tapte sourceas above)
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140. CARRbLL COUNTY, TENNESSEE /
//-

The purpo of this program is to assist preschool high risk childr'ep-
in certain afeaspf development and tO implement a parent involvement pro-
gram. Home visits are made weekly when the home visitor explains and
leaves an educational toy gr materill to be used by the parent and,child.
(same , urce as above)

x'141. CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

This project utilized a project director, a writer/development special-.

ist, and a planning and evaThation speciali'st to develop parent trainirg
materials and crricula. (:,:me source as above) :j

142 CLAIBORNE COUNTYv/TENNESSEF.
CLINCH-POWELE-E6UCATIONAL COOPERATIVE

Parent workshops (weekly to monthly) a mobile Classroom, and weekly home
visits made by p'araprofessionals along with a toy and materials library
are the methods by which this project seeks to,Orovide educational experien-
ces to 110,khree'and four yedr olds and to develop knowledge and skills"
ii the pare is sb as to enable them to become effective teachers of their-
chi,l(!ren. (same source as above)

143. GREENE COUNTY, TENNESSEE ''
.....,,,,

Ag'i/),., :./

Weekly clasSreom sessions. Eor '1'ii.ldren, weekly home visits and mal,Wly .

a.-parent meetings are ways program provides eduTional experien-
ces for preschool children, proMotes parent involvement in, the child's
education, and helps familiesecome aware of ommunity resources. The -s.

staff consists of 1. project clirec or-, 4 home v sitors, and a nurse. (same
source as above)

v

144. MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

k.4

Parent meetings and home visits by 32 home visitors help 480 families
480-520 twee and four year olds) acquire skills needed-to learn and teach
in the home. The program takes place both in centers located in 8 elemen-
tary schools and, in the participants' homes. (same source as above)
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A
145. MURFREESBORO, TENNESSEE

I

4

. The ohjectiv of this pnpgram are to increase parents' knowl of-

child dei/eloPme and ..to Make them more aware c+,,the importance of the.eat-
ly, yearsjn subsequent development and to provide materials and techniques'
to helpwarents become teachets of their children. These objectivea are,"
met throughrthe use of a mobile classroom. Parent_workshops held tw oe

1
monthly, and limited homevisitation. 75 familig's-VarticEpate in th l'prd-
gram.. A project, director, 4 teachers, and 4 paraprOfessionals staff the

,

program. (same source as above) . .
a

A#

146. OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE

x.157 parents of _preschoolers (1/2handicafTed) are enrolled in this pro-
gtam. The stated objective is to prpVide opportunities far parental in-

/ volvement kor4ohe parents of presOhoblerg' enrplled in Title I and Head
Start programs. Patients-visit pnbject'classrooms frequently to observe,
'teach, and discuss their children's progress. Teachers visit each home
twice a year.' Five teachers and 10 aides staff the ptbgram. (same source)

/-

145. NASHVAtE,( TENNESSEE

-.v
176,parents participate in this program and learn the skills necessary

to teach their children at home, reinforcing what they learn in school.
Children develop the skills and attitudes necessary for school achievement.
Weekly home visits and mobile classrooms with both;iteachers and.aides..
(same soutce as above)

148. TIPTON COUN'tlf TENNESSEE

. -,
'63 mothers l;eArn through weekly home visits,a mobile classroom and

parent meetings how to provide edu ti,iipalrexperienCes to stimulate lan='
gunge, psychomotor, and social ski is of their children. One teacher,
4 home visitors,'and 1 aide staff thejarogrgm. .(same source as'above)
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APPENDIX C

I

Dimensions of Parent Education Programs
. .

Prelimin'ary Draft'of Parent Education Survey'Questionnaire
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DIMENSIONS OF PARENT EDUCATION PROdRAMS.

1. Program identification

program name

sponsor agenci

Aegraphicalilocation

Central facility address,

Namb'of. director/coordinator

Program/component budget

Budget duration

Source(s) of funding

fr

-2. Target population an participant char4eteristics dimension.,

Eligibility restrictions
k

Children's age/grade range

Ethnicity Of,Pariicipants

Number of participants

. .'" ..

Recruitment /selection /assignment eo program

AttrieiOn/drop out rate'

Needs assessment activities performed

parent needs .

children needs

program/agency needs

)

Program staff characteristics dimension.
sl

Total.'qumber of full -time eqUivalents (paid s taff)-

Type of staff '

,

administratiVe

instru.Ctional

volunte,,er-

,

ti

it

P



a

a

Sex ethnicity and age of staff

. Staff recruitment, selection and training

Type and intensity of training

COnsultant availability

4. Program cqptent and' delivery modes.
=

Stat&d-goals/objeceives

° for parents

for children

for-staff/teacher/pro am'

Program length/duration

Program intensity/volume in number of'15-atent/hours

Specific program activities

40
average participation (number of people)

_frequency

. =

ompopents

0
aygrage duration ,inhours

staf/partidi$ant.rstio

location/settinsg

4 4
specific objectives /goals for:activity

materials used

commercially'-availabl

,program developed

GenIttal_proeedure nd o ation of ir.ogram

.0

Program evalUation'designand instruments dimension;

WhO "has the.role/function of evaluator
' ;

4.

What are the evaluation;question
.

175
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about parents

about children

about teachers/staff

about program

Evaluation design

Evaluation instruments used

standardized

program made

type of instrument

621k
Use of progiam rerords

II

Disposition of evaluation data/report

6. Rationale /motivation for gram dimension.

>,Characteristics of, ideologist/Promoter of program l.

education and experience_

e

prqfessional connectlyas--,

role ii institution/agency

Process of selection of content and delivery mOde,of program

alternatives considered

0

source of information and/or influehce

.criteria-used4ifoz decision

Process of iden ifieation, recruitme t and selection of staff

. Process, of , ide

needs ass

tification,

sment

%

tecruitme

.deteimiAtion of prio4itAes

and selection of participants

Brief,. narrative history 'of' program development ana,impNMentcion
, ..

it:z



7. Socioculturalcontext of program dimension.

General characteristics of community

productiveyfivities (economic base)

size

soWoeconomiciethnicejlanguage make-up

stability of population-(migration patterns)

4.1dentified community support system4 for program

Identifieebarriers for program' in the community

4

8. Needs' perceived by parent' education leaders/promoters dimension.

Needs for equipment and supplies

o.

Needs for instructional' materials

type (format) preferred

languageof materials

specific content

Needs for training and technical assistance

timing and location preferred

content of training and-priorities

Other needs

information and referral

dissemination

elat,ions

VA

9

9
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF ,

. PARENT EDUCATION SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions: This is aj.kot formfor'a survey being designed to gather

up-io-date informationaboUt the various Parent Education/Parent In;.rolvement

Programs and activities that-are currently in, oper#tion in this area.

We are. interested in learning about those educational efforts directed to

parentsn Order to effect a change in their role pe Imu nce. Sothe of the

questions might not apply to your-Program; since the survey is designed to

be applicable.to .a wide e of Parent Educ:Z1r activities. Please

try to answer all those questions apply specifically to yotir Parent-
.

oriented activiqes,°prqgram, component, courses, etc. (Program for short)
-

In order to refine this survey form, wet also ask Yop.W 0 mark with an
--'4..;f...,:

asterisk (*) the margin next to any question that tO you is not clearly
1

formulated, ambiguous, etc. Ariy suggestions that you have to improve this

..fortwill be appreciated.

1eatfiliram Identification. The questioins in this section are designeCto
ideTify your ;Program as a self-contained unit, separated fib

activities that your agency or organization may have that are notes rent-
oriented:k-

,

p-

Proiram name:

Agency name:

Location (city;,. county, neighborhood):

Office'addresd'i

Person in charge and title:
,

, , - _
Funding and source tPleasc specify, if possible, fttding lee an p eriod.,''

. .

for funding $ , ,, ,) for '44eeks, months_ year9: a other
.

Name source if appropriate
t!,,

t "

Source, is __,..priva

IPA-
,

Y county , state Federal'

182°



-2. Client Population. The queations in this section are 'designed to characterize
the parents that are served by this Program and how they become-aWare of this,
Program.

Please describe your.recruitmentioutreach activities. Include media use, printed,
materiala, displays, personal contacts, referrIls, etc.

O
14...w'. 4

-1.1..#1,144`
-.N.., ,.. . -

,.
'' Do you have any selection procedure for participants ? If.yes4ogiva criteria

./ "4

. m
.

,.
. 1

Are thei any restrictions for elegibility.' based on sex, age; number.and age
of children, ethnic'grOup, language, income, 'residence, membership in clUbs,
or any other special requirement ?

611

.,4

char _e a fee/tuit'on/.6te. Tfo ,Yes

PleaSe describe your client:popUlatfbn in terms
below. Use appro4tate percentages:.

Fathers Lowiincomk Anglo (White)

.13WOk

5
Mexican-American

-w much?

4 ,
Of the categoriesLiiresented

Mothers

Couples

's!-

FaMtiltes

High income

Other, (Specif*
,Y);

IAre there anyothea_relevant-categories
the.chieren:,"speciai problems (single
other c aracteristics, such,ak_foster,Pa

,11

. -
,,-

la gum "`'t;.. age or..io 4 ,

teekap mi4;,,,.. :-Ektc) or ,

andicapPed:
_ -
"..,. - 1 ,,.; f.

L



3. Program personnel. lhe questions in this section are designed to identify
the number of people (full time equivalents) that make ui the program staff,
and to determine the roles they perform, their education, training, experience
and other job relevant characteristics. Do not give names. List only peaponnel
directly working with parents. If pi:ion/role also works with children give
only the duties and time used workiak with parents. First describe roles.

Role/position 1.(Give title and describe duties)

Role/position 2.(Give title and describe duties)-

Role/position 3.(Give title and describe duties)._
1

-10.e / position 4.(Give title and *scribe duties) 9

..1
A

For each staff member, complete

4
A;

Person Role # 'SEX Age %time Highest y r
s
Degree .Years:of ,Ethnicity

# (abOve) M F .E431. school compl. Experience A B M-A

rotation in the table below.

3
C

4

5,

8

10

184



Are there anyfecial characteristics that are particularly important for
'the program personnel, such as being bilingual, being from a given neighbor-
hood, being a parent, a certain aged sex ethnic background, etc.?

Are there any special skills, personality characteristics, educational`
experiences, o other personal traits that are "pecially important?

GA>

; p

For each roA/position listed before, please write the three most important.
traits or characteristics that a person should have to perform Ehat'role

Role /position 1 a. f b.

Rcle/posidion 2 b.

Tole/poiinlop 3 a.

Role/Position 4 a.

b.

b.

c.

c.

c.

c.

Please describe any special training provided to your staff 4ier being hied
(describe content, intensity, duration, who gave it, where, etc)( Specify role/
position evolved in training if not general to- all staff)

I

.1

4

4



4. Specific Program Activities/components.° Theo questions,in this section are
designed to determinewith detail the various specific activities that make up
your program. For each discrete activity (i.e. home visits, group discussions,
parent workshop, classroom visits, etc) try to answer all questions . Multiple.
copies of this section are provided to be used with the activities. If you need
more, use photocopy or plain sheet of paper twith same format. To answer the
questions refer to your current activities (i.e. sine September 1977)

Describe activity

How was the need fOr this activity determined?-

Specific objectives/goals for this activity
P

Duration/intensity ( number of sessions, length 'a sessions, frequency, etc.
If ongoing, estimate total du ation; if duration is vari e, give average.

L7

Number andlcharacteristics of participants ( give relevant information, such
as age, sex, educational ansi income level, other charactlristidb

. °

Program Staff Ailvold ( give role and-percent of.iime, stiffiParticiparit
-ratio Or cas'elodd, q0C.) 4 .

4
:4001, .1°

; . . .6.
a;,,mtgrialiused.(describe textbooksAguides, handouts:. aledia, etc.

4 available,, give name ,and distrihutoW. v--
4 7r

ii-dommerciallSr.4

...Evaluation (list tests', queitspnaipes; etc. Used to determine, success1,,,A4.. 6 %

4 .10, j

-

1.



. Program continuity /viability; The questions in this section are designed
o provide information about the history and development of your prograM, and

about the factors that have influenced its success and continuity.

`,Please provide'a brief history-of your program,-giving the month and year of
each significant development, noting growth and changes in the activities that

to the present program.

eo°

4

PleaiUist thpthree most important reasons/factors that have helped in the
development of your programs

1

j
2

4

3

Please", listithd three most4mportant reasons/factors that have hindered the
development of your program

e

.
. .. ,.,;,)

.1 ,.,'Fhat are your projettions

ie0 ' ,
ifr ii 4

%

. 3.

..the futhre of ypur program ?.

-

ti



, r

flow do yiodjudge or determine thesrelative success or failure of 'the activities
that are un4ertaken,-and about the program in. general? Describe evidence_usetl.

V

Are xour,clienxs/students involved in the. determination of the activities
that are undertaken.in you program? What percentage.of the parents participate
and how is this participation accomplished._?

*.4

6. Program Information.

Do you have a program description (brochure, flier) that can be distributed?
HowshoUld it be requested and is there a fee ?

Write/Call:

Are visitors welcome to program activites? Are program staff available for
consultation, presentations, workshops, etc? Describe arrangements required

- and fees and contact person.

oa

ti

I_8
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7. About yourself. Please'prOvide the inforMation requested so that we
can confirm or clarify the information gathered.

Your nameand title:

Address:

Office hours: A.M. P.M. Office phone:( )

4

Can we call you if necessary ? Yes No Best time

Would you bd available, at your convenience, fo an in-depth interview
dealing with Parent Education goals, methods a trends? Yes No

Please give -us your opinidns about possible uses of the information that
can be obtained with this survey. The, following represent posibilities ,

not plans or purposes already decided:

1. Directory of Parent Education Programs, by counties or regions, with
brief (three lines or less) descriptions of activities and goals, and
name and address of person in charge. (Distributed free or at cost)

2.. Directory of Parent Education Programs, by nties, cities or regions,
.-' with descriptions of all activities, clie pulation served, staff

size, level and source of funding, and name and address of person in
charge. (Distributed free or _at cost)

3. Data Bank kept by thOouthwest Educational Development Laboratory,
that can be searched by request to produce lists of programs with
certain characteristics (such as activities, types of clients, area
of the country, e%k.). (Nominal charge for search service)

4. Small Directories of Similar Programs, grouped in terms of contents,_
type of clients, etc. (Distributed free or at cott)

5. Other (please splcify)

Please rate the above alternatives with a check mark under.your opinion

Alternative Very. Useful Moderately useful Useless

Brief Directory

Full Directory

Data Bank Search

Simi r Programs

Your alternative 185
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INTRODUCTIONS

REASONS

APPRECIATION

ti

PARENT EDUCATION:-,, PILOT INTERVIEW

Greeting. Name and position.

414

As you know, we are studying ongoing pareht education programs'
the Austin area We see parenteducation as a much needed

and valuable service, so we are condutinlg interviews with key,
people involved in these programs in order- to get some idea
as to what the programs try to do, and how they serve the family.

Before we start, let me thank you again for meeting with me
today; I appreciate your willingness to assist the project in..
learning morn about parent education programs.

RECORDING. I'll be recording our conversation so that I won't have to
take notes while we're talking. -Once the information has been

CONFIDENTIALITY . collected, no data will be reported by interviewee or program'
name. What you say will be kept in strict confidence. If at
any point during our talk you would like me to turn of pe

RpUEST,COMMENTS recorder, please let me know: AlsO, since we ail in the eatly
stages of our project, any comments you might have about the
interview itself will be welcomed.

First, let me begin by clarifying for myself what your position
is and what, in general the agency/school/center does.

IDBNTIFICATION 1. First, what is your exact title?

2. The full:namt:vf your agency/school/ceri er is

3. The correct address is

4. What is your parent education program cal ed? (Does t
parent education program have a separate name?)

AGENCY 5. Could yod.hrieflx describe theinain'purpose of the agency/
school/center? (REFERS TO 2 ABOVE)

2.,

O.

4-

)6. Other than parent ed cation activities, are there any other
activities that your agency carries out specifically for
parents?

.

_ Er
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PROGRAM CENT NOW I'D LIKETO DISCUSS SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES THAT MAKEUP THE PARENT
'EDUCATION PROGRAM.

.7 What kinds of activities comprise this, parent education
effort? (CHECK THOSE APPROPiIng FROM THE LIST AND ADD ANY
OTHERS.)

home visits
lecture series caurse
%discussion group/group meetings
workshop

ter

'participation in classToomischool,
individual or singlelamily counseling
group therapy
others:

(ASK 8-19 FOR EACH ACTIVITY CHECKED.)

8. Can youbriefry'describe how the proceeds. -that is,
how and what takes place? ,;;;'

,

(IF APPROPRIATE) What was (were)-the topics) or contenooli
tof the ? .

9. What are the goals fot 9

1Q. How many times did.' occur?

11. How long is each

12. How many weeks or months did last?

13. 'About how many parents participated in this activity? About what
percenrage is that of parefitS served by the total agency?

a

14. Is designed f'or any specific parent ,group?

15. Which staff members were inyolved?

v
v.

. 16. What would you estimate to 'be. the 'staff-parent ratite Qr
staff' caseload?...

riAs we used?.

df these tommercially avkilable?

18. 01-ire aid take place?

19. How was the need-for this activity determined?
.

By whom? ,

1,



t'IENTS

'

1,(ASK ONCE)

3

20". Have -the parents, themselves been invo ed in any way in
determining 'the _kind of activities of, ered or the content
of any.'of the activities?
4IFiYES) How?'

Fa-your opinion, are,any these activities' especially,_,
` t,cessful?

.- Why or why' not?

-1' e 9. ,
12, NOW I

SV
'D ,LI K YOU' SOME QUESTIONS SPECIFICALLY ABOUT PARENTS

WHO ATTEND TH ENT EDUCATIION PROGRXM.

-s
22: 'Do you 'actively recruit parents to attend your, program?

(I Yf'S ) What methods do you use?'; (PROMPTS: Media advertis-
irik;s' referral, client-staff -6 tact, prd of mouth, other)
(;IF NO), How -do you think ents find out- about the program?.

2. Can anyone who hears about the grogram attend, or is it
N, desienect with particular /'coups of parents in mind?

(PROMPTS: Ethnicity;-:language age of children, -characta--,
. . , istic of children,' residence, income, parent aged 'Parenting

stattls: foSter, single, teenage, working mothetS)
c

.., z.

t^'

a.

I,WOULD;LIKE TO GET AN OVERALL PICTURE- 004 THE PARENTS- WHO 'AcTIJALLY.
ATTEND YOUR PARENTING.POGRAM.

4. ' Ivr J.,

.,L

24'.'::COula yOu.'giv,e me the approximate percent of Mothers attSidflag
your progi-am?
The percAnt of Fathers Low income Anglo English lang.

, :4 '('Couples) Middle Black S,panish lang.'.
(families)' High ' 8ex. Am. Bilingual-

...
25. What percent are iharetts 'of Infapts?

.

r School7aged cliildrerr:,

Teenagets , Fe
4 -

26.. 1` o u 10 1 y , what, -4,s the total il ber of "parents iriolved in yo4r
Atrent eduattion atprogram. t y`' given, time?

4.!

s,
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NOW I'D LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT STAFFING. I'M INTERESTED IN THE DIF-
STAFF ROLES FERENT ROLES THAT STAFF HAVE IN THE PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM, THE

DIFFERENT JOB TITLES AND JOB DUTIES. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ROLE OF SECR5-
TARY, WHOSE,DUTIES MAY BE TOTELEPHONE PARENTS.

27. Is there 1 Coordinator? (CHECK)

Administrator Home Visitor
Parent-trainers Secretary
Nurse Consultant
Doctor Volunteers
Psychologist Community aide
Social worker Counselor

Any others? (LIST)

STAFF TRAINTh

(FOR EACH ROLE CHECKE40, ASK #28 -37).

28. What is the exact title?

29. How many are there on the staff involved in the
parent education program?

30. About wh4&7'percentage of the time is devoted to
parent edu6ation.activities?

31. What, in general, are the cltiEies of then with regard to
the. parent education program?

32. What is the ethnic breakdown of

33.. WHat are the approximate ag s of the,

34. What sex are the ?

35. _What is'the approximate educational level of

36. What kind of backgrqpnd training andptofessional experi7
ences relevant to this position did have before-
being hired?
(ASK ONLY FOR STAFF WORKING DIRECTLY WITH PARENTS)

37. After being hired, did the prograM provide (dclitional)
training for the _ in working with parents?
(IF YES) How was the. trained?

Who did the training?
How long dld'thetraining last?
What, in general, was the trained to do?

NOW I'D LIKE TO ASK YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
'YOU FEEL STAFF SHOULD HAVE TO WORK WITH PARENTS. .

38. In your opinion, are any'personal traits especially impor-
tant for any of the staff positions?

1.93
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39. Are any specific skills or background training especially
important for any staff position?

46. Are there any other characteristics, experiences, or activ-
itiet which you feel are'important for someone in a staff
position, such as being the same age as the participants,.etc.?

41. Were any'Af the_ staff drawn from the local-community?
'(IF YES) Who? 0

Why?
How important?

-qv

/
PROGRAM HISTORY I'D LIKE TO CONCLUDE THE INTERVIEW BY GETTING A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF'

THE HISTORY OF YOUR PROGRAM, SO THAT WE CAN GET SOME IDEA ABOUT
THE FACTORS THAT-INFLUENCED ITS DEVELOPMENT

42. When was the program started?

' 43. Who funded the prograM initially?

_ 44. Is that public or 'private
(IF PUBLIC),Is that federal state county

city agency? .

(IF COMBINATION OF SOURCES) Can you. give m the approxi-
mate percentages from each source? (IF AGENCY) Where does
the agency get its funds? 4

45. Who funds the program now?
Is that public or private
(IF PUBLIC) Is that federal' state

, 'city agency?
(GET PERCENT IF COMBINATION) Can you give me the approxi-
mate percentages from each source? (IF AGENCY) Where does
the agency get its funds?

4

46. Approximately how much is your current operafirig budget?

47. How long does the current funding period last?

48. In general, how has the funding source and funding lev
changed over time?-

county

uo Ayou expect the funding
Why?

194
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PROGRAM NOW I'D LIKE TO KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND THE
PHILOSOPHY, PROGRAM'S,ORIGIR.

PROGRAM
EVALUATION

4

50 Why was the program-started?
Who saw the need eor

ro

51. How was it started?

52. Have there been any major changes since its inception?
. .

53. HaVe there been any particular factors that have helped the
program?'

54. Have there been any particular fa ors that have hindered
/t the operation or developmentof the program?

55.' What do you foresee as the future for the program?
Will it continuer

"

As it is?
CIF,NOT) How is it likely to change?

,

i

!6 . In your opinion, how much or hew,little,community su ort has
there been for the program?
Why?

, 4
'Have evaluatiOns of parent edubation been done in th s program?
(IF YES) Who or what has been/evaluated? (PROMPTS: ogram,
parents, children, Lecture series)

J.'

58. What kinds of questions were asked in the ev uation of

59. What instrument or methods of deasurement 'lire:re used to eval-
uate ?;(PROMPTS: Tests, survey,/ questionnaire,'
profiles, records)

60. Who filled, out theinstrument?,

61. When was he evalation done (at hat p int in the program)?
ALAMIk e evaluatiOn done more tha or the same group/

A.y? If sd', when? ing of program, end,
ogram, intervals)

62. Did you compare the being e. .sated to any other
group /activity?

0



PROGRAM
REPLICABILITY

CLOSING REMARKS

"63. Who was responsible for _preparing and administering the
evaluation of ?

Who-analyzed t e-reSuIts?

i

65. What methods of analysis were used?

_66. What were the results of the evaluation of

_,67. What was done with the evaluation results?
"( ?E'ER TO #7. SEE IF ANY ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN OMITTED. IF YES)

'68::1 Uras there any kind of evaluationspecifically for
(REPEAT SET OF QUESTIONS FOR #59-63.)

69'. Does the program a brdchure, flyer, dr"written descrip-

-tion that can be distributed to, other people who might be
.,--. interested in setting up a program like yours elsewhere?

(IF YES) How can it be obtained?
Is there a fee?
(IF YES) How much?

70; If someone would he interested in setting up a program like
'yours elsewhere, are any of.your staff available for con-
sultation or presentationS?
(IF'YES) What?
Who? .

Howrarearrangements made?
Is there a fee for the

71. Can visitors observe any of the activities of your program?
. H

72- ,Would you be available by elephone if I have any further
questions? No Yes

73. When would be most convenie t to call?

'74. How would you improve this i terview?
Were any questions.cdnfusing r difficult to answer?

75. Do you have any further commen s or ideas that were not
,brought out by the interview?

' (EXPRESS APPRECIATION)

DURATION OF INTERVIEW

REMARKS AND IMPRESSIONS':

196
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APPENDIX B

Parent Education Programs in Austin, Texas

Austin Programs: Interviews Completed

Interview Summaries
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PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN AUSTIN, TEXAS

Programs Based In Educational Institutions

. At Home Program, Sims Elementary, Title I

One of two parent education programs offered through Title One
schools. One program is for four-year-olds and their families.
The other is for elementary school students and their families.
Both involve home visitation by a community aide; the emphasis
is on home tutoring of the child by the parent.

. Bilingual Education Program, AISD Dept. of Bilingual Education,
Title VII, ESEA

In ten schools parent education utilizes community representa-
tives. Activities include home visits and workshops. ,

Child Development Laboratory, Austin High School, Home Economic
Dept. AISD

Education for parenthood for teenage mothers and their children.

. Education for Parenthood Pilot Program, Johnston Righ School, AISD,
.Title IV -C, TEA

One program in Austin, combining education for parenthood and
parent education for high school age parents and students.

xtend-A-Care, Inc.

Provides parent groups and seminars; topics vary and are chosen
by parents. Offered in 15 elementary schools and the FrieRdship
Community Center.

Parent Family Life Center, Huston-Tillotson College

Provides workshops, toy lending library and referrals.

Parent Involvement Program, Austin Community Nursery School

Monthly parent-staff meetings for parents of children served by
the nursery utilizing outside speakers.

Parent Involvement Program; Child, Inc., Head Start and Title XX
Day Care

Parent educatioh component includes group discussion -and home
visitation.

Parent of Handicappe) Children Program; Child, Inc., Head Start
and Title XX Day Care

Parent edu6t1On component includes group discussion and home
visitation.

198
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,

Parent St roupudy s, Becker Community Schools

Offers an on-going parent study group covering various aspects
of parenting.

. Project PAVE, Travis High School

Tutoring workshops for parents of special education students
enrolled in High School.

. Systematic Training for Effective Parenting, Rosedale-Brykerwoods
Community School

Ten week course in effective parenting.

Programs Based in Social Service Agencies or Private 'Organizations

. Austin Association for Children with Learning Disabilities

-General parent education discussion groups in the areas of
child management, child development, and educational skills
for parents of learning disabled children.

. Austin Association for Retarded Citizens.

Group workshops on parenting of special children, rights of
handicapped children.

. Austin Child Guidance Center

Provides parent counseling and small group sessions.

. Austin Women's Center
a

Holds group sessipns'for single parents,

. Brackenridge School-Girl Maternity Clinic

Has a teen-age parenting program.

Expectant Parent Program, American Red Cross, Sponsors

Groups for expectant parents. ,

I-

. Effective Parenting with Preschool Children, Austin Parent-Child
Association

Classes for parents of preschoolers, lasting about 6 weeks.

. Emergency Parenting Assistance (Hotline)

Gives information about parent education activities, plans parent
tape library.

19 S



Family Life Enrichment Program, Child and Family Seevice; Inc.

Discussion groups for parents in the areas of parenting skills,
discipline, child management, self concept.

Foster Parent Training Project, Early Childhood Development Division

Devetops and conducts foster parent training program.

Infant-Parent Training Program, Child Mental Retardation Training,
(ATC/MH-MR)

Training and education for parents of mentally retarded infant
in the areas of child development and educational activities.

Mental Health-Mental Retardation, Department of Parent TraininIf
Prd§ram

Trains group discussion leaders and holds group discussions for
parents.

'Mothers, Inc.

Centers on "motherhood" rather than "parenthood", provides city-
wide and-small neighborhood unstructured meetings.

Patenting Course, YWCA

Recently intended as a 3-week workshop covering parentirig skills,
child management and tutoring.

Parents as Sex Educators, Planned'Parenthood Center

Six-week seminar teaching parents to be effective sex educators' ---

of their children.

Prenatal Parent Education Program, Seton Hospital

Classes for parents of newborns and starting group of parents of
children in critical condition.

. Women, Infants and Children Program (WIC)

( .Nutrition and "health education for Model `Cities parents and
children; one -to /one counseling with family.

. Services for School-Aged Parents, Child and Family Service, Inc.

Rural outreach program for low income teenage parents.

,\



Programs Based in Churches
A

: Day Care Office, First Baptist Church

g7- Discussion groups on parenting. Clients drawn. primarily from
4 church.

-J' Mothers Club, St. /ln lus Ca9olic.'thurch

'Meets once a month occassionally discussing parenting coflcerns.

4, Day Care Center, University United Methodist Church

Parents learning thrciugh modeling and social interaction as
classroom assistants' in Aay care setting.
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,PROGRAM
NUMBER

AUSTIN PROGRAMS:
INTERVIEWS- COMPLETED

PROGRAM
NAME

1 At Home Program

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

- 16,

17

18

19

20

'21

Bilingual Education_ Program

Child Development Laboratory

Education for Parenthood Pilot
Program

Extend-A-Care

Parent Involvement Program

Parent of Handicapped Children
Component

Parent Study Group

Project Pave

Parent Family Life Center

Parent Education Activities

Fa@i-ly Life Enrichment Program

ServiCes'for Sthool-Aged Parents

Parents as Sex Educators

Infant-Training Program,

Austin Association, for Children
with,Learning Disabilities

'Parent Education Program

Effective Parenting with Pre-
school Children

Mothers, Inc.

Parenting Course

Mothers Club

r
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LA
SPONSORING

INSTITUTION/AGENCY

Sims Elementary School

AISD, Dept. of Bilingual
Education, Title VII, KEA

4
Austin High School,\Home

Economic Department

Johnston H

`AISD

ool, AISD

Austin Community Nursery

Child, Inc.

Becker Community School .

Travis High School

Huston- Tillotson College

Austin Child Guidance Centex(

Child and Family Service
Agency

Child and Family Service
Agency. ,

Planned Parenthood Center

Travis County MH-MR

(Same)

. AustinAssociation for
Retarded Citizens

APCA

Mothers, Inc.

YWCA

St. Ignatius Church

416
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Day Care Center'

Parenting Office-
.

N.

203

.1.-

University United Metho-
dist Churth

Parenting Office

p
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'SrMSELEMENT6RYSCHOOL':
AT -HOME PROGRAM

,

..
'IDENTIFICATION: This interview took place at Sims, Elementary SChool"with,

the Principal-. Th'e focus of the interview,was on the At Home Program.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: The At Home Program is d'self-instructional
. -

program. Participants are parents of elementary school giildren who have
,

.,.,

reading problems and meet Title I income
';

guidelines., e are two group

meetings per year lasting two hourS each The first a to explain the

program and the second is to go over and answer any qd44ions the parents

may have abOut the program. The actual At Home activittles are all in the

area of rieading and consist of ten-lessons for ien_weeW7 one per week,

one activity daily. The parents learn to tutor their. 011dren with the

help of two tea °chers an a Community Representative and the children learn

to read. About one hundred fifty parents,participated in this activity

this,year.

CLIENTS: Parents. are actively recruited into the program through letters

of invitation, and must meet Title I'income guidelines and children must

have poor reading skillt. Roughly two hundred stUdents from Sims partic-

ipated in the At Home Program this,year. Almost all .were Black.

STAFF: The staff consists'of four individuals - the Principal, two teachers,

%

and a Community. Representative. The-two te§thers and the CommUnity Repre-

sehtatfve'are primarily responsible for recruitingOarents'and distributiAg

and explaining the kits. They keep the program going. All arecollege

graduates with no special training or background other than teaching

experience.
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HISTORY: The Prineipal.at Sims brought the At Home Program to Austin from

her experience With.6t in Gary* Indiana. Initially the funding was from
441.

,

the Rockerfeller now is through Title I. Each kit costs_

$25. The program has been in'operation at Sims for about three years and

over that time has 'Sprtad to seven other Tie I elementary' schools in

Austin, The rationale behind the program is simply that parents are the

best teachers of their own children and when they are actively, involved

in the education Of'their children, their children achieve better in school.

EVALUATION: Midway through the program two forms are mailed to the parents

to fill out. One solicits information about the child's progress and_one

solicits information about the parents satisfaction with the program. This

isjdone again at the end of the 10 week program. Results have been "oyer-

whelmingly-positive" both in terms of the childrens' improved reading skills

and in parents' satisfaction with the program.

REPLICABILITY: The program originally was only at Sims and has been

replicated at other Austin schools.
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AISD DEPT. OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION, TITLE VII, ESE,A-
BILINGUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

IDENTIFICATION: This is an interview with the Parenta1l InVolVement

Specialist for the Title VII Elementary and Secondary Education Act

Bilingual'Program in the Department of Bilingual Education with,the

Austin Independtnt School District. The Program serves nine schools and

one sixth grade center in Austin.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Methods utilized to deliver parent education

services are three in number. Home visits are made by a community' rep-

resentative as part of the home intervention Experience Based Curriculum.

The goal of the''EBC is to reinforce school activities and to increase
Ok

the child's learning in school. Topics covered by the community repre-

sentative with the parents and child are yocabulary, reading, and writing.

Home visits are made weekly for 20-40 minutes for a four month duration,.

There are 148 parents enrolled in the program.

Each year there are three workshops held lasting three hours each

to train parents in reading, math,:and cultural awareness to prepare them

to be parent volunteers in the classroom. Twelve to fifteen parents

participate in each workshop. Type and amount of involvement in the

classroom varies with each parent.

Parent training sessions take place weekly during the nine month

school year. They last about two hours each'with about twelve to fifteen

parehts attending each session. The purpose of'these sessions is to teach

and increase positive parenting techniques of the participants. The

Parental InvolveMent Specialist and occasional consultants run the parent

training sessions.

2
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CLIENTS: Parents of children. who are enrolled in the Bilingual Educ4tion

Program and who indicate Spaqish dominance on language dominance test are
/ -

the clients. -The following are estimates of the parent\pdpulation eharac-

,

teristics: *low income, 100%; Mexican American, 90%; Black and Anglo,y10%;

Bilingual, 75-90%; Spanish, 30%; English, 10%; infants/preschoolers, 60%;

school age, 100%; teenagers, 60%; total number of parents involved, 4Q-50%

of parents of children in the program.

STAFF: There are fifteen individuals on the staff of the AISD Title VII.

Bilingual Education staff. Nine community representatives (all MexiCan,

American, bilingual, high school graduates, and with'knowledge of the^,

community) are responsible for parental involvement as far as direct day

today contact-withthe parent goes. The Parental Involvement Specialist

and five coordinators of the bilingual staff ,five Mexican Americans, one

'r. .

male and five females, all have Master of -Arts Degrees) supervise the com-

munity representative's Snd are responsible for staff development '1.1d

training sessions for parent volunteers. Preservice training for the com-

munity representatives is carri,ed out during a one week workshop in August

by district personnel and consultants from the Education Service Center.

HISTORY: The Bilingual Program started in 1974 as a result of pressure from

the Mexican American community which, in turn, developed as a result .g

Mexican American children not performing well in school. The funding for

the program is through Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act. Initially the level of funding was for-$900,000 in 1974. It has gone

down each year to its present le el, $650-700,000, and wili
:

?II

be cut again

next year.
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The, most obvious problem the program has experienced is in_the area

accountability to the Federal f nding source, HEW. has been difficult

to,measure and evaluate success this type of program because it takes time

to show chann.- There plibeema problem in recruiting classroom volunteers

and evidently the program has 'been hit hard in this area by the evaluators.

On the positive side, teachers and principals have developed support

for theommunity representatives.'

EVALUATION: The evaluati4ns of the bilingual program have been done by the

Austin Independent School District dffice of Research and Evaluation. A pre-
,

and post-test design with a control group was utilized for the children

enrolled in-the program. The criteria for the testing was the child's

learning of the curriculum and achievement. J.

The parents were tested by means of-A'questionilaire administered'by the

community representatives measuring their attitudes and knowledge of the
-

program, specifically, of the parent traiz Mg sdssions and the Home

VIVerven program. Results are not complete.

,

Staff of the Office of Bilingual Education' are, available for

answering any questions about the ftogram.

A
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AUSTIN HIGH SCHOOL HOME ECONOMIC, EN

CRILD DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

.IDENTIFICATION: The Child Development Laboratory iSpaitof an edUca-Cion
. .

for parenthood project sponsored by the Home Economic* Department located

on the Austin High School Campus. High school studentsand trained child

care aides make up the staff. The students through direct observation and

contact with the childr:'en who are enrolled in the 'Lab learn about child

-development, how to care and guide children and the'respOnsibilities of

par'enthood.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: This turned out to be an inappropriate selection

due to the fact that there is no'ongoing organized parent education program

being offered. There have been some efforts made, in this area in the past

but because all of the parent's who. have children enrolled in the Lab this

year are working during the day no parent meetings have been held or planned.

Parents are encouraged to visit whenever they cah and are able to

observe their children interacting with other children and teachers through

the use of an observation room.

Of the nineteen parents who presently have children,in thelLab, four-

teen have at one time or another visited the Lab and participated in some,

activity, e.g., birthday parties, toy making, classroom volunteer, field
1

trips, etc.

CLIENTS: currentl:9'there are.ten children (five Anglo and five Mexican-

American, one single-parent child) enrolled in the Lab.

There are no income or other:guidelines/limitations on who may utilize

the Lab's facilities.

HISTORY: The current operating budget is $19,000 per year.' The Austin

Independent School District funds the Lab.



'EVALUATION: As far as evaluations go, the- oarent
//

is asked at the beginning

k.

of the school year t fill oat a six p e form describing what their.child

can and cannot do terms of suchings,as dressing themselves, feeding

themselves, tying heir shoes, e . Progress in these areas can then be

noted as'the school year progr sses. Parents are also encouraged to keep

in regular contact with the Lab and give feedback to either the Director or).,

head teacher. So far ther has been a good deal of positive feedback',

suggestions, and ideas fr m parents. They appear to be quite satisfied

with the progr'am.

tr4
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EDUCATION FOR PARENTHOOD PILOTPROGRAM
AUSTIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

IDENTIFICATION: The Education for Parenthood Project is a comprehensive

:program'for male and female'hi6h school"&tudents, and is Aesigned to enhance

the quality of family life through the development of parenting skills.- The

project is a cooperative effort of the AISD Home Economics Department and of

many community agencies. with similar goals. There are project& in 'four

AUstin High School campuses.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Jhe.Education for Parenthood Pilot Projec

evolved from the need of present and futu. parents in the Austin. community

Jain-realistic expectations and decision making skills regarding the role

of responsible Parenthood. High school students are given theopportunity to

deVelop effective parentingsandior career skills through classroom instruction,

guided observation, and superviibd learning experiences in Infant and Family
.

Living Centers located on four school campuses. Some of the children in thp,

centers are infants and toddlers of students who are compl#ting their high

school education. These students participate in Education for Parenthood

Courses and experiences through'the Home Economics curriculum.

The Infant and Family Living Centers o the Education for Parenthood

Program are modeled after accepted and proven methods of teachiriq child

development and family Ming. These are the same methods which have been

successfully employed in t4A.S. for 80 years.

The Cdaation'for Parenthood Program is providing a service to students

in AISD who are parents and would like to complete their high school education.

These students are required to enroll in Education for Parenthood courses in
I

. the Home Economics Department and to fulfill educational requirements in the

Infant and Family Living Center&. Th94ervice to AISD students who are parents
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and for their children is the medium through which the other 96% of the

students involved in the project are povided opportunitiet to learn about

the roles and responsibilities1of parenthood.

CLIENTS: The clients-are high school students enrolled in one of the four
RN

site high schools who are parents and other students enrolled in Education

for Parenthood courses. The prograM is open to all students. The combination

of (1) laboratory child care facility for teaching child development and

family living to high school students which (2) serves high school students

and their children, and (3) is a combined community effort is unique. There

are about eighteen children in the Johnston Center and twenty-three parents

actively involved in the program.

STAFF: Each of the four centers has a director, two teachers (one for infants,,

and one for toddlers), four aides who are home economics students, and a cook.

Both teachers have B.A.'s and the director has .an M.A.17,1child development.

A-'
In the Johnston Center the director is Anglo, one-teacher is Anglo, and one

'teacher is Black.

HISTORY: The-concept of teaching child development principles through

directed observation and supervised experiencesfis a well- accepted teaching.

method which has been employed by colleges, universities, and public.schools

in the U.S. for 80 years.1 The Austin Independent School District has been

operating a successful laboratory preschool program for three and four year

olds forover thirty years. Students in AISDAlome economics courses since

before 1947 have been studying theoretical child development and family

liv'ing information in the classroom and having opportunities' for directed

'Osborn, D. K.,'Logue, C.,'Sbrbeck, E., Significant Events in Early Childhood
Education. Athens, Ga: Early Childhood Education Learning Center, 1973.
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kbservation and 5upervtsed experiences .in the laboratory preschool program.

0
The laboratory preschool at AuStin fligh is.staffed by professional.hpme

economics teachers Who are trained in child development', and who are ex-

perinced in teaching high school students. -Students in various Glasses

concerned with child development, home andfamily living, consumer edu=

cation, food service, hoMe management, nutrition, etc.; participate in

observation and/or4direct experiences in-the preschool. This participation

is planned cooperatively by the home economics classroom and preschool

teachers.

Historically, laboratory preschools in the U.S: have been devoted to ;
A.

varying degrees of teaching, research, and service. The Infant and Family

Living Centers of the Education,for Parenthood Program are primarily con-

cerned. with the teaching of high school students. Providing model infant

centers is the medium thrbugh which high school students are guided in

their study of child development and family living.

Currently, the pilot project is'.being funded through a Title'IV-C

/grant-from the Texas Education Agency. As the program progresses, AISD

Will continue to provide classroom instruction in all areas'of homemaking

education. Child, fncorporated, the largett community supported, rederally

.Linded child care provider in 5ustin will provide the total Infant and Family

Living Center Program in which AISD students observe the growth and develop-

ment of infants and toddlers. In this manner, the Education for Parenthood

courses, observation, and career education experiences can provide compre-
.

hensive career and parenting'-education far approximately 4,000 students per'

year at a quarterly cost of $15 per student.

EVALUATION: A formal evaluation is now being conducted by the AISD Office

of Research and Evaluation (OR&E). OR&E will compare student achievement in

°IA
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child development between studenis,at project and matched 'non-project schobls;

compute cost per student per quarter; compare numbers of HECE project and

-non-project students who obtain employment or whb pursue higher education

will be assessed; compare numbers of student/parents from project and non-

project schools whO complete their high school education; and..compare the

development of center children with matched children who were cared for at

home by their mothers.

REPLICABILITY: This program is,one of, four located in Austin High Schools.

a.

2/5.
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AISO EXTEND -A-CARE

* J.

IDENTIFICATION: This was an interview with'the parent Involvement Super--

visor for the Extend -A -Care Program. Extend-A-Care is an after school day

care and enrichment program fpr children of working parents.- =There are

eighteen-centers.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Consists of bi-monthly parent meetings at each

center that lase 1-1/2 - 2 hours and are,attended by 7 - 25 parents.

Attendance varies greatly from center to center. Either the Parent Involve-

ment Supervisor or a guest speaker from a community agency conduct the meet-

ings,. Topics for the meetings include nutrition, childmanagement, community

resources, and values clarification. The parents choose what they would like

to do at each session. Sometimes they simply want to get together for a

social of some type.

A parenting library has just been started along With parent discussion

groups. Both are under the charge of the Parent Involvement Supervisor.

The goal of the parent activities is to disseminate as much parenting

information as possible to parents.

'CLIENTS: Parents who have children enrolled in the'Extend-A-Care Program.

P4rents must either meet Title XX gUidelinesor p y'a fee.

STAFF.: Each center has one manager, an assistant manager, and an aide.

Larger centers have two assistant managers. The manager and assistant managers

are college gradtptes. The aides arecommunity.people witlaried educational

-backgrounds. The managers and the Parent Involvement Supervi or organize the

0

parent-meetings.

HISTORY: The Parent Involvement/Education Program was started about three

years ago by two University of'Texas social work interns who thought thakt a
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parent education component in the Extend-A-Care Program would be a good idea.

Once it was started pa'r'ents liked it and T has continued. Funding is thrOugh

'the Austin-Independent School District, DHR, Title XX, fees, and fbnd raisers.

Total funding is $330,000 per year for 1977.

° EVALUATION: Interviewee said she is currently working on a questionnaire to

be,admi(nistered to parents soliciting ideas and feelings about the program.

a
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TRAVIS HIGH SCHOOL
'PROJECT PAVE

.,t
IDENTIFICATION: .Travi High Schbol is, located in South-Austin:I.:Be student,

.

'population is almost 757 mintrityand numbers two thotAand,in total pop6la-
1

,y-
.

tion. The PAVE Project Warents,ACademic, VOcationat,ptNI-cur"ricularrfS
-.'''

,

,,,- _
, l'

s. ,

a'feder,ally funded project-whith has as its goals to 'develop atademic/voca- ..

.

tional courses for Special Education students, to develop-mpthods by which "

teachers may more aware of the needs of these students, to,get parents

of students involved their children's education, and to disseminate the
r

findings to otherAchools across the state.

PARENT EDUATIONCONTENT: The main purpose is to develop academic "grams

for'Special Edutation students attending Travis and to disseminate them state-

wide. As part of the project there is a parent" program in which parents of

Specia)eEducation students are asked to attend monthly meetings on the school

campus. Guest speakerls from the schoO) district, MH-MR, the Edutation Ser-
.

viCe Cent etc. at as consultants. The meetings last about two hours.

Attendance has varied from'about 10 to 30 parents. 'Topics covered include

tutoring, Special. Education courses and services provided by the district,.

and workshops on P.L.-94-142.

CLIENTS: Clients are parents of Speciaf Education students enrolled at Tra-

vis High School. RecruitMent is, accompliOed by door to door and telephone

contact after referral of..students by the school registrar to the project..

STAFF:-: Fou6people staff Project PAVE.- one secretary, op67cooNnator, one

Vocational coordinator, and onetrgident coordinator. All:staff get involved

in the. parent education program. At times temporary help has been hired ta

recruit parents and, of course, consultants from other agencies have been con-

tracted to run some of the monthly meetings.
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H16TORY: Project PAVE is one of seven pilot projects.around the state that

came into existence in September of 1975. The project.is funded through. TEA.

The funds are authorized by the Education' of the Handicapped Act P.L. 93-38Q,

This program and similar ones around the state were developed in 'response to.

P.L. 94-142 andthe geileral movement toward advocacy fcfthe rights of the

mentally and physically handicapped. The goal of the PAVE Project is to.iden-

tify Special Education students and with the help and participation of their

parents develop meaningful programs, especially in the vocation' area, for

them.

EVALUATION: TEA has conducted two evaluations on the progress of the project

over the last two years. Both have been good. The method utilized by the

evaluatoi.'was to look at the project/s goals for each year and compare them

to what the project lha done toward meeting each goal.
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AUSTIN COMMUNITY NURSERY

PARENT INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM

IDENTIFICATION: The Austin Community Nursery provides day care with a pre-

school-curriculum for children from low income families. Social services,

health screening, nutritious meals and snacks, and a program of monthly parentt

involvement meetings are all part.orthe Nursery's program.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Consists of monthly parent staff meetings at the

Nursery utilizing guest speakers from various agencies in the Austin area.

The meetings last about one and one Nalf hours_and are attended on the average

by 12 to.15 parents. ,This represents about one thIxd of the par@nts who have

childrenattending the Nursery. Planned Parenthood, the Texas A&M Extension

Service, and MH/MR are some of the agencies that have provided speakers for

Age montnfy meetings.

Parents also serve on the Nursery's of Directors and participate in

)the operation of the facility in terms of staffing; organization, and funding.

,For example, tf parents have in the past organized fund raisers for the Nur-

sery..

CLIENTS: Families must meet Title XX income guidelines in order to use the4111

Nursery. Sixty-four percent are single parents. There are 59 children en-

, rolled in-the Nursery at present, representing about 50 parents. There,is a

'core of about 1,5 parents 'who are actively involved in the Nursery. The ethnic.

,breakdown is roughly 45% - 45% - 10% Black', Mexican American,,and Anglo.

STAFF: The Austin Community Nursery is staffed by 20 individuals.' One is a

male. There is one director, one social worker, six teachers, and twelve
,

teacher aides. All are involved in the Parent Education Programs but the prin-

cipal staff who are responsible" for this component are the social worker and

director. The director has A ft., the social worker and teacher's all have

bachelor levl degrees and experience in social work and teaching. The aides
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are high school graduates.

Weekly staff meetings are held at the nursery where in-service trainipg

is provided either by the director or consultants from other agencies, e.g.,

Department of Human Resources or the Austin Association for the Education of

Young Children. _

HISTORY: The Austin Community Nursery started operating in 1973. Funding has

been and continues to be through a matching grant from HEW - the 30% match

coming.from lrnited Way: $36,000, and the City of Austin: $28,000. Fund rai-

sers and f s account for another 6000. The level of funding has increased

each year.

EVALUATION: There have been parent satisfaction questionnaires administered

%, on two occasions during the monthly parent-staff meetings tib ascertain what

the'parents might want and need in terms of workshop topics.

REPLICABILITY: The interviewee or the director can be available to consult

with other day care centers interested in starting a parent involvement/edu-

cation program.
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CHILD, INC.
PARENT OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN COMPONENT PROGRAM

IDENTIFICATION: Child, Inc. is the local Head Start and Title XX Day Care

agency. It provides social,'educational, nutritional, health, and volunteer

services to low income children and their families. A sequentially planned

developmental program designed for children from low income families is of-

fered. The emphasis Child, Inc. places on programming these areas gives sub-;

stantthl impetus-to the development and allication of innovative approaches

to the delivery of early childhood services.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: The parent education activities offered though

Child, Inc. are home visitation, group meetings, and counseling sessions. The

group meetings are the only regularly scheduled parent education acti-vities

They are held at each center on a monthly basis and last from one to two hours.

Participation varies from six to twenty-five parents. Parents chose specific

topics for each monthly meeting, e.g., sex education, behavior management,
'1

tutoring. Home visitt and counseling sessions are used only forPspecific rea-
r'

sons, e.g, health problem, to obtain parental permission for or evaluation

of their child, providing information about social service programs.

CLIENTS: In order to utilize Child, Inc. facilities, and consequently parti-

cipatecipate in par nt education activities, families must meet Title XX guidelines.

This is the only requirement. Currently, (child, Inc. serves about 700 families.

STAFF: ,The director is the parent coordinator for the handicapped ,She was

not sure how many total staff there were at all 23 centers; however, all of

the staff get involved to some degree in the parent education program. She

is Anglo, mid 20's, with a master's degree in special education. There are

'in-service training workshops run by the director for center staff on'home vi-
.

sitation, counseling, organizing group meetings, etc.
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PROGRAM HISTORY: Child, Inc. started in 1965 as part of the war on poverty

effort. Parent participation was mandated by the eapbling legislation, Each

Head Start center has a parent involvement component of some type. Child, Inc.

is furided by-HEW. Thed4ectoh could not give me the amount.

Funding: City of Austin:$ 324,190
'DPW: 675,185
HEW: 1036,207

EVALUATION: The only evaluation of the parent education component thathas

been attempted is the questionnatre included. The results were inconclusive.

I am sure that there must have been more formal evaluations done by DHR and/or

HEW but the -interviewee did not know of any. :

REPLICABILITY: The interviewee is available for consultation with any group

or individual interetted in organizing a parent education or involvement grodp.

A
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BECKER COMMUNITY SCHOOL PARENT STUDY GROUP

IDENTIFICATION: This interview took place at the Child and Family Service

Agency on West Sixth, following a discussion there with the interviewee

representing the Parent Education Association (PEA) (as cWairperson) and

. the parenting office coordinator. The interviewee is also a volunteer
6

discussion group leader at Becker Community School, co- leading the "course"

(which has been offered sb far only once} with the Extend-A-Care parent

involvement coordinator. The course was called the "parent study group;"

to be called "parent discussion group" the next time offered:

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: The activities include some presentations, films

and games, but the bulk of the sessions are mainly group discussion. The

hour and one-half long sessions usually begirtavitri some information or

questions designed to lead into discussion. The goali_are:to (1) give some

information to get people to think, and (2) to expose people to the concerns

of others so that they will realize that others have similr problems--and

share solutions and support. This first sequence took place every other

week" or twelve weeks, but plans are to follow the community schoo(1 calendar

(every other wee)( for eight weeks) in the future.

Out of a total of 17 enrollees, an average number of 7 attended each

session, with a range from 5 to 10. Enrollees are local area residents,

though anyone was welcome. Theoretically, some of the same participants

will re-enroll, so that one would have an on-going group.

She gave out a paMphlet written by two instructors for the Austin

Parent-Child Association (APCA) parenting course, 'and plans to make it

available again. She also plans to draw on some experts from the community

and films and other materials. The course took place at Becker School.
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THe course has beeMi na goal desired by the community school leaders and,
)

staff. The interviewee thinks that this. goal °was most probably based upon

a needs assessment of the local community.

The interviewee ended each session by allowihg the participants to

decide upon the content and topics of thelnext meeting. .She found the

discussion to be the most popular and seemingly worthwhile activity. The

most relevant topics, in general,-seemed to be discipline, communidittons,

reward systems, and values clarification. She feels, however, that dif-

ferent people attended to different topics and ideas.

CLIENTS: Parents were not generally recruited, but signed up on theirltny,

usually through Extend-A-Care ck the community school or by friends. One

was referred from a local agency. Anyone who heard about the program could

attend. There are plans to do some publicity of the course in the future.

Abopt 80% of the enrollees were mothers; two out of seventeen were

fathers. A majority were low income, she assumes. There were two Blacks

(Nigeria couple) and eleven Anglos. Though there was a range in ages of

the children, most parents had children of school age.

STAFF: The interviewee spent about three hours per week during the twelve

weeks in preparation, planning, and organizing. In addition to her presen-

tations and group facilitation functions, she also reminds people4bout

forthcoming meetings and arranges some transportation.

The interviewee is an Anglo female, aged 29 of middle income. She is

married, but is not a parent. She has an M.A. in social and currently

works half time,as a program evaluator for the Departme t of Human Resources.

She went through the first session PEA-spordred training to be a group

facilitator, and has done some reading abou parent education 0/6 her own.
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The interviewee feels-that following traits are important for group

leaders: (1) empathy (not cessary to' be a parent, but necessary to be

able to empathize with t e problems associated with parenthood); (2) some

understanding of-and skill in group process; (3) some knowledge of child

development and parenting concepts,.

She feels that training in both group process and in parenting concepts

are necessary. With regard to ethnicity, she feels that, ideally, a parent

group should be mixed. If a,whole group. were, however, all Chicano, she

feels it would be necessary under those circumstances for the group leader

\\to also be Chicano (though not necessarily the co-leader).

HISTORY: The first course has just been completed. The course has no

funding, per se, but is sponsored and administrated by xhe_community school.

Leaders would, she hopes, be paid at some point in the future, but funding

sources are undetermined at present.

The program was desired by the Becker Community School, on the basis

(probably) of a community needs assessment. PEA approached Becker in some

way, the thinks, in an effort to link up people who had been trained as

group facilitators to settings which had a need for such a program.

The program has been helped by the high interest of persons involved:

Becker Community Schoo) leaders; Junior League; parent office, PEA; parents

who know about it. Her own lack of experience, lack of program model, lack

of visibility, no funding, are all factors which have hindered the program.

The interviewee hopes (and foresees) that the program will expand over

the city. She hopes to precipitate this by getting a program going, training
le

former participants as co-leaders and then as leaders, and then she, herself,

moving/On.
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EVALUATION: The course was evaluated by the same instrument and method used

for all community school classes. The instrument is a post - questionnaire

completed by enrollees at the end of the program, asking about satisfaction,
r ,

teacher rating,,etc. The Becker coordinator has those forms. The interviewee
0

does not know anything about data analysis, or results. She did talk.in-

formally with parents at the end of the course for feedbaCk for future

ifiprovement.
N-

.'

REPLICABILITY: The course has a one-page written description. Another one

is being developed for the purpose of public relations. The interviewee

would be available for consultation and the parenting office would accept

donations for such a service, though no formal fees may be charged.
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HUSTON-TILLOTSON COLLEGE'
PARENT FAMILY LIFE CENTER

- 4P,

;11--

IDENTIFICATION: The Parent FaMily Life Center is a new parenting prograM.ao-

cated on the Huston-TillOtson College campus. Its major objective is to teach

basic parenting.skillsand'to provide a place wheise.parents can come to dis-

cuss and learn with each other child rearing principles and practices.

- PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: The Parent Education Program consists of two work-

shops per month which last from one and one half to two hours and home visi-
,

.tationin'.which volunteers'assist parents, children, or other family members

with a problem. The workshops cover topi9s such as child growth and develop-

ment, nutrition and health education, and parent and adult education. Speak-

ers from agencies are utilized for the workshops.

CLIENTS: There/are presently eight parents involved in the program with nine-

teen others who have been identified. There are no ethnic'or,income limita-

tions on who can participate in the Center's activities; however, all of the

present enrollees are Black-and Mexican American. e,parents participate in

organizing the workshops.

STAFF: There are three,staff members - two full time administrators, the pa-

rent coordinator and the'administrative advisor, and one part-time secretary.

All are Black. The two administrators have bachelor's degrees and baCkgrounds

/in teaching. An ability to relate to people and their needs was mentioned as

an important trait one should possess in order to work-in a setting of this

type. Two college student volunteers act as home visitors.

HISTORY: The Parent Family Life Center bege operation in January 1978. The

aini is to assist parents, family members and other interested persons in help-

ing children to grow and develop to fullest extent. Therefore, a Parent/

Family Life Center has been established. It As the purpose of-PFLC to provide

an atmosphere in which basic skills in parenting may be developed.
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Seemingly, parents are ready and anxious to learn-about chil ing

practices and-principles if they have the opportunity. The program consists

'4
of:

. Workshops - to develop parentfng skills and recognize the value of parti-
cipating in programs to help achieve maximum growth.

. Toy Lending Resource Library - to use activities in the home to enhanekthe
the parents' and family's role.

. Referrals - To recommend dig-tits and accept clients from community re-
sources for assiitance in asgtffing their role in developing
successful family life.

The efforts to assist parents and family members are geared toward coor-

dinating the parenting program with existing agencies which are presently de-

livering services to or coordinating services for p ents-or families. Fund-
,

ing is through the United, Methodist churches and nyfnistries.

EVALUATIbN: The interviewee could not provide information. A client-satis-

faction queStionnaire has been administered to parents attending the workshops

with positive results.

REPLICABILITY: The interviewee is available for consultation with other groups

interested in organizing parenting courses. She is very strong in her belief

that programs such as this are needed.
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AUSTIN CHILD'GUIDAME CENTER
PARENT EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

`IDENTIFICATION: This interview was with a therapist empldyed by the Austin

Child Guidance Center. :This a copduets psychiatric activities with

children and their families. Itis a private non-profit service, with six

funding sources includinig county, Austin A.I.S.D., Title XX, United Way,

and fees. Special larograms include child abuse victims and also -

sexual and, incest abused children.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Parent Education activities include courses and

workshops offered at various agencies ,(community schools, elementary schools)

and also counseling with client families.

The format consists of 4 to 6 session "courses" that include limited

lecture and mostly discussion with parents. ACGC staff act as leader

facilitators.- The last two courses involved 10 and 15 parents respectively

and one with 12 couples (foster parents). They do not have a set\curriculum,
.

and_conte*t is determined by'interests of parents attending. Some existing-,

materials (SEDL booklets) and'the facilitator's own notes are used. The

courses took place at the host agencies facilities (community school).. The

need for these activities was.determ-kned by participants who requested this

service from ACGC. The activities were judged successful by tepeated

attendance and by questionnaires filled out by participants. A week-end

retreat was judged especially successful.

CLIENTS: Clients are referred to\ACGC by schools and professionals. ACGC

is one of three agencies that perform these services in Austin; half of

their clients are poverty cases paid by Title XX money; the rest are charged

a sliding scale fee.
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Clients are representative of income and ethnic population of city;

in groups are mostly mothers; they do not control who gets into each pro-

gram; it is open tp clients of sponsoring agency.

About 300 patients were processed by ACGC last year; in all cases a

form of "counseling`' parent education took place; the total volume of

traditional parent education was restricted to attendance to dosses men-

tioned before (10; 10; 12 or so plus a few one or two session presentations

at elementary schools).

STAFF: Parent educator role is part of all staff; they see it as preven-

tative mental'health. In the specific activities, their role is as '

leaders/facilitators of group discussion sessions; as lecturers in straight

presentations and as general resource persons. Professional roles are

"Therapist" shared equally by psychologists and social workers except for

one psychologist as a psychometrician (tester). Intensive and regular

ol
Staff Development Program consists of weekly sessions with all staff meet-

ing with in-house or outs4Ae presenters paling with all topics (not just

parent education related topics). All ethnic backgrounds are represented

although Anglos predominate. Equal split in gender.

H\STORY': 'Agency started as traditional psychiatric treatment agency. In

1975-76 it got more involved in Parent Ed(cation. After two years ACGC

concluded that the needs of the community were being served by other agencies

so they took a more passive role in Parent Education. It still does it by

request but keeps the main thrust on treatment.`' This interviewee would like

'to see More Parent Education conceived as a preventative mental health

activity rather than picking up the pieces for treatment-after the fact.
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- Parent Education is seen in a continuium with therapy that involves

different degrees of problems at different times but all directed to im-

prove mental health..

Relative success or failure of specific program components is

determined by a multitude of, factors, including arrangements to take care

of needs such as babysitting to facilitate-attendance. The potential

audience for prOgrams is there but it has to be approached at the right

time with the right.format.. The current ACGC philosophy is one of re-

acting to expressed needs and not pushing for any one program,-althoUgh

their profesiional opinion is that a.lot of people could use some form
-k

of parent educationand information.

EVALUATION: The evaluation activities have been informal and designed
it

to improve.the delivery cf services, information, etc. Questionnaires

have been used at.the'end of the workshops/courses asking about satis-

.

faction, usefulness, etc. The information has not been written up in

the form of reports.

4
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CHILb AND FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
FAMILY LIFE ENRICHMENT'PRO RAM

IDENTIFICATION: The interviewee is coordipator of the Family,Life

merit Division (FLE) at the Child and Family Service Agency.',The parent

education is not

I

separate component, but is a group of activities within

ld: 1) prevention of family
the FLE. The goals of the FLE a:re two

problems by strengthening family life through education-and 2) advocacy,

the identification of issues within the community impacting family life.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: All FLE activities are educational; some are

more specifically directed toward parents than others. These include:

1) Eficational group series

a) parent groups (6 weekly sessions, 1 1/2 hours each)
b) parent-third cOmmvication series (parentsand kids 10-17, 6

meetings) 2
2) Half-day parenting loorkshops (3 hrs..)

3) Training for parent educators (coordinated throu0 Parent Education
Association) .r"-^\

4) "Plays for Living ",followed by discussion around par ting'issues.

5) Case-aide whom she supervises has ongoing group of local recreation
center (the agency also has famiAy-tounseling services, diverse educa-
tion groups, adoption service, program for teenage parents).

The interviewee does most of the diect\parent training herself. Because

of time limitations, the interview focused on activities la) and 2), which

are the most frequent and most parent-educationfocused. Number lb) was

not discussed much because time did not permit.

The main goal'of the prograM is to give some information or lesson on

a given subject (topic sometimes chosen by her; tometimes according to

)selectioh of group). 'Topies,are commonly' centered around'Oe arei of

communicati also a group often touches upon some. Parent Education for

r
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Teaching such as "I message, active listening; " transactional analysis such

as persecuter-rescuer triangles; satire such as blamer-placater; role-

playing usually plays an important ro"te--.1 A second goal is to always make

the gPoup fun. "Behavifor change" is not a goal of hers. She feels thae-

the main goal is information-seeking and receiving.. Change is up to the

individual. She guides the group according to her view of healthy family

interaction, often helping participants to see what areas might need

Changing, but she does not push for change, per se. She feels each individ-

ual probably incorporates something useful according to his own needs,

perceiptilOns, and skillS.
A

Groups meet at agency-or-in private homes for the series and. range in

'number froM & to 15; workshOps range up to 20 and meet most often in

churches. The interviewee sometimes works with a private psychologist, who

works on a voluhtary basis, and sometimes with UT social work.students.

She sometimes uses Parent Education for Teaching materials and has worked
-'

out her own handouts.

Success seems to depend on-participants' enjoyment in participating

and the-leader's enjoyment and expertise in offering.. relevant information

and addressing client needs. Most successfUl groups are those which have

been formed on the basis of client requests and not comprised of people

who are in trouble -and need therapy more than education

CLIENTS: Most groups and workshops are generated by request, usually

evolvihgclfrom former-group or other contact work with an individual who

recruits participants, or in conjunction with another activity or problem.

It is difficult to recruit a group on one's own, to interest parents and

get them committed when they are not in crisis. It has to be stimulated by



p

something related,

of the "expert."

Clients are Anglo, middle-class, and usually parents of young children.

Sometimels she has couples but more often has group comprised of leers.

STAFF: The interviewee spendsabout 25% of her time in direct service; 15%
t

in specific parent education activitqs; the remainder in tasks that are

more admiflistrative in nature. She is a'white, middle-class female in her

late 30's. She has a 'master's degree in social work, took a Parent Educa-

tion for Teaching course, is a parent, participated herself in parent
4

education groupsy andworked previously in a psycho-educational clinic. She

y some need or interest of clients and not by perceptions

-has trained with two Trans-actional Analysis-Gestalt Family Therapy profes-

ionals in Austin, and found it very valuable. The agency paid for the)

arent.Education for Teaching course.

A She has found it valuable to be a parent herself in relatiWg to parent

problems, but does not feel that it is an absolutely necessary requirement.

Forler, personally, she does not try to teach things she herself cannot do.

. She aTso sees her approach-to the family (i.e., family is a system, parents

responsible for change within it) as more viable than another approach

which lays blame on the children ore-is interested in changing the child.

She feels another important personal characteristic is an attitude of

acceptance of parents; that all pare5ts have good intentions and do the

best they can with the needs, knowledge and skills they have, and an.

attitude accepting thnot'all parents can or will change.

Training in working with groups is necessary. (For her, tratning and

information about other ethnic and minority groups is necessary also, e.g.,

cultural differences and parenting attitudes.) Training in some approach



to parenting or methodology for parent-education (such as Gordon's, Ginoit)

is necessary, but feels that it does not matter which methodology is

selected, . Otactice in leading groups is also important.

HISTORY: The agency is a member of the national FamibZService Association.

All FSA agencies have a two-sided approach 'to family service: education

and therapy. The Austin agency was begun in 1910 and funded by United Way.

FLE charges some fees also. Current FLE operating budget is $28,240.

Funding level has increased over time and will most likely increase some-

what more in the future.

The inerviewee could not tell me anything about the evolution of

parent-education activities within FLE from 1910 to the present, except to

theorize that parent education probably came into stronner fulls in the

50'S and 60's. It is part of the whole middle-class of "education"

and "knowledge" as a means to improve life and solve problems. This ethic

corresponds to her values. The growth of problemS being faced by American

families has helped promote and develop parent education efforts. The

"Plays for Living" have helped the agency in general and FLE in particular
4

because they have been very popular and well received. Mainly, a small

staff has hindered program growth.- In the future, FLE would like to focus

more on family life cycles, including pre-marriage, livorce, and old age.

EVALUATION: No formal or specific parent-education evaluations hate been

done. Groups do, however, complete a post-questionnaire. The interviewee

develops the form, administers them and looks at the resporises qualitatively.

Responses have been favorable.

REPLICABILITY: The interviewee gaVe me an agency booklet (attached). She

would be available for consultation to anyone interested in doing similar
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direct service work., She would be willin/to answer any more questions

FACS might have; found the interview to be thorough, butstime questions

difficult to be specific about due to the amorphous nature of the problem

and ,ariety of activities.
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CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
, SERVICES FOR SCHOOL-AGED PARENTS

IDENTIFICATION: The interviewee coordinates a special.outreach project for

teenage parents with separate funds within the Child and Famlly Services

Agency. She oversees two social workers who actually do the client contact

work. The main purpos'eaof the agency as a whole is to provide social ser-

vices to families which are mainly educational or therapeutic in nature:

4 1) Individual, marriage, and. family counseling
2) Family Life Enrichment Programs, including Plays for Living (educa-

tion, prevention-oriented)
3) Groups, as requested by the community

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: The Services for School-Aged Parents Project is

designed to reach low income teenage parents living in rural areas who need

information and counseling but cannot (or do not) come into the agency. The

services provided are usually on a one-to-one, individualized basis, the

social worker visiting each client at home.' The contact is both' educational

and therapeutic in nature, the two functions of solvip eisting problems and

preventing new ones being intertwined according to the-needs and readiness of

the client to accept help and the progress of the client-social worker rela-

tionship. The usual contact consists as a home visit. Typically, initial

contacts are mostly discussion, with the case worker teaching some kind of

concrete skill according to the parental interests and capacities (e.g. dia-

pering, bathing, feeding'. Sometimes the social worker imparts more abstract

information (e.g. child development norms). As the relationship bet een the

client and social worker evolves and becomes-more comfortable and trusting,

discussion may become more counseling-oriented. The counseling sometimes in-

/
cludes the teenager's family parents or husband or boyfriend. When geo-

graphicallygraphically possible, clien s sometimes meet as'a grolipat a neighborhood

center. These contacts are usually comprised. of demonstrati and group

23a,
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discussion.

Common topics of interest to parents deal with discipline, feeding, bathing,

bottle sterilization and health care. Social workers also attempt to intro-

duce topics about and to encourage interest in cognitive stimulation and devel-

opment. Goals of the contact, summarily, are to help the teenager become a

better pailent 4ed to improve the parent-infant relationship.

Contacts are usually once a week or once every two weeks for (hopefully)

up to one to two years. Duration of each visit varies and depends on the na-

ture'and content ofthe contact. Each case worker sees about 25 teenage pa-

rents.
4

Success of the contacts_are monitored by individual case study progress

reports. Kathy feels that within the framework of the many problems faced by ff
each client and the limited goals for each client, the progress is4 satisfac-

tory and the program successful.
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PLANNED PARENTHOOD
PARENTS AS SEX EDUCATORS

IDENTIFICATION: Planned Parenthood is a non-profit family planning organ-
,,

ization which has as its emphasis delivery of medical contraceptive services,

family planning methods,,and counseling on family planning and problem

pregnancy.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Consists of a fifteen hour course entitled

"Parents as Sex Educators." The course is offered in the form of a-discus-

sion group of 11 14 parents using exercises to increase conversation on

topics.such as ideas about sex, communication, factual information vs.

myths about sex, values clarification, and parenting skills. Each meeting

lasts two and one half hours and meets one evening per week for six weeks.

STAFF: Two staff members, the Executive Director and the Director of

Education, are facilitators for the course. The descriptions of the two

facilitators are as follows: There is one Director of Education,,-Angl-

his mid thirties with an M.A. in Education, with background experience as

o

a trainer, he designed-the program and has taught sex education courses for

three yea. His duties include direct discussions, registration, publicity,

and follow -up. There is one Executive Director, who is Anglo is her mid

thirties with a B.A. in Nursing, with background experience in sex education.-

Facilitators'should be parents, good at relating with people, able to

encourage people to explore issues, have a sense of humor, like to work with

groups and have good communication skills.

CLIENTS: There are no guidelines or limitations on wIo may participate in

the course. There is very little recruitment effort because ofAhe large

numbers of potential clients,_ Fifty per cent of the, mothers attending the



workshops are single. 13/20 are mothers, 7/20 are fathers. Almosi 100V '

of the participants are from middle income background and exclusively Anglo.

HISTORY: This program was established as a compnent. of Planned Parenthood

bedause of the rise of unwanted pregnancies, especially V00ng teenagers.

Numerous requests from individuals and social service agencies_ prompted

the development of the education program for pai-c-_-nts who, with the needed

information, could be the best and most effecti,,-3 sex educators of their

children.

EVALUATION: Groups taking the course are asked to evaluate the fifteen

hours of instruction by completing a twenty-five item ques ionnaire. The

areas covered include: effectiveness of facilitators, choice of techniques

facilities, what about the course was liked best, and change in r'qlin,

about talking about sex with one's children. The results are used infor-
--N

mally. Facilitators meet with some group members for about one half hour

to generAlly discuss the course and how it mightbe effecting the way

...parents communicate with their children about sex.

REPLICABILITY: One or both facilitators are available to consult with

groukwho might be interested in establishing a similar program.
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TRAY S COUNTY MH-MR .

INFANT-PA ENT TRAINING PROGRAM

IDENTIFICATION: The Infant-Parent Training Program serves children.up to
0

three years of age who hav:2 a delay in development. The agency provides diag-

nostic and evaluative services and designs individualized prograpis of in-

struction. In addition, the IPTP has both a home-baSIS4.and center-based pro-

gram folleaWies who have children enrolled in the agency.

-
PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Cnrvists of monthly parents' meetings focusing on

child development, learning, language, and Jrvelopme-t; parent-child

sessions in WIWI teacher an, work ,J. nth _ child; and evening

training sessions: 16r,re are,also home visits made once a week lasting about

one and a half hours each-to families who cannot come to the center. Parents

either in the center-based or home-based program are taught how to train

their own children.

CLIENTS: Clients are referred to the program by other social service agencies.

The only requirement for particiPation in the program is that the child be

'developmentally delayed. There is a large waiting list for entry into the

program, The ethnic breakdown is 41% Anglo, 35% Spanish surnamed, and,-22%

Black./ SeVenty percent of the families served are below the poverty level.

STAFF: There are about fifteen full time people On the staff: 1 Director,

1 Curriculum Specialist, 1 Physical Therapist, 4 Consultant Therapists,

1 Therapeutic Program Supervisor, 1 Home Program Supervisor, 3 Classroom

Teachers, 1 Classroom Aide, and 3 Home Program Teachers.
.

HISTORY: The program was started five years ago when the state switched'to

Plan A funding for special education. This meant that MH-MR would relinquish

its contract services to children 3-21 to the Austin ISD. When this happened,

MH-MR turned its attention to developmentally delayed children 0-3 who were
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Rot being served with any type of program at.that time. Hence, the Infant-

Parent Training Program with heavy community support began operation with a

$25,000 federal grant from HEW Bureau of Education .(or the Handicapped through

the Developmental Disability Act.

EVALUATION: Evaluation of the parent education program is done through

questionnaires that the IPTP has developed itself. Areas covered include

parental attitudes, expectations, degree of knowledge about their child's

problem, and skills deeded to deal with the problem. A questionnaire is ad-

ministered annually.

REPLICABILITY: Visitors are welcome to visit the program and the interviewee

1

is ava.lable for consultation.

.a
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AUSTIN 'ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABI ITIES

IDENTIFICATION: This interview was with the President of t 's volunteer non-

profit organization. The Austin Association for Children with Learning Dis-

abilities was established about ten years ago with the help of the Junior

League by parents with children with learning disabilities who wanted an

opportunity to exchange th'eir'ideas and concerns about their children.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: The parent education content consists of monthly
0

meetings and occasionally "rap sessions." The monthly meetings are attended

by about 20% of the 120 members and last 1 2 hours. Guest speakers from

`community agencies, e.g., school district, MH/MR, School Board, are utilized

to talk on topics of interest to the parents. Parents indicate theirainterests

on a questionnaire administered at the beginning of each year.

The "rap sessions" are very informal in nature. The frequency of the

sessions varies a great deal. About 5% of the membership turns out for the

1 - 1-1/2 hour sessions. The purpose of these meetings is mainly mutual

support.

CLIENTS,The membership is composed of parents of children with learning

disabilities. Most of the members (90%) are white middle class mothers.

Recruitment is done mainly through the schools.

STAFF: Presiderlt and Board of Directors.

HISTORY: AACLD began about ten years ago by interested parents. The funding

is about $1,200 per year and is collected through membership fees.

EVALUATION: Inforjiially done by Board using turnout at monthly meetings, e.g.,

which ones hive large turnouts' vs.1which ones have small turnouts.

REPLICABILITY: The interviewee is available to consult with anyone interested

in starting a Similar group.
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AUSTIN ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS

PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM

IDENTIFICATION: The Austin Association for Retarded Citizens is an agency

which focuses its efforts on general advocacy for mentally retarded children

and adults. Parent and professional workshops, parent education, and sup-
,

port groups, youth volunteers, legislative activities, and public education

are types of activities engaged in by the AARC.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: AARC's parent education service takes the form of

workshops/lectures/discussions for parents of mentally retarded children.

Topics covered in the meetings are in the area of the rights of the mentally

retarded child in terms of school programs;*federal laws, and social ser-

vice'programs and diagnostic services that are available. The meetings last

about two hours and are not regularly scheduled. Participation has ranged

from a low of ten to a hii of fifty. There have been three such meetings

so far this year. The parents decide what topic they would like to dis-

cuss before each meeting. Guest speakers are utilized from time tojime.

CLIENTS: Any parent of a mentally retarded child may partiicpate. The

AARC uses, the traditional forms of recruitment (media, referral, word of

mouth, etc.) es well as the Special Education rolls of the school district.

STAFF: There are two'individuals.who are responsible for parent education:

the executive director and the parent organizer /education director. Both

hold.MSSW's: Neither had any formal training or background in this field be-

fore being hired. There is no in-service training.

Knowledge'of the problems of the mentally retarded and parents of men=,

tally retarded children along with the ability to relate to people were cited

as important characteristics for working in this agency.

4
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HISTORY: The AARC 'vies established irk 1950 as the Austin Association for

Retarded Children by, a group of parents of mentally retarded children. It

was basically a grass roots effort funded through private donations. Cur-

rently the operating budget is about $150,000. Funding sources are:

City of Austin and Travis County - 8%
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped through the
Disabled Act 20%

CETA - 20%,
United Way - 20%
Title XX - 30%

Developmeatal)4

It is anticipated that the funding and program will increase in the

future.
r.

EVALUATION: A questionnaire measuring satisfaction, learning, and solicit-
.

ing ideas was administered'to 'parents attending the workshops. The ques-

tionnaire was designed by the interviewee:
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APCA
EFFECTIVE PARENTING.WITH PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

IDENTIFICATION: The interviewee works for the Travis County Mental

Health-Mental Rehabilitation As'sociation in some capacity as educational

writer. He became active in parent education at the,requesrof the

Austin Parent-Child Association (APCA) for someone from MH7MR to help

them develop a newsletter. Through this contact, the need or the op-

. pdrtunity,was seen for the developmeAt of ai)arent education curriculum.

The interviewee and another employee of MH-MR wrote a parent education

course manual and co -led some subsequent sessions together. After one.

4year, MH-MR phasedout its involvement with the APCA and the interviewee

(and others) were asked to lead the sessions on their own time. The

interviewee now teaches the course for APCA four to five times per year.

With the Family Life Enrichment Coordinator of Child and. Family Service

Agency, he also teaches group facilitator skills for the tifi-MR to lay-

persons who will then lead parent discussion grdulis in their local

communities. In addition, he is'an active member of-fliePArent Education

Association.

We talked mainly about his work through thesAPCA. The course is

called "Effective Parenting with Preschool Children." The APCA also works

with parents-through the La Leche League, Lamaze,classes, Mother's Day Art

Programs, and toy andiakok fairs.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: The course is composed of an initial mini-lecture

followed by group discussion. He also Inbudes some films, games and

exercises, and role-playing. The following topics are presehted. inter-

ftetation of child behavior within the context of social and emotional

r-'



development; discipline, usually a preventative apftbach with some discussion

of behavior modification.; communication skills; problem solving; and re-
.

laxaftbn and recreation as a-parent.

The course lasts for six weeks:. six weekly sessions of about two hours'

duration. The maximum course enrollment has been fourteent-qhe.average is

around"twelve: Most participants are couples of preschoolers, Puttheffias
r

had a number of ingle parents in attendance, also. He frequently uses a

commercially available film, "The First 4ars Toger," and the 60-70 page

booklet (the manual he co- authored) which will soon be published. The ses-,

slobs havetaken Place at.thii4niversity School of Nursing an Red River.

7
A new location with better parking access is being sought. '

. ,

-177NThe needior:this course evolved from the collaboration between APCA

and MH-MR staff, initially, about a newsletter.

The general course format is structured, but the specific content

varies according to Input from the parent clients. The interviewee has

found the most effective procedural activity to be group discussion.

Parents seem to value most the sharing of ideas, concerns, and solufions,

and benefif most from a broader perspective (than one expert's) and

richness of experiences

CLIENTS: The APCA advertises it )parenting cou76 through radio spots,
7

the APCA newtlefter, and ads in the newspaper. Participants also seem

o find out by word-of-mouth. Anyone who wants to enroll may do So.b

About 60% of the participating parents are mothers; about 75% are

ouples. Most (90%) are middle,inebme and Anglo. All are English-
_

speaking, with an occasional bilingual parent'in attendance. Most are

young (in their 20's) and the parents of young children (eight years or

younger). Many are university students.
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STAFF: The iftterviewee is an Anglo-male in his late 20's, married, and

the father of a five year,old. He has a B.A. in liberal arts, and was
4

originally hired,by MH-MR as a technitarwriterl-dr-public information

on education. The interviewee was trainid, after a fashion, by working

asia co-leader with a fellow employee, but the agencvlid not technically.

provide him any formal training for leading parent groups.

The interviewee feels that it is not necessary for a parent education

leader to be a parent, but feels he must know something about children and

what it is like to be a parent. He thinks that many of the qualities of

a goo6 parent educator are the same ones that would define a good therapist:

being friendly, open, non -judgemental, able to think on one's feet; creating

confidence, aneli comfortable atmosphere; and posessing good communication

skills.

Somequalities,hefeels, are innate persobality traits; other charac-

teristics are subject to training. The leader should be knowledgeable about

bask counseling techniquq, group facilitation;,and communication, and

should have basic information relevant to child development and parenting.
6

He should also be awa're of other resources arid support networks:forj)drents.

Thaugh it is not necessary to b the same age ;' same'sex of,the clients

or to be a parent,it is important to beJ able to. relate to the clients'

cultural values. He thinks it is probably necessary to share the same

ethnic background.

HISTORY: The prbgraM was begun two aid one-half years'ap, evolving out of

another cdllab9rative effort between the APCA and. MH-MR.: The interviewee

does not know about the op$rating budget-fmthe parent-education effort,
\,

but he does- know that the APCA did receive A. pri v te grant from the Houston-

based Cameron Foundation six months ago. Previously,Jhe program has been.
0-
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supported entirely by enrolees' fees ($22.50/couple). The interviewee

receives compensation of $il5 per course.' Me thinks that the APCA might

be seeking out addltionals funding sources, but thinks that the supply
3/4

(for classes) might already Meet the demand. If the course were offered

any more often, there might be difficulty'obtaining adequate enrollment.

The origin of the program has been documented. Since its inception,

the manual, has be revised four or five times, and'the sessions expanded

4

from four to six. After some practice and experience, the interviewee

has reallocated his time in focusing more on concrete information (such

as specific behaviors, solutions, techniques) and less on abstract in'i'or-
f

mation. He also provides more time for discussion.

The program has grown and been given shape by the grant, MH-MR's
0

support of him, support from the APCA, and by the interest areas of the

parents. Minderances are perhaps due to the fluctuating involvement and

energies of the leaders. The interviewee believes that the program has

reached a point of stability and will most likely continufuch,as it is
es-

now.,

According to the interviewee, there is probably only moderate community

41/47;-ft of the program, due to a number of factors. First, there is some

skepticism and lack of information 'about what the program is about and

lack of awareness of its existence.

Concurrently, there might be some stigma attached to attending this

*e of self-help group, which might be viewed as an admis.sion of a problem.

EVALUATION: A questionnaire is administered at the termination of the

course. Clients rate their satisfaction wit4,various program elements in

one section &nd rate program goals (change in'parenting behaviors or view
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of parent role) in another. The form was developed by course leaders

with the aid of the-MH-MR evaluation staff, The staff also analyies

results, which are r

)
orted to the interviewee, usually in the form of

- percentages and tal et. Results confirmoyerbal responses, and are

summarily positive:

REPLICABILITY: The program has a poster. Interested parties are usually

sent a copy of the fianual. Th\ interviewee is available for consultation

at any time, and believes MH-MR might sponsor him in this kind of activity.

Visitors are welcome to attend his course, but only If they come for all

sessions.

The interviewee is available by telephone. He had no suggestions for

improving the interview. He is willing to discuss the leadership training

he does throughMH-MR for lay-persons interested-in leading parent groups.

")!

i
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MOTHERS, INC.

IDENTIFICATION: Mothers, Inc. is a private nonprofit group formed by the

interviewee for women who value their role of mother. The organization is

dedicated to raising the status of motherhood by organizing mothers and

educating them in ways to change societal and cultural attitudes about .

motherhood.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT :. This private non-profit group utilizes large

(50-100 mothers) monthly meetings (2 hours in length) and small (15-20

mothers) neighborhood meetings (also 1 1/2 to 2 hciurs in length) as a means

of providing parenting discussion forums for its members. Guest speakers

b
are invited to join the groups in dialogues in each monthly meeting on

.

various topic< relating to the mother's role in society. Some of the pur-

poses and obje of Mothef-s, Ind are:
,

o To provide support group for women with children.

o To evaluate and better understand the role of the mother in society using
creative programs and encouraging dialogue between parents and profession-
als on a multi-disciplinary level.

o To promote the role of the family in society. 0

o MOTHERS provides a forum for discussia*Lcommon concerns related to the
psychological and creative growth of womenVith children.

o MOTHERS places a high priority on home and f'amily life and is dedicated
to raising/the status of motherhood by dealing-with changing attitudes
'realistically and by challenging the myths of that institution.

o MOTHERS believes in maintaining contact with current issues. This is
reflected by the'variety of topics presented and by inviting speakers
from all walks of life.

CLIENTS: Mothers. No partlar ethnk or-income group' is targeted;

however, membership is almost 100% Anglo. MemberShip is approximately 300.

STAFF: There.is no paid aff. This is a club with officers. Consultants
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YWCA

PARENTING COURSE

The Parenting and Family Sex Education Workshops that were developed

by the interviewee to be offered by the Austin YWCA were not successful.

No one enrolled for either course. This failure can be attrituted to several

factors. The interviewee feels, for instance, that the image of the YWCA

is one of conservatism. Most programs sponsored by the ,YWCA are "safe" in

that they are mostly exercise, music, dance, quilting, or art type classes.

This conservative environment cultivated by the staff and membership may

have been a contributing factor in the courses' failing to attract enrollees.

Another possible reason for'the failure of the courses may be that the

interviewee has no training in organizing or publicizing such programs. Her

education and background are in linguistics.

The courses were not pushed and since they were new programs for this

particular YWCA special emphasis on publicizing them, might have made a

difference.

The family sex education class would have been for 1 day per week, 2-1/2

hours-, for one month. Planned Parenthood was scheduled td-provide the con-

sultants.

The parenting course was scheduled to be offered on alternate MOndays.

The classes would have lasted an hour and a ha3f and would have been contin-

ual in nature.

The 'client population was the YWCA membership. No active,recruitpent

took place other than mailing out'a brochure to YWCA members outlining the

classes to be offered during the year. Expected enrollment was about 20

.parents.
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ST. IGNATIUS CHURCH
MOTHERS' CLUB

IDENTIFICATION: The interview took place at the home of the interviewee.

The interviewee is program coordinator of a St. Ignatius Church-sponsored

club for mothers. One morning, per week, the members gather at the church

for a social and enrichment program:, Babysitting is provided. The aim of

the club is self-improvement; one aspect of this goal is the betterment of
F1

oneself as a parent. Thus, some ofl the club's activities fall within the

. definition of "parent*education."- In our conversation, we attempted to

extract these activities from the rest, and talk about them in isolation.

PARENT EDUCATION CONTENT: Club members meet at the church one morning per

week for two hours during the school year; less often during the summer.

Attendance ranges between 12 and 25.

Parent education topics are presented in the form of a lecture by a

guest speaker, followed by group discussion. These topics occur about

the times per year. The topics presented at the meetings are decided

upon by the program coordinator, with some input from the members.

The interviewee recalled a session on the subject of child abuse, and

one on discipline. She remembered the discipline session as being very

successful, and fel its impact was due to the high interest in the topic

by the members, combined with the dynamisM of the speaker, who was a

pediatrician.

CLIENTS: Mothel's are recruited through the church bulletin and members are

encouraged to bring friends: Anyone'Who hears about the program may attend.

All participants are female; almost all are mothers; an occasional attendant

is a grandmoth6r, other relative or friend. Almost all have children 9

years of age or younger.
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from vafioA backgrounds, e.g., university professors, legislators, psy-

chologists are utilized in the monthly discussion meetings.

HISTORY: Mothers, Inc. was established in 1976 by the interviewee. The

rationale behind the group according to the interviewee has to do with the

way society has looked upon motherhood. Traditionally.mothers have stayed

at home raising their children and enjoying the feeling of watching them

grow. While an important full time "job," there is no training or recog-

nition accorded for mothering as for other jobs. Consequently,because of

this combination of responsibility and little societal recognition, some

mothers can begin to feel isolated and overwhelmed, losing confidencein

themselves. This is why Mothers, Inc. was formed. It is a place where

mothers can meet, talk, and learn about mothering and other societal and

,.., --,

cultural factors which interact with the role of mother and.parent.

Members pay an annual memberthip fee. of $12. Temporary members can

pay $1.50 per monthly meeting.

Some of the topics covered thus for in the monthly meetings have been

il

isolation, learning to 1.

?
ten and commuricate effectively, political aware

ness of our rights as mot ers, and-choosing to be a mother. , .

EVALUATION: None - ?- --\

REPLICABILITY: The Austin group was the fiisst.Mothers, Inc. Since its

inception a group in'Brownsville has started and other chapters around the

state will probably begin in the near future.'
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UNIVERSITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

DAY CARE CENTER

IDENTIFICATION: University United Methodist-Church

PARENTEDUATION CONTENT: Parents of children enrolled in the day care center

volunteer for one morning every two weeks per child. The parents learn the

principles of'child development and how to teach their dwn children through

classroom participation and modeling by the staff teachers.

CLIENTS: This is an open day care center not targeted at any particular

group although there is -an effort made to service the University community.

Currently there are about twenty= -five parents in the program.

STAFF: There are four staff people including the director. All are degreed

in some aspect of child development and have training in early childhood. Im-

portant traits and characteristics staff should have include an ability to

relate to both children and adults and an understanding of the needs of young

children.

HISTORY: The day care program with the parent participation component was

begun about ten years ago by the church's Board of Directors. In the beginning

the program was initiated mainly as a service to be offered to University of_

Texas students. The current operating budget is about $1400 per month. The-

fee is $40 per month per child.
<

EVALUATION: None done nor anticipated.

REPLICABILITY: The director did not know of any other-day care centers in the

Austin area,with a similar program.
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STAFF: The position of coordinator is voluntary. The interviewee selects

and makes arrangements for the guest speakers. She feels it important for .

the speakers to be honeSt and direct in their presentations.

HISTORY: The program was begun three years earlier. The only funds are

from a twice yearly bakesale and by mothers' contributipns to the 'pot."

This money pays for-babysitting.

She believes the program was begun because a need was perceived within

the church for sharing among the members. Originally, a day-out program

was beun. The educational component evolved out of a need for more in-

depth and serious contact than simply socializing.

The program has been hindered at times by apathy. The interviewee

sees a potential for growth. The program plans to expand to two directors,

plus an idea committee. The mothers who have participated are very, very

enthusiastic. The interviewee feels this is due to their need for general

personal growth, both socially and educationally.

EVALUATION: She has personally talked with much'of the membership about.

their satisfactions with the program and ideas for improvement. They want

more gueSt speakers in the future. She asked me to put her in touch with

any parent educators who might be willing to be a guestspeaker.!gt the

church.
. --

'REPLICABILITY: The 'Program has no written description. She would be

)willing to talk with anyone interested i setting up a similar program and

visitors are welcome at any time. She is available by telephone for future

contact., She had no suggestions for {improving the interview.
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PARENTING OFFICE-

The interviewee is the Parenting Office Coordinator, which is a half-
.

time position proposed by the Junior League and recently funded by the Hogg

Foundation qwemonths ago). She is the only employee of the Parenting Of- '

fice 'and ishoused at the Child and Family Servide, 419 W. 6th St., which is

where this interview took place. In essence, the interviewee works for the

Parent Education Association (PEA), her role being to develop a support and

communications network for parent educators and to coordinate their efforts.

She also helps link PEA- trained group facilitators with groups or organiza-

tions needing some form of parent education.

To carry out her functions, sheis conducting an informal survey ofJo-

cal parent educators and parent education programs. The chairperson of the

PEA who works with the interviewee also attended the interview.

The interviewee identified a number of key parent educators and programs,

some of which were interviewed.

An interesting fact about the origins of a number of parent education

efforts came to light during the discussion. Historical , the Junior League

had been active in leading parent discussion groups prior to the birth of the

PEA. When the PEA was formed, a member who had recently moved.from Phoenix

provided input about similar parent discussion groups which had been ongoing

in Phoenix for many years. These groups, however, were led by parents'them-

selves who had had some training in group process, rather than by education

experts. These groups, developed according to the philosophy that parents

learn more and derive more support from each other than from experts a(71d more

from discussion than from didactic methods, were highly successful. Based

on the Phoenix' model (a copy of which I believe may be available from the

fnterViewee) the PEA undertook the training of parents and lay-persons inti /11,
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group facilitation. This training is ongoing. Leaders are encouraged to

return'to their local communities to lead parent discussion groups (usually

through their local community school). One leader, who is not herself a pa-

rent, was trained in this fashion, and has co-led a group at Becker Communi-
r

ty School. An interview with this leader about her function as a parent

discussion group leader followed this interview.

.

4
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT:
BILINGUAL. EDUCATION PROGRAM

AM: First of all, let me clarify for myself, what is your exact title?

"I: I am the Parental Involvement Specialist for the Title VII Bilingual
Program

AM: The Bilingual Program'is a part of a larger umbrella agency?

Its'part of the.total department of Bilingual Education, which is part
of a total division, which is part of the total district.

AM: What is the correct address here?

01 Dillard-Circle
411-044:-

. "
s%the Parent InVol n Component have a special name. or articular. .

It is the Parental Involvement Component and it is one of 4:,cOmponents that
are TitleN4I -Bilingual Program.

AM: What are the'names of the others?

There is the Instructional Program, Human Development and Staff DevelOpMent.

AM: What in general are the activities, of the Parental Involvement Program?

I: . general the main objective, I guess you.could say our goa1,4for, is\component is to bring an awareness to the:pafent of the educatiO al
process of their children and try to get, different degrees of inVo ment.)

AM: What" specific kinds of activities then do.youAse to reach-you,goal0

There is a number of things and.that'is the reason that I br.r t this out
because we do, its at several levels, ok, .WeAo in-school kind's of
activities and these are mostly ;-workshops that deal with materials"making to tutoring

'to%parenting sessions at the school
and then we also have a programin which we go into the hoMe of.the 'parent
and its the Home. Intervention Program Ort is tied into'6e curriculum that.we use. We, in Title VII, are a researth project and we.'are testing some
Methods of. instruction and the Parental Involvement Component has tied into
that and we have developed some parent kits that go along with the j.
curriculum and we are working with a limited number of'=parents,in trying todetermine if home intervention, you know'reinforcement of School classroom
.activities, in the home, shows an increase in.the child's leeriling:

AM: So the home visit part of it is the one that uses this curriculum end .

A
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But noi%t that is only.a part of the home activities part that we do. fj work
with 9 community repreaentatives, these are people that are paid out of the

A ..1iprogram funds, that are based at the school, and pa4 uof their uty s to

make homehome visip.ongoing throughout the year and bring all kindS of infor-
nation from thp school t the .home and Visa,versa. ',And also to assist
parents who need assist nce in referring them Co several social agencies,
etc.

So essentially there are 2 parts to t/he home program itself - the in class-
" room activities and then the'parenting discussion groups? .

Yea, we do have the parenting sessions too.

AM': .Let me ask: you some specific.questions about each one of those components.
home visits into 2 'components so I can keep them straight..

Do you have a specific name for the curriculum one?

We, call it the,Home jntervention Program and its based on the curriculum
that we call EBC, Experience Based 'Curriculum.

AM: Is commercially developed, or did\you develop it?
...

: No, its 'developed by us here.

AM: In the intervention progfam curriculum, how many times would it occur?

We...are.working with 148 parents (fin the total design, 7)+ of which were
.,, receiving weekly.home Visits at least. Sometimes, Aepending on how thai
parents are working: with the materialsand everything,. aomeN.mes we
wouldn't have to do, anything else but take the units and explain to the
parents and then check with them at the end of the unit.

AM:: Sits basically, you.do it yourself, the package itself is self-explanatory.

Right, we 00 some formal training at the beginning of it with the paren-t/

groups and then rtrai the community reps. to explain the materials to the
parent and the also b ought in some parents, you know, working at 2 grade
levels, primary nd termediate. So we have 2 groups of parents that
receive tide train g and with the community reps. and then they follow
through witWthe home visits in giving additional information to the parents.

AM: OK, now the community:reps. are the ones who made the visits?

I: Yea, they.made the how visits. Initially I made some visits with them.
OK, to-make sure that they were kind of onithe riglit\ track and everything
like that but then they did most of it on, their

AM:. How long would one of the home visits last?

I: I would assume that,here again.it ould depend,JI would hat6 to give it a_.
fixed time, I would aslume.that anyWhere from.20 minutes to possibly 40.

: About how many sessions would there be, in terms of weeks or months?
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I: There were 4 units and?the program was implemented in October throbgh January,
SD we figure 1 a week for that length of time.

AM: And thats about low long it takes for the parent to go through the.cycle of
the 4 componen

: Right -'the 4J nits.

AM: Could you briefly describe, sort of, the content of it?

I: Eact of tape, units is based on, and I'm describing the units used in the class-
room,the children are given, there Is a list of vocabulary and the premise of
the units is that children can learn.the vocabulary in certain concepts within
the unit providing that they are given experiences in the classroom and out of
the classroom. In some of the units they culminated with a field trip in whic5
they did pre and post type of activities in the classroom and so we wrote the
units to be used by the parghts based on that curriculum. Parents got a list
of the vocabulary, they received suggested activities - most of them were very

.'''simple kinds of things that it was just mostly encourage them to interact with
. their 'children, to ask questions about what they were doing in school and to

praise and to encourage their children to talk about what they had been doing.
They knew-the vocabulary so' that they could interject some of those words. We
also provided for the parents graphs, pictures, books, posters that went along-
with each of the units and we gave them suggestions as to how to use them. The
posters they were able to put on the walls and to keep.

Al:: So these did take place at the home?

I: Right.

AM: .How did you determine the need for this? r
I: It was in,th,e original application that we made and it was through test scores

and theidentificationof the children that are limited English speaking
ability children and they are all parents of childNn that-are in our progtgm
so that the need was established through the children.

-/-

AM: No I'd like to talk a tfle
now that Is more servic orie ed would you say, or .

t about the other aspect of the home visit,

[dell,, its not only that, there are so many, facets to it.its an effort on the 7'
part of the school to increase the communication between home aneschool.- Many

its just a matter..afigoing-and giving information to the parents and alot
of its bringing information from the home to the school to assist the
teachers} and the principal in working with the children. They makeld hOme
visit initially and they find out what is happening in the family,, they bring
information to the teachers that'Will help them. --If -they see at that time
that the parent is needing some assistance then-we refer them to different
social agencies or referring them sometimes to, resource people in the.school,
like a nurse or the viaiting.te-acher - we get assistance to them that way.
Also, alot of times, when children are having problems in the classroom,
in various areas, like if they are having trouble, with hay, in certain concepts
of math, teachers can let community reps knoW:what is going on.. Community reps



we have at' each of the schools a lending lib-r4u that has a) lot of materialS
and books and games and toys- - they can pick up''2ittain things and use that.
That is also done that is.aside from the social agency bit,.

AM: So the community reps are these the same people who are involved in both
parts of this in both administering and working with the parents on the
curriculum and . .

I:' Right, exactly.

AM: So, the goals for that then would be what?

Again, the gOral goal, and we have very general goals. I think we had 2
specific` objectives that were measured and we can go into those in a minute
if you would like. But our overall goal is just to involve parents and to
increase their awareness in the educational process of their children and
that covers a lot of territory its very general. And it also carries the
thing of trying to enhance the child's self-image by involving his parents
in the school and making his parents aware of everything that is going on
at the school.

AM: Yea, well I definitely want to ask you about the evaluation later on in the
interview. The home/school part of the home visit program, is there a
specific number of time.s that a visit would be _mode by a community rep or . .

There is no, we don't give them any structure like say, you, have to visit
e'ach.family so many times out of the year because we have at--large number of
children in our project. there are well over 3,000. Some parents need s-
lot of assistance and Others not as much, so we encourage community reps to
try to visit every home at least once during the year.

tun: What would you say is sort of the range of number of visits .

I: Some reports that I did and daily logs of community reps keep, I
would say that on the average they make about anywhere from 10 to 15 home
visits per week.

AM: And about howmany would that be, per family?

I: Gee whiz, I would hate to evgh venture a guess there. I'm sure that there
.are some families that they visit very regularly. Those parents in our.
EBC design, for instance, were visited very regularly. Another thing that
kind of shoots off of all of this is that inevitably community reps are
responsible for trying to check on attendance, you know, if children are
absence a great deal of the time, they inevitably make home visits to try
to get to the bottom of the problem.

AM: .Would .l community rep work with the same family or is there some, in other
words, would 1 community rep be particularly interested in one child or
several children, would one child have more than one community rep?
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I see what you are saying, I think I see what you are saying. On some
campuses there are 2 community reps. Is that what you mean? There is a
Title I communitoy rep, there is Title VII community reps. Someochildren
even have a migrant community rep, if they happen to fit into that
category. So, yes, I would venture to say, that some children pfobably do
receive services of more than one.

AM: Right, in the case of the home curriculum, would the same community rep
visit the same family every time?

I: Yes

A'1: Now these visits would take place primarily in the home. And would the
need for this activity determine the different way from the home inter-
vention program or is it . . .

I: What activity?

AM: For the services .

I: Its basically-the same needthatthese are children they are limited in
E414sh speaking ability and they need assistance, parents, they are(
usually in the low sOcio-e-COnomic group and they need assistance and so
that,is the overall need, there were no specific areas identified in ters
of need'to determine what kinds of home visit would be made, etc.

An: In the case of say an individual parent who had a need, how would that be
.

determined, in 'other words how would acommunity rep - do they approach all
the parents or does the parent refer . . .

A lot of, times referrals are made by teachers, and counselors and principals.
There is a procedure that is followed a child is referred to the community
rep and she makes a home visit to follow up on it.

AM: And that would be sort of the prima way that a child would be identifie&
or that contact would be made by the community rep.

No, the children are identified initially by the administration of a language
./6dominance test. And that is how we came up with the/number of children we

work with. They are given a language dominance test to determine their . . .

A!': So, all the children as a result of tha test are a part of your program.

I: Yes, all of the children that fit into a certain category.

ADI:. And all of the children of that program and their families would be 0.0°

contact then with a community rep.

I: Exactly.

AM: Now I'd like to talk a little bit about the parenting sessions what kind
of content does that have?
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I: OK. Initially when we started the parenting sessions, and thishas been in
operation for 4 years -.this is our 4th year - its th 3rd year of a 5 year

,grant( There is a need. for, we foresaw a need for. it in that, you know,
everyWody can benefit from positive parenting skills. And since our effort
was. to help the children we knew that the parents. needed help also. And so
-initially we hired a consultant from ouk-of the district that was familiar
with PW and he provided the training for two clusters of parents one in
the fall and one in .the spring of abd(it 25-parents each time. They attended
5 days total - one day a week. He 4c1 the training in English and in Spanish.
I searched high and low fo.E.,...agood.consultant - I think we got a good one.
The following year our fpnds were cut.back, we did the training again With:
the same consultant but he gut' it back to a 2 day session you know com-
pressed it into a shorter period oe.time. And the following year, and all
this time incidently I had become aware of some good parenting materials
that were availabe different places and we :urchAed some of,them, even the
Southwest Lab as a matter of fact, The Early Childhood Department and
purchAsed 3 of their kits Disciplining the Young Child is one of them,
LiVing and Learning in the Rome and the 3rd one was on. DeveloPingIndepe dence
and Responsibility in both English dhd Spanish. We purchased them and s1 the

following year I provided the training using, in fact,.we piloted the mat\erials%,
for the Lab one sememster and then the following semester- we gave it witheut
all of the evaluation that yoehave to do for the pilot and we've done-,,,it

\.,

again this year. Using ehose r-,materials. Now this year I guess the more.
-./ familiar that I become with thCe materials, the more that I have been able

to adapt them to different groups and so what we have done, we've clustered.
schools so ,that we have a total of 3 clusters in which we provide 3 sessions,
about 2 hours long, on consecutive weeks, and I've'been able tcPadapt other
materials into it. We use basically the materials proviEkd by the Lab but
I've also used film strips from parents magazines, little booklets that I've
picked up from here and there and you eina a better hodge-podge now and I
have found that to be most effective. An a lot\pe the times parents will
themselves tell us what types of - like w get sta ted and they'll say, yea
well all of this is with the early childh 94and I' e got teenage kids that
we need some help with, so I'll scrounge around and we'll get)ome materials
and we try to address those needs-so thatrwe try to our sessions:,to'
fit the needs of what parents say what it is thattthey need.

4' 4

AM: So how long would a single parent participate in this?

OK, a parent would receive training for approximately anywhere from -to 13.'

hours.

AM: And that would be say 3 sessions of about 2 hOUis each. You are the primary,
person who As conducting these programs?

I: I do the training most of the time, now, I do have some community reps who
have received we we6t to the Lab, received training on those kits, and
they have been through it so much that they have become really, good at it
and on occasion when I have been unable to make a session or I feel very '

comfortable sometimes saying, hey I need to be over here, take over and
some of them have gotten very good at conducting those,sessions,.
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AM: How many times would yOu say you've done this in the last year?

I: OK, how many,sessiOns h4Ve I done?

,AM: Not, well, if there is,a total of say 6 hours of the 3 sessions, how many
times haVe you done that 3 sessions cycle?

I: OK, we've used different kits at each of the schools so I'm going to count
those as being different, ones - about 6 times.

-----.4,

AM: About how many parents would ,participate in each session?
t

I! I We try to limit our gro, ps to about 12 to 15 people, simply because the
smaller the group, thOpore interaction you can getl.and the more successful
thgt they are. But remember we cluster our groups so that we haVe, we wind
up with, I have sometimes 3 I'm doing like 3 different topics at 3
different sites and working with a total of 45 parents at a given period of
time. ,

AM: So the clustering is based n content.

The clustering is based not only on cotili*io tent but on the loca
nt

io of schools.

AM: So you might have several going on at once. How many of these would-you
.' figure you do in a whole year?

., .

N 40, j-
4 .I:. In a wholi year:I do appropamately1 oh I'd say about 12, different 0-04sessions. By 'session-I mean the total program. _...- .t.,f)

) , f:

AM: That would be administere4 how many times each, do you think?

I: I'm not sure I understlayour question.

.r-
,

/, .

AM: OK, you have the dirent clusters, the different topics, and there is a
cycle of say a meetings for.eaGh-one, how many times would that particular
topic and (prole be repeated?

.t,
..

I: ,

Oh, probably twice. Probabp'! more than that because at some sites we go
wi.th th Spanish. version an e may be doing1the same version in English
at anoth r site, so probab ore than twice: I don't knoT..I'd have, to'
go back nd check:

.

AM: Let me see if I've got it straight. There are approximately 12, there are
12 differen units , of the different topics is that what you said?

I: 1,2 unit

AM: There are 12 clusters? No. Each series of 3 would be a single topic. How
Many different topics are there?

a.

7
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OK, I have, topics that I suggest are those that have readily, available

so I havA prAbably about 4 topics that4.1 work with: But remember each of

these topics when we are talking about independence and responsibility
andWhen we are talking about discipline in the early child, even though
Your focusing on one thing, the same' basic premise prevades all of this
and that is - positive_ parenting skills and so that would be the.general
topic and that is why they are called parenting training sessions.

AM: The number of times any one'of these parenting sessions, the 3 sessions,
would occur in the city, that someone could go to, in a year?

I see, probably twice a year, once in the fall and once in the spring.

AN,' Now there was another aspect that you mentioned which is the workshops.
Can you talk a little bit abo" those?

That goes along with one4f our objectives and one of the things that we
have tried to do is to get parents to actually come into the classroom
and assist in the instructional program model. And so, initially at the
beginning of the year we had some training sessions with parents we

identified those teachers that wanted to have volunteers in the classroom
and then we ideutAified those parents that could assist us. And so we
provided training to those parents.

A74:, What was the criteria for'identifying the parents?

,'Wei just asked aOnts, how many of you are free tdpassist in the classroom

15
and what are me)of,the things you think you would like to do, and at what
grade level would you like to do it and,' you know, it was just real

_) questionnaires, sometimes it was not necessarily a written questionnaire,
= although we have used them in the past, sometimes it was just a verbabkind

of questionnaire. And once those volunteers were identified, we provided ,
6 hours of,tining to-'those parents And in some instances teachers prefei%.
to do their own training because was more specific. Now the type of

' training that I provided to those parents was kind of general, in the, area
reading, what are some things that you can do to assist a child who is

having difficulty in reading and it had to do with using certain technique's,.

d

and questioning t

(
niques and some very simple games, initial sounds and-.

sounds an all that kind of things. And then we did the same thing
for mathematics and then we did another one on culture.

AM: So,- how many workshops did 'you say there were?

I: There werea total of 3.

AM: For each single patent. And how long would the w9skshop last?

I: They vied again here I think that we met from\9:00 to-12:00, so they

were about 3 hour sessions.

AM: And about how many parents in each workshop?

r-h
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I: Again here it is the clustering, because that made it easier for me to be
able to proVide the training because I work out of 10 campuses and po it
clustered and at. each session we probably had anywhere from 12. to 15.

AM: Where did the workshops &emselves take place?
'N\

They took place at the,different schools.

AM: Once the parent had gone through the workshops series then he or she
became involved in the classroom, daily or . . .

Again this was a schedule decided by the teacher and the parent. Once
the parent and the teacher got together they decided. Some of them came
on a very regular basis, some of them came 2 or, 3 times a week, some of
them came once a eek, some of them came only some teachers requested
the parents only Iihen they were doing cultural units. So they
would be contacted when there Was a cultural unit being done and they came
in and assisted then. so it varied from schobl to school and from class-
room t8 classroom.

AM: Would the volunteer time last for a, semester or a year or . .

I: Again here this was left up to the,individual teacher and the.parents.

AM: In the classroom, the activities of the parents participating in what kind
of range did they have?

I: Nell, they went from tutoring on a one to one basis to tutoring with a small
group of .children. And sometimes it inclUded kinds of demonstrations
of the whoit class.

AM: As far'as the activities, is there anything I haven't asked you that you would
like to pay,about the activities? I have a couple"of general questions that
sort of apply to all the activities, some of which I tInk You've already
talkedajttle bit about. I think you mentioned partiularly in the parent t
discAsi s that the parent's were in some cases involvedqn determining the
types of activities. Is that true in any'of-the ot(ler activitiWs?
The workshops or the curriculum . . .

.

They had a choice in terms of and things that teachers need
assistance with, which of these things do you feel comfortable about, so
in terms of that they were able and in terms of th4. grade level. Some of
them said well, we'd rather work with full grown children and some of them
said well, I'll work with the younger ones. So that they had a choice in
that.

AM: How about the curriculum, the home curriculum?

I: No, they had no choice in that. Since it was based on the curriculum that
was written for the teachers and the students, we had to go with that.
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AM: In your opinion-a/ re any of these activities partic arly successful? <1-

That is something that is very difficult to measure; as you know. Tn
terms of, in one way that we can measure it is by the numbers, of parents
that participate in the school in any capacity.; -The numbers of parents
that have been coming to the schools since our project started havedolbled,
and tripled and so I think that the component objectives have been
successful but I wouldn't be able to.tell you in what particular area.
Sometimes we talk to parents and in talking to them they make comments like -
; didn't rQalize my child knew so many words. Like the other day one of our

N,

(units was oiibridges'and a parent was tel1illg us that they were crossing a'
ridge and that their kid started p5inting out all the different parts of

the brfdge,and so, you see that type of thing is not measured in terms of
,numbers or anything,butWe feel that it has been successful to some degree.

AM: That is one of the kinds of things that we are.interested in looking at is
those sort of unmeasurables that lead to success: 'Do you -think its sort-of
all 4 of the activities or the classroom components . .

o
;

We'll know for sure how effective it has been because we have a very strong
and vital evaluation component in our district, housed separately from us
and children receive, all of the kids in our project, receive a post test, a
pre test you know 'on the EBC. Its a te' iteveloped specifically to measure
the learning on the'EBC curriculum and t en they are given toile post test and
their achievement -is measured. Those chi dren that were it home"inter-
`vention program are going to be compared 'w Eh others -.that were not so that
0 soon as that analysis is/done, we'll know if there 'Was any 'significant
increase,Zin their achievement:- W also interview parents, all of the parents'
that were.in the EBC research des%gn Were interviewed to measure a lot of (I

"things, like their attitude about bilingual education, their knowledge of
go is working-with,their children, teadher's names, aides' names, principal s
names, ; think there'is a series of about 12 questions. One of the questions
was also- on the EBQ on how many,units they received, they had, to identify the,
units by name, and'then a question-was asked whether they worked with their
children in English or in Spanish and so as soon as those interviews were just
completed last week', and evalmationis withholding on the analysis ,until they
got all of the interviews in so I should have more in ormation for*you on,that
within,the next couple of weeks. We're hoping, that, did make a differedce.
The children.in our parental involvement detign were randomly selected . .

AM: In the actual evaluation you mean? Sc within that'group of 3,000 children '0

randomly children were selected to be;valuated?/' .p

I: No, all of the children were evalutted. But foil ,the home intervention\lesign
148 children were randomly'selected. We worked half of those with a control
group and the other half was,the treatment group - they:were the ones that
received the EBC, materials and so since they were'randomly selected we wound
up with a suprisingly high number of:parents that were willing 'to work. , About,
half of our parents are working parents so they4are not available toms during

ithe day. ,But suprsingly a pretty good percentage oflphem decided that they
cbuld work with the children. Somelf them from` e onset said,nd, I don't
have time, it is not my bag, etc. But those Aumbdrs were small. ye had a
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couple of students that transferFed out or(dropted out' nd we had some parents
that received the, units but we could tell that their enthusiasm wasn't there
,so that We were working with a lOt of variables. We had sdthe,parenrs that
wefe not very literate they couldn't take the written material and work with
thcfr'Children, specifically they couldn't, so we had to do eVelything verbal

/with them and we don't kniow exactly how successful that was going to be so We
had varying degebes'of \educational levels and literacy and attitudes that we
have to contend W'itki.betause it was 9 random selection and we wanted to keep
it that way because we feel that the Tesults and those Variables are a
nacurai'condition in` the Austin schools that we need to know about so we can
know exactly wh4t to do. It would have been so much easier to hand- pick the
parenta-that we wanted to work with but that would not have tiven us a true
pCcture.

AM: What was done wit the control?
P,

ei I: Nothing. Those kids received the units an+,worked with their teachers but
the pprents did not know about it, they were not encouraged to go on the
field rips, they did not work with their kids. Some of them might have
anyway, you know -, but we did not 'make an effort With those parents.

AM:- Ri,ht , so all of the children Nri both the control and the test group will
have a pTe and a post test?

r-Right

AM: And the parents will then also;011 out, you interview the parents?

t 11 of the 0" ari:ln6erVfel

AM: What kinds of-quo4tiontngerreral?:,
,

,-,

.-f-
i! This Is a memo:thatITS08t :fecently wrote on the EBC desiggliithall of the

copies of the agendpS .6r the training and everything on here and this is a
topy oftIle qUestionnaire that was administereb ih English and Spanish.

'''"
_

... ,._
AM: What kinds of questions did you ask_he parents in the interviews?

,e

They are all in here. hat_is the teacher's name? Principal's name?
Do you checiCtodi t ison or daughter-has any homeworl? Do you make

-.,
sure they do it?' d

*theyPeancan.check 'off - sometimes, seldom,
never. How often do yo discuss your lild's schoolwOrk with himr Do,you
discuss with other parents the things happeningappening at school? How many times
have you visitedhe school since August, 1977? Do you discuss your child's
.uport cards with him? How well do you feel. you understand bilingual.. ..

Mucation?' How much do you approve of 'bilingual education for yodr child?
Prior;to today has the school, informed you of the bilingual program and: -
what it's doing? Which parents work'during the day? This is for our own
information. And then this last queAion for parents given the Experienced
Based Curriculum, check the ones 'received,, the ones used in English anti the
ones used in Spanish. There were 6 ,total and they got 4 of the 6.

\ , ,

('---
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AM: So out of these 6 there would have been 4. OK. Who did t
<7

I: The community representative

AM:' And 40 administeAdthe to to the children?
1/4.

'I: Testers from the Office of Research. d Evaluation,

AM: What is going to happen, teithese resultP . .

Last year our results1 were really good, those children really:achieved, the-.
gains were significantly- higher - thosekthat were in the treatment group.

eve already gotten wind that this yearrt results are also Tretty-400d. 'And

so this is, all of,thio Title VII programs are research programs and)the
efforts that, they are learning something here that can be duplicated and
used in other parts.c1 the country so 4at if our curriculum is found to be
indeed something that children cay1 learn from and do achieve on it, and
incidently these children that-are in the, well also their GAT scores and .

their ,,scores will be compared, the treatment and non- treatment group
to tte if there is also an increaadin that area. That was done last year
also and t dIpn't know what the results of those Were. We do)have the
'evaluation reports available for your review, if you would like. And so

AM: Were any evaluations done on any of-the other parenting programs?. Informal
on formal?

Nsr .

No, initially we did evaluate them informally, they had to fill out a th46:
when we were doing the pilot test.with the Lab. That'turns off a lot of4O'ur<
parents because it makes them very_nervous to have to sit and check and read.
Samp of em cannot read well and cannot write well and it turned em off, I could
feel their discomfort and so rather than do that, I, we do a lot of oral type
evaluations, like at the end of every session you can"tell by the way'peopIe
are reacting whether.their accepting'it'or not and ecther,,they feel like .

A lot of times parents, after` they have finished o essfon,will request
another one and that i$ alWays a good sign. And so the e is no formal (
evaluation being doille-on the parenting sessions like fiat.

''. AM: How 'Art the workshops and the classroom activities?
-

I: The only way we have of doidt that tab'y determining the number of parent
volunteers that'are coming.into the classroom and the number of 'tithes that
they come. Remember I-told-"you that we had 2 objectives.' that were beii)g. -

measured on-the evaluation, One of our objectives is that we would train
a corps of 4 parent volunteers minimum per school'and that they would come
add,a$sist the teacher in the classroom a minimnm,of, I/can't remember'if
it was 4 or 5 times during the year. We have trained a much larger number
than that and community reps keep a running chart on when they come, how
many, times they come and indications have shown that we have really sur-
passed that_obfective: And here again-it depends on the teacher and the
parent. We have some parents that have come as many as 3 times a week for
the pact several ukonths and then we have some that just barely'met the oblectte,
maybe they fiave,conie only,3 or 4 or 5 times, but in' all cases t.-he-rfuMber-
corps-.volunteers exceeded, the minimum 4.

o.
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AM: What is the range on that?
A

I: I would say that,on the average, we probably had 6 volunteers per school
that came a minimum of 5 times during the year,. Ok that is an average
figure. Now thekther objdctive was that we would try to increase the
,number 'of parent visitors into the classroom - not just to do the
instructional part-, that was one objective,-but keep track-of how many
'parents were particiPating.in"the district and'we did have.an increase.
1975-76 there were a total of 2,035 parent contacts - these are
recorded by the teachers'and turned in . . g -

SAM:,,Arld these are sort'of the informal visits?

I": Right. It also includeS the people that are actually volunteering
:with the instructional program. It includes 'all parents that teachers
come in contact wiefiin the classroom. In 1976-77 that increasedrto
.5,407 by;January, by Novembel of this year we had 3,974.

AM: So that is onlythe,first 3 months.

And so' this indicates either parents are coming more to the schoolss
1

or
teachers ate keeping'bettef track of whose'cowing. We like to think that
it is the-other because really the number of parents coming into the
schools has increased tremendously. Its obvious to -prfncipalsand to
teachers that we talk to,

AM: IS there any other evaluation activity that I 'haven't asked you about?

I think that pretty well covers it.

AM: We are interested in how parents are recruited and you said that itiwas
ibased on children taking a language\dominance

Now they.were'not recruited that way - parents were identified the-sle
way the children were. Those children that fit inycertain categOrtis.,in
terms of lartaulge performance-, language dominanceWere in our 1>rogram.
And their pa Ants automatically became parents that could-participate in
the program. We are limited to serve thepafents,of.those children thht'
we work with according to per guidelines a soout.of those parents then
in the course of making home visits, kinde arten registration,,you -know,
effort was made by'thecommunity,rep to recruit them and to get them to
,come. and to assist in. all of the activAties that I descried'and so they
were recruited' in that way.

- AM: Pr'imarily by the community reps . . . so this would.be petsonaI contacts?
- 10

I: Personal contact and alsb telephone contact in some instances but most of
our,' well, I would venture to say that 9Q of our parent volunteers came
about through persTal contact.

Now.from one of ,the activities I think you mentioned something about
referral, is'tqb used' to Tecruit parents?

273
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Sometimes it happens that way, itS hot the intent of a referral LI ,rcruit
a Parent td'come but sometimes it does happen. A community rep is making'
ahomeyisit'for something else and she finds a person That is very
interested,- very resp9nsive AV, you know, sure you recruit them, you, try
to get everybody you can. °One of the things that has happened when we
recruit parent's and if,Ithey become very involved inevitablT,they get
positi:on at one of the schbols a's a teacher aid or as'a community-rep
yarid you wind NIp having to start from sciatohagain. We. recrt1it par/inCs.

.an and .that we' anat any.opportuni6y,t.

AMr', */ .for the eurricului that ms a. randomxselection?

Right,

A.M: Is there, any media campaign. in:volved?

1 That is one o'f,6ur areas of weakness. The only kind of media campaign
that we have going are the newsletters. Every single parent in our
program' eceiVes in the mail one of these'twice.a year. It gives them
information, notices,aewslettdrs that Community'reps prepare at ,the,
locaf,level also, by way of the-kids, inviting .them-to meetings;
telling them about hats7happening.at school, and that:

_A: So these would be prt of school based?
4 1°

Yea. This one.comes directly out of pur offite. .0n occasion for
importantimeetings, liVe Used press releases and radio stations,
particularly KIXX, Ole,McRican"Americaftradlo station. I don't do
that consistently and,that is'an area-of weakness. I don't feel ghat
we have made,a-real .Strong effort to; capitalize on'the media to iet the
total community know.what is going, on in bilingual education. The 1st
year that We were in operation I got th7ellerald, to" do a full page on our
'program and that is disSeminated_to all portions.of.the community but it
hasn''t been repeatedsince;thea'and I eel that this is an area we really

4 Nneed to work oh. " 4

AM: How ,ablaut word of mouth?

1: Yea, well, that happenS, anytime community reps are'makihg home visits or
when'we have these workshoph and you bring parents together, yOUfknow . _ .

., . .
t?f, ...f.

AM:, Now the, I'm interested7 in the:,Sort ofdifferent-'perce to e o,Vpeople who
are aotvally'attending the, differentparts of 'your progr , hoW, many would
be mothers ?

A bg;percent we have ajeW
participation sheets that we
total numbei, of parents rhat
categorks.

AM: ,Let me just read-thisthen. There-are 1,59 mothers, 176 fathers, acid °'78"
/

others primarity kin. %-How about family or couples,, is that . .

_

fathers. These_ are based on class+Oom
Collected last year. It gives you the,-
came to all of the, schools and the'different

I
1: toooTten. On occasion, Np111-4ave ,coupleS that will coMe'to the

parenting Sessions but more:often,then rrOt/itsthe motheris.
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AM: What is the approximate percentage of low income parents involved in the
program?

I: 100%

AM: The percentage of Mexican-Americans?

1: I would say that it is anywhere frOM, I would venture to say that it is
between, its close to 90 %. _

AM: OK, what is the other 10%?

We have sdme Anglo children 'in our prbgraM4t!our Baker, South Austin
schools and we havqa percentage of Blacks fromtAllison and up there,
.in the valley. primarily. I wouldn't even ver4ure to guess on those

- percentages. I don't kw if that kind,of comparison has ever been
made in our project.

AM: The percent of bilingual parents?

1: I would venture to'say th#t bilingual parents ,.- a good 75% to 90 %, again
here I am taking a wild guess because I don't know if we've actually sat-
and.done that type of study. 4

Ok, how aboutSpanish language parents?

We have probably around r14 30%..

AM: How about EnglisVanguage parents?

10X,.."
.

AM: _Whatercent of the parents are parents of infants?

, a;

, E: You know we have all that information that was done from that parent
questionnaire because at was one year that we included that question
because we wanted*to know how many of them had'smAll children and: there-
fore would not be able to Assisi, !n one of our functions unless we...provided
babysittkng for them. Golly,that's a tough one. I would say that a good
at least 60% of them would have preschool children at home.

AM: And then 100% school age. How about teenagers?

.1: 4 would.go with 60% again maybe evertmbre, I pst don't know..

Wht is the total numb f parents that would be . involved in the total
par nt involvement prog in any given yeat.

I: As many parents as we ha .e students. Now we are talking abou'e, no; all of
them get involved, your talking about the'odes.that actually ,get *volved,
I would say a good 40% to 50%. yhen.we say involved, again here .I
question that because we're talking about involvement in actual inschbbl
activities that our prbgram Provides or the home visits. That is probably',
more limited. But when we're, king about involvement'in other capacities,
like coming for ponferences, coming4o school functions,°like assisting
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in many different ways that we don't even-measure, the percentage would be
much higher.

But about at any. given time, about the number, how many.people would be
involved-in,these specific activities -that we've-talked aboUt, a rdtigh.
approximation',

4

I think 40% to 50%

AM: I'd like to ask you a little bit about the different staff roles, the
people that would be involved in the various activities. Who else would
be involved directly -in contacting and working with the parents?

I: I work with them directly. On occasion, my coordinator works with them.
'Also, different members of the instructional staff, teachers and super-
visors that we have up here - they have conducted workshops for us and
they have assisted in the training of the teachers to some degree. Our
counselcsgs at the school sites - they are not Title VII counselors but
they work directly with the parents, some of them more than others.

AM: Lets talk about thi4community representatives first. About their exact
title. How many are there?

I: In our program there are 9.

Art That percentag& of th community rep.a.time-is devoted to working in the
parent activities?- .

I: All of them, 1007.2:'The):.are involved in other ac6ivities - their work is
not 1009 time devOted*eojust working With_parents'. As _their coordirAtox,
as their supervisor, Z'm a support person to the scboolS....:- they comelfinde&

,thedotal jurisdiction of the principal. The principal oversees. heir 'jj.
'function. I would. like to see them obViously devote 900% of their time
,to°'doing nothing but working with-parents. I-have to be fiery realistic
about Certain percentage of thef,T tme: from our. own program needs requires
that they spend some time documenting, there'is a certain amount ofreCord
keeping that they have to do. Since they work with the schools and tbeyre
houSed at the schools and principals.aretheir'supervisors, the needs o4 their
schools have to come, before our program's needs and we recognize that. If
that person is going to be auseful member ofthat staff, they have to 14"
with' theprinctpal and with the faculty there. A lot of times, in my
opinion, they spend too much time doingthings that are not directly-
associated_with.dbomunity'work They fill in for secretaries, theyjrnitor
:.children in the.cafeteria, they are collecting donations for PTA carnivaa-s
and allnk'thattype of thing. However, wheh I look at it overall and, 6-.
to determine their effectiveness In terms. of working with the PTA, that

:a community type of project and sometimes when they have.to transport a'sick
cbild4.home, ok thatTS another thing that really we were to stick'strictly
by guidelines, we would be tempted to say no you can't do that But we know .

it affords them 'aft oppofttinity to'get to know the parents and to find out what
a Situation is., it gives:themadgtional insight that,can RosSibly makg theme
more effective

_ members of that faculty so.Oat, you know, you have-to.SOrt of
compromise in certain areas.

.



AM:-Sotheyareactuallyasta'ffoftneschool,-they.are hired by the school.

I: They are hired by the principal.

AM: What is-the ethnic breakdown?

I They are allyican-Americans, they are all bilingual;

AM: What are their approximate ages?

I
I: It varies from about Ito about 45.

AM: And the sex?

I: 'c' All are female

AM: Approximaee:educational level?

I: , All of them wIththe exception of one has at least a GED, two of them are
attending ACC and working_beyond their degree One of my community reps .

got in a program with St. Edwards and is 9iery= close to getting her teachers
certificate.

AM: How were they recruited?

Initially when we first got staAed I assisted the personnel person that
was interviewing them and we screened them and then we could come up with
a certain number of people and would then send them up to be interviewed
by the principal. In some instances principals' already knew.that they

. needed somebody and theywould do their own screening ant-And those
people to personnel.

AM: Now there is 1 per school? And the principal of that school would actuaily
- do the hiring.

Right, he's actually the one that approves the hiring of a person.

AM: 1as there*any i3erticular background training or experience . . .

I: .No, but-the idea that .,I think,6hat was used by all principals was that they
wanted somebody that they felt knew, the community, somebody that could
relate to the'ocommunity.and somebody that had a'fscility to talk and to
communicate well with people. That was the criteria that was used:

AM:; Afteftheywere,hired,-did they have any specific training?
.

, .
. -

.

I -'''Vestj4efi'ditely.I.proVided thearaining for the community reps and in
akidition,to:what principals might provide additional training for them as
ell but I meet withheM :during the summer for 5 full days and I don't do 1r'

&he raining myself, I hire consultants, but ,I supervise, their training.
alOt of their training myself for the different program needs because I.7

know exact y, What those needto.be.and then'we have at least 1 inservice a
month. On occasion it has been mire:

27"s'
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- AM: These would be like workshops'.

Right. And initially the- turnover of community reps for our program has
been very mintingt.so I feel very-fortunate that we have been-able to keep
the same-persons and-the training does not have to be repeated every year
but we can proceed from one leyel to a higher one and initially I provided
for them all types:of: training program' Orientation,'4erything from manuscript
writing to techniques in reading and reading readiness, math, Parenting,: even
how to'Put together a little-campus newsletter, that they:,-tpd to do and Spanish
accents and Spanish composition to a certain degree because they needed to haVe
that. I provided.them-tgith.dittnnaries an 11 kinds oV things because they
do so many kinds of things. Really their. very comprehefisive.and they
are coiled upon sometimes to actras translatOrs, sometimes to send.Ait notices
in SpaniSh and so I had to kind ofsee the whole picture and try tolft-oVide
thattraining. The most recently -type of training they have been receiving
iseared to tioke EBC home intervention program and that they have to become
'Very familiar with those units, the vocabulary, the concepts, the techniques'
for,oral language development and that type' of thing. Initially another
thing Shat.we did that they really enjoyed- And they have enjoyed it so much
that INtoritindtd it even though I havealittle trouble justifying it, is.
that pareritS were so hesitant aboWdoring. to the school, that we needed to
get, them there somehow, so wd d'd alot:orarti and crafts, and they loved
that you know. And we tied it lot Ortithes-Ngo making reading games and
activities, arts and crafts activities #hat pexents could teach their kids
at home to'5do and that type of things: Relating it to cultural
And those have been so succesSful'fb that they did bring in.the parents in
bunches because those arefmp kinds of.things and fromqthere we proceeded to
move-them into more sophis#Ottated kinds of involvement but those have been
qi(3 popular that I dard"not include them in our itiserid'ite schedule for the
year because they enjoy: it. We. always have,an arts:ariCtraffs session in
December for the.Christmas Workshops and parents- canoe inthe schools, in
mostschools, I don't:require.our community reps to have amfatts nd crafts
workshop - they decide _whether they want to.do 1.7 ave monies;, o

4
.available to buy a limited-amount of materials and paren tome and they
make all kinds of ChriStmas decorations and they Of tc0c:re'SoMe of fhems"-.-
home, sometimes they leave them in the schoOl, But 'the AtS4nd crafts-thing ,.
is another thing . , . ofso they have used to make money fOgSchobl, they uSe
them at carnivai8, they get parentS'to .make all kind ok_arts and crafts "things
to'selI at the carnivalS for-the fund raisers at the-School. Sb, indirectly,
there has been A good rationale for having them.

AM: NoW44,in the inservice, workshops,,with he communitykfeps what briefly kinds o
thirigs tin you' cover?

el

I: It depends on wh tine. of the year if, is,really. the- beginning .of the
year a ldt of t alhing.On hoW to tutor_ 40,) parentw ihedifferent_areOS,'
ho to work with he EBG so that it isVaiy instructional kinds' of thingi.
And then sometimes we have consultants thOt will, come in from 0,Lit,dftown,
particularlY?Wi cop.get theni free now because ouv%consultant account is
down to zero they keep cuttingus.back every year, and id sepetigles I get
people tdcdome ilyfrom/.some of the agencies. When I find but that there is
a new ag cy.ihrtown and give us some information4aboutwh4 it, is
that the
have 'ha

do and so we always. try to Include.one or two of those a year. .We
sessions in the past op how to conduct hoine visits and how to follow

through on home isits. We did a whole session on;how-to.. follow through on
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I:

AM: You -don't repeat the 5 daything, is that repeated-every year?

"IV

this EBC thing. And so they are geared kind of to work, on what our particular
kinds of needs are.. Initially, like I said, we did a lot many more specific
things because they needed it, in the first, at the beginning of the year and _

also at the beginning of our projec).

NOW:the 5 day worlishop, is that antall-day long intensive training and then
there are the inservice

And we already have our schedule set up-..for next year.

tryI: Oh yea, every year it.is repeated. And.every year we try to include some-
thing' a little bit different. This .year,,. fot the first time:, we are
coordiilating training Title I and Migrant- Community ctIps and the Title VII,
Reps will be receiving the sathe),,,kindsOf trairifngi.* this is a tentative
schedule that' we are showing thecommunitymps an principals- "now and its
subject to change but this iskind of what we 'see a need right now and
there will be 'several of us conducting this type of training for them as a

'whole. This has been, has received emphasis every year, we feel that that
isvery important, and theylearn some good skills on how to communic4tty

effectAgely with people'and-a lot of it has come ,through, they have defile
10t'artelfgrowth, because: if they a e going to be out there talking to

)Z.parents and trying to gee'them to:,use ositive techniqufa in dealing with
children, you haVe to be very'positivayouraelf, so we've had to do.a*t-77'.
of that .kind. of self-growth kfhd of thing and I hired consultants to help

._..us with that.

AM: And then there "is the Prokram.

That is something thawemay-purchase next year
available, its expagsfvel.:but I. think Title I is
we'll be able to luse,,it.'

. -

!AM: OK, so this isa demmercially.-avalable .

Its4a commerical paaagathat Wre thinking of
thinkinglef buying it.

.

"AM: And you've been i},si thist

Its a program that in
thinking of buying it and

veo

.5"

buying,. as a` group we are

'We have not'nsed i yet - it wfItbe new, another thing

have money to buy a comm
them to be familiar wi
know what's in it and

That is
provileitrarning at the'beginning cif,tge year on some kind--ofi I

, -

rical progtamand i rouse
t so I usually spend'a' 'Aiday in ret

' So then this one

Right

tio4 use and th44k'ty.f)' 4 tying

7-
s particalarlytcommunity

c,AM:' And then a setslon on cnitura -ness and.a session op coordination.
'between differenerePreSeatatives. :You- 've Nentiohed.some of the differellt
things-that you do, is thereanyihing. atiWhaVent.coitered as-far as!"
your activities?

.4- -0

, I always
Lied
it I want .

tilag'them
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?
I: Other than supervising the community reps and providing for their training,

I'm also in charge of organizing an advisory group and insuring that it
meets regularly and insuring that they get/program information and have an
opportunity to, give us thikr input into . . .

AM: And this is an advisory group . .

146 60e.

Right-, made up of representatives from each af
charge of editing A newsletter twice a year and maintaining our budget
I have'a budget, my component has a'budget I have to keep track of and so
I guess than is pretty much_ it in a nutshe)el:

AM: Now the other 2 staff roles that you mentioned that were involxed with the
parents would be the instruction staff - who are . . .

0,K, there are 6 of us up here. We have-a staff development person, we -have
an instructionals person, a learning specialist and a curriculum development
specialist. On occasion they have assisted me in providing training for

in particular areas. If I have a group of parents or a group of
.teachers that have requested to have volunteers that can tutor children in
a particular-area, their area of expertise.I feel is much sharper than mine

that area and many times I've gonetotheir assistance and they have
-:provided demonstrationS; live demonstrations with children for the parents

,)io.see and so they have 'assisted in tnat way.

AM:, 'Would this be primarily through the workshops?

,t I: Yea, it happens, usually at e beginning of the year when we are doing that
i

training for the parent vo,lunteers In the classroom.

a

,AM: OK so they would he primer 1 irecontact with the parent volunteers, OK,
and there are, how many d u-say?.

I: There are 4 people,-aide our coordinator and our coordinator has also
provided that type of training._

AM: What percebtage,of their time would be involved?

I: I would say probably 3%

401: And.what is the ethnic breakdown?

T: Of our staff, we have 1 A (1 aide?).

AM: And- the aroximate ages. 4

'. I: I'd say from 34 to about 44, k. , ', ..,. ,:'

...'.

' :.4

=.C. At4;_ TAntbsex:breaka-own.
',.

_ .4;' t, ...I

I: We have 1 male.

AM!.- And,the apprOkipOte' e'ducational

J..,
I: EverybOdyjhaStO Masters ac least. havehave 2.1adies with

Certificates, 3 of us are working.-on a Supervisors Certificate dud we have

1d)341
,
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with an Administrative Certificate.

AM: Was there any specific traAng for the, say the consulting that they'did?

Not really, they just received an idea as to what it was hat uias needed and
that type.of *ping and proceeded from that.

NA140: Andmow the coordinator in direct contact with parents would be primarily
this kind of activity.

Right, exactly. I feel that every single one"of our staff&embers is elite .

in their field or real experts in th4t they can provide just about any type
training. They are involved in teacher training and so they have been

able to assist in the other. All of them are former claap room teachers.

.
AM:. I'd like to ask you your opinion about general charAceeriWcs that you feel;

are real important for people in the various staff positions. Are the a
personal. traits that you find that are especially important for people-in
contact with the parents,- like I gues-S primarily the community. rasps..

I: Yea, I thint that they really need to feel a real love and an intwst in
'people. I think they need to feel'that parents are very importan people
and that they are the c ld's primary teacher and that we need to,. all of
our approaches to pa is have to be from that premise - they cantt be
negative and critic 1 and looking down at parents - theqe are characteristics

any of u can afford to have if we ate goingto'haVe/an
involvement program. So I think its recognizing parents
for their children and have rights end who want to learn
ldren. We believe that parents are that way and go from

that not
1 Nparental

who care
,their chi
approach.

AM: Do you think that there are any specific types of skills `o
training that would be important for this.

0%**

I: For parental involvement specialists,-for someone working with parents?
I think you, have to have an awareness of community.' I think you liked to,
if you're going to be successful you need to ri-low the political-cliMate-.

of theecommunity, you,need to be familiar with the linguage, the'diglkt
. of the community, you need .to be able-to have experienced the same kind
of thing, but you need to be familiar enough so that you don't came into
community with' a,bunch of"theordes that you've never eried anywEreie and
expect to try em outiere becaUse its not ping to wo*that-way. ,You've
gotto k4ow Where those people Aretcoming from and It as, to-be a realistic

,:version of that because sometimes we tend to . I think.one of the big
faults with a,lot of parental volvement'programs ,that we think we.-know
what people eed and a, lot of mesl!vie are reading the way,Frong

ge ple, y u"ktrow2 h6r'll ,accegt!;5.7614' but therlOOk at Ail as, you know,
ut up with ;this Retson4here because I haye to you haveAlp have

cer ain amount of :believatitility abobt'you and the only way you can have 7.
'4 that is to really'undeT,4tand'what Is'in that community.

effective
as;peopl
anci help

that

bactground-:7

7
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AM: One of the other questions was Were 'any of the staff brought from the local
community and I think you answered that, the community representatives -

I: Yea, they are all from the local community, all with the exception bf one,
two people. Initially we worked out of 14 schools and so we had schools
that were kind of in the outskiri%, we had schools in north Austin and-

northwest and northeast Austin and so we,hlred people from those communities
far t ose schools. The following year-6 of those schools were cut from our
progr.. and we wound up with -schools in high concentrations of bilingual
ci i ,, ities - east and south. Since those people had been hired as Title VII
people we really felt a need to place them in the schools, so we have two
community reps that are working in two schools in east Austin that do not C7'.
live.in the community.

So yoli have 9 schools total in your program?

I: We have 10 schools but one of them is a 6th Grade Center and we don't have
a full-time community rep there.

AM: Could you,name the schools?

I: Allison, Becker, Brook, Dawson, Govalle, Metz, Ortega, Sanchez, Travis
Heights and Zavalla.

;
AM: I'd like to get sort of a brief history of the program sa\we'can get some

9ibb.
idea of the . . . When was the programstated?

I: It was started in 74-75. Yea, Z4. 7

AM: Who funded the program initially?

'I: HEW

1%.

AM: And that is the sam& funding now. Approximately, how much is the operating
budget?

I .,. .

ck .
,

. 4 . .

!ikI: It Close to a million dollars, it was $900,000 something and-k ,

try nolv it,.s, you know you jet cut'backs every year, right now we:are some-
. where in the vaciniy of abet $650,000 or maybe $760,000 - I don't know the

. . exact14.figures. - -

4

.011

Akic AM: .How long is the current funding peri910?'
,

; .

lo. ,I: We operated ] year; theFf llowing year 4e submitted ap applicationTfor a;
rant*::5 (ear grant, and got so thiS s our 3rd year bf that 5 lie

,
7--"id; So with thatperi6d f tiro you doh% ;expect Euridlfig-levelchin

i .i s
....

. 7.:' . ir,.,
I: Oh y4, it wi 1 change. We are expecting a cut thip:year, ye,gon t kpow,4
. how much but andw Iliel have to .do sonie'shiftingaicogna.r .1.-

IS' :

1

4r.
,
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AM: Sort of in general, why was the program started.

There was a need for a bilingual prograM in Austin - there was not one and
political peees,qes from the community-, think, brought an awareness to
the'district that-they needed to do something about it. They actually
,tarted a bilingual program here in Austin an effort was made - even
before the Title, the federal.programs, came iatp operation. Of course
now its mandated and they have to have it free. It was started I
think'as a result of political pressures by the community.

AM: Which was put down a district, which responded .

The district responded at that time with a very, very small token budget.
I think in'that first year they were in operation they had, a budget of
about $60,000, if that much. They has one personthat was coordinating
the whole thingth:roughout the whole school. The following year . . ,

AM: This was the bilingual program itself or . .

This was the district's attempt to start a bilingual program. \
\

1.

AM: About when was this?

I: This was 2 years before fedlal funding came so I would say it was like in
1970 or thereabobts. Now prior to that there had been,a bilingual program
out.of Title VII to Region XIII at-on Campus here in Austin. But the
district had not committed any money to it and then from that of course
federal funding the ESA program for 2 years, Title VII came the 2nd year,
during ESA's 2nd year and also the school district has budgeted now.
I think its $454,000 for, into the bilingual department, so we do have -
(very year we seem to getting a little bit more committment from the
district.

AM: In terms of the' parent involvement portion, when how was that started?

1: That began in our particular program it was a-federal mandate in order for:
you to get federal monies you, have to have a community involvement component
and now the form for the component was written in by the writers of. the
application at that time and it included a.specialis&vith -community reps.

AM: So the onset of this program was based on the mandate. It was started up
by submission of a proposal Which included the community representati
Have there been any major changes since its conception?

. 7

I: If yoU're talking about Title VII - no.. If we're talking about federal,
funds, ES42, only h d 4 community reps and they worked out of 4 schools.;.,

41hen Title VII cai 1.r1 it, encompassed many more ,schools, more community,,
reps,. Mee perso 1, more money:* .Since-the inception of Title VII, the..
6ndanify tnvolvemeht component has remained basically the same.. There
have been a few'cut'bdpks;-#11ktI mentioned consultants,.our newsletter

, .

acOunt has been'cut.back.,'Ouvtravel account'..- all .compelnepta have to
cut a certain Paventage out 7and we 'have to figure out where to do it.

"$.
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I'm glad that community rep'sare still with us. There was a4uestion last
Year'fas to whether all of those positions would be funded_nrIlot and wehad
to really fight to gel them to stay . . .

AMr So since the parenJfnvolvement component started in 74, it stayed primarily
) the same. Have there been any particular factors that have helped in the

J development of the program?

-I think the primary factoxithat.4as-really given us a lot of help is that
the people that are in our program -;prpiKipals and teachers - have had
some real positive feelings about.parent'S:and the assistance that community
reps have given them at their schools have been very positive and I don't .

think too many *Of them want to do away with their community reps because
they consider them a real asset to the campus. So I think that has been
Very positive.

.

All: Have there been ,any particular factors that have hindered?

I'm sure there are some. One of the things that diwe h a lot of difficulty,
with is, we touched on it a ],little while ago, when itomes to all ieaeral
servants you have to be-so accountable for eery single penny that you get.
In parental involvement it is very difficult to measure things like that -
like increased interest on the parents, those types of things and I think
when it comes to attitudes of parents and how those things affect children's
learning, I think that that is.a process that takes time-- I don't think its
something that you can short change and our evaluation component is a pretty
strict one and a year ago we,f411 short of meeting one of our objectives.
We were supposed to have so many people come in to the classroom and assist
the teacher and this and that and the,other'and thereillbre suppOsed 'to be
so many parents,-7 numbers,' you know - and we didn't meeC that objective and
we got really lambasted by several people in the administration. But
principals and teachers were so supportive and so upset over those
evaluations that they insisted on changing some of the objectives because
they say, sure you're measuring how many parents are coming intothe class-
room to assist, those that didn't forget to sign in that teachers didn't,
forget to report, but how do you measure the increased gains, how-do you
measure the attitudes of parents, how do you measure our increase in school
functions and so they have been very supportive. I guess I would say the
one negative thing is that its very difficult to evaluate the results that
we have had because I think they are long range results.

AM: 'It sounds like you, have really generated a lot of supportwithin the
schools . . .

5

I:. I fe41 that, we have, I really feel that wejlAre to a great, you know, I
,think that unlgss the program is perfect and I don't want to paint
a-big rosey iDActu'r7er77Z;; haveour problems on some campuses, our problems are
more s'eriou's than on others, and we don't have as many- -parent's as-we'd have
to, ob*Viously, you know we, are always trying to get mare and more, but I
think generally speaking the support is there.

2 8%
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Ali: Was there any read-stance in'the schools?

I: There isn't now. -Initially when we had 14 schools and some of them were
located on'campuses that were not in the east Austin area,, there was a
lot, a lot of resistance.

AM: Prom teachers?

I: From teachers and parents.

AM:--What would you say is the amount of. community support that you feel . .

I feel that if bilingual education were in danger of not being funded,
not progressing the way we know it needs to progress, that we wouldrhave=
the community behind us in a minute( I feel that they are very
supportive, I feet that most parentwant their children to have bilingual
education - that was another question that we asked on a questionnaire
-earlier - some parents don't want their children to learn Spanish cause
they don't understand bilingual education. A lot of them come from
Mexico and say, I want my child to learn English He already knaws
Spanish. So -we have Some'parents that axe negative but I think those
are very few - the percentage is very small.

AM: What kinds of community support do you sense specifically for the parent
involvement program?

I: I think that its there. I think th one of the big hassles was that
when community reps were, they wer cussing dropping the community
reps or cutting the pOsitions from o something like 4, our community
became very upset and we got a lot of support. So I feel that they
'really have appreciated and d(Nsuppori em.

AM: Do you have, fbr people who might be interested in setting up.a similar
parent involvement program, do you have materials that you distribute
or . . . ti
Well, for somebody first beginning to start out, I've got a lot of
questionnaires, a lot of organizational types of ideaS and tips, structures
on particular activities that can be done
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Education'al,Development Laborato
2 1 Ea St 7th Street, Austin, Texas :7.8701

112/476-6861

IA

10,

Dear

The Division of Family and Community Studies of the SoUthwest Educa-
tional Developmentliaboratory is currently conducting an in-depth
'study of ongoing parent education programs. We see parent eduCation
as a much-needed and valuable service; therefore, in order to get some
idea as to what is being done in this regard, e.g.s.,.who' is -doing
parent education, how is it being done,,what kini3of funding is being
utilized, who are the cohsumers, etc., we are mailing the attached
questionnaire to key people in selected programs located in your area.
Please complete and return it in two weeks.

All data collected will be kept in strict confidence..

Thank you for your time and thoroughness,in answering the enclosed
questionnaire.

Sincerely,

Enclosure
4nniti

4'
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APPENDIX F-

Drafts of" Instruments:_

Program Description Questionnaire
Parent Edudation Program. Staff Questionlitir40
Parent Education 1..,ader Interview Topics

. _ N
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2
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IDENTIFICATION

Respondefit's

Job Tktle:

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION OEST ONNAIRE

s

(tast.) (First)

AckWes:s-:

Street

P4rent°Educati ram Name:

.0

City State Zip:-

. 9

Please check if prograM does not have a name separate from that of the agency:

4 .

II. AGENCY

I

Pl.e4t4: briefly de5cribe the .-gnera.l purpose of the agency:

4 ' ..

Excluding parent-education, are there any other activities carried Out-by the agencx,
,.. specifically f'o'r parents? .

. 2 8 67.



III. PARENT-EDUCATION PROGRAM

A. Please check those activities which are carried out in the parent .education
program and list, any others:

1. Home-Visits 6. Individual or Single family
2. Lecture eries/Course Counseling
3. Discussion Group/Group Meetings. 7. Group Therapy
4. Workshop 8, Others (specify):
5. Participation in Classroom/School

B. For each activity indicated above, 'please complete, the questions on the left
vertical column of the chart.

QUESTIONS ACTIVITY # ACTIVITY # ACTIVITY # ACTIVITY #
.

.

What are the_general.
procedures for the
activity?

.

.

, .

.

.

What are the topics
or the.content?

A
What is thefre:-
quency? Duration?

\

,

What a the specific
objecti es?

.

How many staff?
Parents?

.

.

C. Please answer the following questions about the.program participants. Check
those methods used for recruitment and list any others:

Newspaper Other Agency Referrals (specify),:
Television
Word of Mouth
Posters
Brochures/Announcements

Other Methods
- Other Methods (specify):

28.5
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION QUESTIONAAIRE :

I. IDENTIFICATION `

Respondent's Name:
(Last) (First)

Job Title:

Agency Name:

Address:
Street

Parent Education.Program Name:

City State . "Zip

Please check if program does not have a name Separate from that of the agency:

II. AGENCY

Please briefly desCrsibe the general purpose of the agency:

Excluding parent education, are there any other activities carried out by the4agency
specifically for parents?

y.
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PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM

A. Please check those activities which are carHed put in the parent education
program and list any others:

1. Home Visits
2. Lecture Series /Course
3. DiscussiOn Group/Group
4. Workshop
5. Participation in Cl sroom/Schqol

§.

etings. _ 7.

Individual or Single Family
Counseling

Group Therapy
Others (specify):

B. For each activity ndicated above, please omplete_the questions on the left
vertical column the chart.

QUESTI S
. 1 ,

ACTIVITY # ACilIVITY #_ ACTIVITY # ACTIVITY #

What ar the general
procedures for the
aqtiv'ty?

'..-

,

.

.

t are the topics
the content?,

.

.

.

.

f, ,.

e\What.is the.fr-
quency?

4,

Duration?
,

,

What are the specific
objectives?

_

How many staff?
Parents?

,.

. .

C. Please answer the following questions about the program participants. Check
those methods used for recruitment and list any'others:

Newspaper
Television
Word of Mouth

rs

3rochures/Announcements

Other Agency Referr&ls (Specify):

Other Methods
her Methods (specify):-'

231
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If no recruitment` methods are used how do you thing parentS find out about the
program?

anione attend the program? Yes No

Please *tribe the parents who partici te in the program by indicating
approxinfate percentages-in the space pro ided. (For example: the program may be
designed for anyone, but actual particip nts are-"90% mothers and 10% couples",
and "100% middle income".)-

Teenage Parents ,

Low Income
Middle or Upper Income
Parents of,Handicappq
Mothers
Couples
Single Parents

Speci c ethnic group (tpecify0
Specif c language group (sPecify0
Parents of specific' Age or Grade-Level

Child (specify:)
Other ( specify:)

What is the approximate total number of partic
at any given time?

D. Please check those positions, or job titles that

,

pants involved in the programs'

apply
program and indicate how man' here are of each,'

Home Vtsitor
Secretary
Consultant
Volunteers
Community Aide
Counselor
Other (Specify0

Coordinator
Administrator
Parent-Trainers
Nurse
Doctor
Psychologists
Social Worker

tolOur parent education
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Name:

,PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAM
STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE

Title/Position:

Age: Sex: Female Ethnic Group:

,

Educational Level:

Agency Name: Addres:

Parent Education Program Name:

Please briefly describe your job duties in the parent education program:
7-

11-

Approiimately what percentage of your time within the agency is devoted to functions re-
lated to the parent education program?

.

Approximately what percentage of your time is spent in direct parent training contact?

What kinds Of background training or experiences did you have relevant to parent education
before being hired in your current position? For how many years?

Did the program

IF-yES,p4ase
and (c) identification

/
I

provide you With any training for working

explain: (a) the nature of the training,
of the trainer.

with pareks? Yes No

(b) the duration of the traini g,

,

I

/.
,

N .

a

.

.
*.

,:

q ,

,

,
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PARENT EDUCATION LEADER INTERVIEW TOPICS

The following list of topids should be incorporated into an interview
schedule:

1. IDdividual demographic data (age, sex, ethnicity, education level,
-Parenting status).

. Background training and experiences relevant to parent education prior
to entering the field.

3. Number of years and types of experiences within the field of Pa6nt
Education.

4.. Current employment, job title, job duties.

5. Training proviled for Parent Education in current position.

6. Own assessment of own strengths as parent educator.

7. Own assessment of own weakensse and needs as parent educator.

8. Beliefs about personal traits and skills.necessary for parent educatois
in general.

9. Beliefs about current needs and training experiences to upgrade quality
of Parent Education.

1

10. Beliefs about hinderances/factors that promote or support Parent EduCation,
impact of Parent Education on parents, children, communities, degree of
community support and reasons, unmet community needs.

11. Future projections of parent education.


